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May 5, 1905. 

fP4lislied Ey the hTavul Sta$ sf the Imperial Mi1itul.y P&adgucc&rs 

ma Muy 6.) 

TeZegram from the Director 9 t h  SapPoyo DìstricCt, oflce. 

It is reported that on the Sth, at about I I .30 am., four 
torpedo-boats, the nationality of which  was unknown,  were 
observed surrounding a sailing  vessel off Mochida  Cape, 
and two gun-shots were heard. The sailing vessel  was set 
on fire, and the torpedo-boats then steamed  northwards. 
Salvage  boats  were  despatched, but they returned,  failing to 
save the vessel on  account of the rough weather, 

TeZegnzm from the Gavemor of the No&hido. 

The torpedo-boats,  previously reported, belong to Russia. 
Three of the boats  were about 100 feet in length and the 
other was 130 feet. Each of them had two funnels. They 
approached  Mochida  Cape from the offing, and  surround- 
ed the sailing vessel. After ordering the crew to leave the 
vessel, the Russians  poured  kerosene on to  the deck, and 
set fire to  it with two gunshots. They took away the 
Captain, and steamed  northwards. Ten of the crew  landed 
safely at Kotaniichi. 

N. B.-The sailing vessel was the 3rd Yuzuata IMccvu, owned by 
Mr. Gousmon Ukon, Tsuruga, and her displacement was 
198 tons. 

------w-- 
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The enemy’s total losses thus far may be classified i s  

Sunk. Captured. Total. 
follows :- 

Battleships 2 2 4 

Armoured Coast  Defence  Ships.. I 2 3 
Cruisers ............................... 5 O 5 
Specially  Commissioned  Vessels 2 I 3 

Destroyers ............................. 3 I 4 
It is  not yet ascertained  whether the three warships 

reported sunk by  the Russian  prisoners are included  in the 
above or not. 

In addition to 2,000 prisoners  captured by the main 
force of the Combined Fleet, there are more than 1,030 
prisoners captured in other directions, 

.............................. 
.... 
...... 

1 

( 8 )  

(Received, Muy 30, afternoon.) 

The naval  engagement  which took place  from the afier- 
noon of May 27 to May z 8  inclusive,  shall be styled the 
Naval  Battle of the §ea  of Japan. 

(Received, Muy 30, afkmoon.) 

The mainbody of the Combined Fleet, as already 
reported  in a previous  telegram,  surrounded and bombard- 
ed the main  force of the enemy’s  remaining fleet  near 
Eiancourt Rocks on the afternoon of May 28. The enemy 
having surrendered, we suspended our bombardment and 
were engaged in the disposal of these ships, when at about 
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three , o’clock we sighted to the south-west of us the 
Ad?%z’raZ Oushahof steaming  northward. I immediately 
ordered the Iwate and Yn&umo to pursue her. They 
invited her to  surrender,  but the advice. being refused, they 
attacked and sank her a little  past six o’clock. Over 300 
of her xrew were  rescued. 

At about five  o’clock, the enemy’s ship Dmit~i  Domkoi 
was sighted to the north-west of LIS. The fourth fighting 
detachment and the second destroyer flotilla overtook her 
and fiercely attacked her until  it was dark. But as she was 
still afloat, the destroyer flotilla  attacked her during the 
night, but the result  was  unknown. The next morning, 
however, she was  discovered by the second destroyer 
flotilla aground on the south-east  coast of the Ullondo 
island. The above mentioned  flotilla, together with the 
2iiaszg-q are now engaged in the dispòsal of the disabled 
Russian  ship. 

Toward dusk on the 28th inst., the destroyer Sazanami 
captured the enemy’s destroyer Bigdovi at  the south of 
Ullondo. On board her were  found  Vice-Admiral  Rojest- 
vensky, the Commander-in-Chief of the Russian  Squadron, 
Rear-Admiral Enquist, their staff officers  and  others,  num- 
bering altogether over 80. They had boarded the Bz‘ect‘ovz 
after’ the flagship Kniaz Souvavof was sunk during the 
engagement on the 27th inst, They have  all been taken 
prisoner. The two Admirals are severely  wo’unded. 

The Chituse, while going northward on the morning of 
the 28th inst.,  discovered a Rvsian degtroyer and sank 
h&. 

I have also received the report from  th.e Niitaha and 
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Ze1pztchg- ....................................... (3,X03 tons) . 
COAST .DEFENCE SHIP : 

SPECIALLY CQMMESIOMED VESSELS : 
A&nìrad Oushah f  ........................... ( 4  I 26 tons) . 

Kamtchatka .................................... (792a7 tons) . 
h&kh ............................................. (7,507 tons). 

DESTROYERS : 
Three destroyers. 

CAPTUEED. 

BATTLESITIPS : 
Orel ................................................ (13,516 tons), 
hz,?evator iVicohi 1 ........................... (9,594 tons) 

CQAST DEFEXCE SITIPS : 

General! Ad&zìrd Ajrnxìrze .................. (4, I 26 tons) . 
-4dr&~~l Se?z.iavi?z .............................. (4,960 tons). 

DESTROYER : 

Bitdovi ~ ~ ~ . ~ ~ ~ a ~ ~ ~ ~ s ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ e ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ a o ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  (35s tons) . 
Thus the enemy's total losses may be classified as 

follows : 

Sunk. Captured. Total. 
Battleships .............................. 6 2 8 
Cruisers ................................. 5 5 
Coast  defence ships .................. I 2 s 
Specially  commissioned  vessels ... 2 2 

Destroyers .............................. 3 3. 4 

Total numbers ..................... I 7 5 22 
Total 'Sonnage .............................. I j 3 ,  4 t I tons. 

- -_I 
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In addition to the above, the cruiser Almax (3,285 tons) 
is suspected of having been sunk. 

The prisoners number more than 3,000, including  Vice- 
Admiral Rojestvensky9 Rear-Admiral Nebogatoff, and Rear- 
Admiral Enquist. 

The captured  warships sent to  the Sasebo Naval Station 
completed the landing of their crews by  the evening of 
yesterday, the 3oth, and are now  in our complete 
possession. 

Vice-Admiral Rojestvensky has been taken to the Naval 
Hospital, My previous  message reported that Rear- 
Admiral Enquist was among the prisoners from the 
captured warship Biedovi. But it has subsequently been 
ascertained that the report was erroneous, the mistake 
having been  caused by wireless  telegraph. P th&-efore 
request that the passage in the report relating to the Rear- 
Admiral be struck out. " 

W )  

(Received, May 31, ajter.lzoon.) 

From the reports which have since poured  in  from the 
different squadrons and detachments under my command, 
it is now  certain that the enemy's  battleship Oslalya, 
having been  seriously damaged in the early stage of the 





1 2  
. .  
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operations of all the squadrons under my command within 
the range of my view. Moreover, the fighting continued 
for two days and nights, and the squadrons have  pursued 
the scattered enemy in every direction, some of them being 
still engaged in various duties in connection  with the com- 
pletion of the battle. As for  praticulars of the actions of 
the entire forces, it will be some days before P may be able 
to forward detailed reports. 

(Received Muy al9 night.) 

According to the report of the Commander of the cruiser‘ 
K a s u p ,  which joined the Fleet this afternoon  with the sur- 
vivors from the Dwitvi Doitzskoi on board, the latter ceased 
pumping operations on the morning of the 29th and sank 
herself by opening  her Kingston valves. Her crew landed 
on Ullondo island, They included the survivors from the 
enemy’s sunken warship OsZnJyn and destroyer Kdney. The 
VidPzey took on board  Vice-Admiral Rojestvensky, Com- 
mander-in-Chief of the Russian Fleet, and his staff from the 
enemy’s flagship  prior to the latter’s sinking on the &er- 
noon of the 27th. While engaged in the work of taking 
in  these  officers, the Vidmy was struck by a  shell from one 
of our warshipc. She subsequently took in more than 200 

survivors  from the battleship Oslabyn. As this rendered it 
difficult  for  her to continue her further voyage, she remov- 
ed Vice-Admiral  Rojestvensky and his staff to the destroyer 
Biedie and then fled northward. She met the Dmitvi Dons- 
hoi on the morning of the 28th and removed  all the mem- 
bers of her  crew to the cruiser, and then sank herself. 
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Accarding to the statement of the survivors fiom the 0s- 
ka6ya, the vessel had her conning tower struck by a  shell 
at the beginning of the engagement of the 27th. The shell 
killed Admiral Folkersahm. In consequence  of the severe 
and concentrated fire of our warships, the Oslabya finally 
sank in the midst  of her fellow warships at a little past 3 
p.m. the same day. @According to  the survivors from the 
Dwitri Bo~zsk’oi, two Russian destroyers were  &served to 
sink while the engagement was raging at noon on the 27th. 
If, the latter statement is correct, the number of the enemy’s 
destroyers so far reported as sunk has reached six. 

B. B.-Tt is rumoured that  the Russian Government has officially 
announced that  the Viclney has arrwed  at Vladivostock with 
Více-Admiral Rojestvensky on board. 

ax. 
Detailed Official. Regoart. 

(Admiral Togo’s ÍV~GT¿.) 

(&suecl late on the ctftenzoon of Jzcrze 14.) 

By the grace of Heaven and the help of the gods, our 
Combined Fleet succeeded in nearly  annihilating the Second 
and  Third Squadrons of the enemy in the battle that took 
place in  the Sea of Japan on  the  27th and 28th of May. 

On the appearance of the enemy’s  fleet  in South Seas, 
our fleet,  in  obedience to orders from the superior authori- 
ties, determined upon  a  plan  of attacking the enemy in our 
adjacent  waters, and concentrating its force  in the Korean 
Straits, quietly  waited  for the approach of the enemy, ‘%As 
the enemy,  after  a temporary sojourn on the coast of An- 
nam, gradually came northward, I posted  several scouting 
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the two  columns  and  guarding the front  were the 
and Ixu~~czvud. To the back of all  these,  were  dimly ob- 
served through the mist  over  a  space  of  several  miles  a 
long line of the O i q ,  A~TOTLT and  cruisers of the second, 
and  third classes, the D.mitvi Donskoì, VZadiwiv Monomach, 
the special  service  vessels,  and so on. Thereupon I: gave 
the order of battle,  and at 1.55  p.m., I signalled ta the ves- 
sels  within the range of my vision to this effect :-“ The 
rise  or  fall of the Empire depends  upon the result of this 
engagement; do your utmost,  every  one of you.” The 
battleship  squadron  turned  its  head  for a time  in  a  south- 
westerly  direction so as to make the enemy  believe that it 
meant to pass them  in  an  opposite  direction. Eut at 2.05, 
it suddenly  swung  round to the east,  and thus changing  its 
front  pressed  obliquely  upon the head  of  the  enemy. It 
was soon joined at its  rear by  the armoured  cruiser  squad- 
ron,  while the Detva. detachment, the Uryu detachment, the 
cruiser  squadron,  and the Togo detachment,  in purwnce 
sf the previously  fixed  arrangement,  steamed to the south 
and  came upon the rear of the  enemy. Such was the si- 
tuation at the commencement: of the battle. 

Operations sf Our Wain Force. 

The enemy’s  van  having  been  pressed  hard by our bat- 
tlesnip  squadron,  changed its cQurse slightly ta the right, 
and at 2.08 p.m. the  enemy  first  opened fire. We bore the 
fire  for  a  while, and reaching the range of 6,000 metres, 
we concentrated  a  fierce  fire on the two warships  which 
were at the  head of the enemy’s  lines. The enemy  seemed 
to be  gradually preqed towards the south-east  and  both 
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their right and  left  lines  gradually  wended  their way to the 
east, the enemy’s  fleet  in  conseqrlence  being  formed into an 
irregular  single  column,  and  proceeding  parallel  with  QU^ 

fleet. The Qsl~dya which  had  been at the head of the left 
column, was soon  defeated,  and  fell  out  from the line sf 
battle, a fire occurring on board  her. At this  time, the 
whole of our  armoured  cruiser  squadron  joined the battle- 
ship  squadron  towards the rear,  and the concentrated fire 
of our entire  fleet  increased its efficiency  in  proportion to 
the  decrease of the distance. The enemy’s  flagship Mnim 
Souvawf and the hzperatov A;’,,,nder PII. which  was 
second in the line,  fell off from the line,  a  severe  fire haw 
ing broken out on board those battleships. The confusion 
in the enemy’s  formation  became  more  and  more  evident, 
and Are occurred on board  several  vessels  which  were  bring- 
ing up the enemy’s  rear. The smoke,  carried by the 
westerly  wind,  covered  the  whole  surface ofthe sea,  and  com- 
bining  with the fog,  completely  enveloped the enemy’s 
Heet, so that our battleship  squadron was compelled to ‘sus- 
pend  gunfire  for  a  while. Our fleet also  sustained  more or 
less  damage. The Asama mas struck by three shells  near 
the afi water  line. She had  her  steering  gear  damaged,  and 
also began to leak  badly. She had  therefore to leave the 
line of battle  for  a  while, though shortly ailerwards, she, 
having  effected  provisional  repairs, was able to join the line. 
Such being the features of the fighting  between the oppos- 
ing main  forces at about 2.45 p.m., the issue of the day 
was already  decided at that time. Our main  force thus 
pressed the enemy to south, and sent an intermittent  fire  on 
the enemy’s  vessels  whenever  we  observed them through 

A 
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discovered  a group of about six vessels, the remnants of* 
the enemy’s  force, flying in a north-easterly  direction. Our 
squadron at once  approached the enemy and fought first 
with them in parallel  lines, and then advancing  ahead of 
the enemy, checked  their  advance. The enemy, who had 
been taking a  north-easterly  course, gradually turned to  the 
west,  finally  steaming towads the north-west. The fight in 
parallel  formation  continued  from 6 p.m. to sunset, and 
while the enemy’s gunfire gradually decreased  in  power, the 
efficiency of our guns, which  were f i r d  with the utmost 
calmness,  became more and more evident. ,$ A warship,  pre- 
sumed to be the AZe4mndev III. was the first to fall out 
of the line and straggle behind. From about 6.40 p.m. a 
serious fire  was  observed on board a battleship of the Bo- 
Y Q ~ ~ I Z O  type, and at 7.23 p.m. the vessel  was suddenly en- 
veloped by  the smoke of an explosion, and instantly sank. 
Presumally the fire had spread to  the magazine.  Mean- 
while, the vessels  belonging to our armoured cruiser squa- 
dron, pursuing the enemy’s  cruiser squadron northwards, 
witnessed in the south a  battleship of the Bovodizo type, 
which had been  disabled and had  a heavy Est, approach 
the Nakhimof9 the vessel,  findlly  capsizing and sinking at 
7.07 p.m. According to  the prisoners of war, this vessel 
was the Alhander III. and that observed by the battleship 
squadron was the Bovodim. 

At that time,  sunset was drawing  near and our destroyer 
and torpedo-boat  flotillas  were approaching the enemy from. 
three sides, preparatory to delivering an attack  The battle- 
ship squadron therefore  gradually  relaxed the pressure  on 
the enemy arad at sunset (7.28 pm.) changed the course t s  

an eastern  direction. At the same  time, P ordered the Ta- 
tsuta to convey my orders to the entire Aeet that the latter 
should  proceed northwards and assemble at Ullondo the 
next morning. The engagement of the daytime was thus 
concluded, 

Operations of The Dewa, UrYen, and Togo 

Fighting Detachments and Cruiser Squadron. 

On receipt of the order at z p.m. to commence  fighting, 
the  Dewa, * Uryu and Togo (Masamichi)  fighting  detachments 
as well as the cruiser squadron, separating themselves  from 
our main fleet, steamed south in  reversed  lines  with the 
enemy ora the  port side,  and  threatened, in accordance  with 
the  prearranged plan, ‘che rear of the Russian  fleet  consist- 
ing, of special  /service ships and the cruisers Ole,.; Auvora, 
sviethna, Almaa, nrnitvi Bofzshi ,  vhzdi?%?iv &f~ozo?flach, 
etCe At 2.45 p.m. the Dewa and Uryu detachments,  main- 
taining touch with each other, first  opened fire in reversed 
lines upon the Russian  cruiser squadron, and gradually 
making a detour to  the. enemy’s right across the rear, then 
opened fire in parallel  lines.  Availing  themselves of their 
superior speed,  these  detachments  frequently put about their 
heads and appeared now ta the enemy’s  left and then to 
the right, thus continuing the attack for some 30 minutes, 
The Russian  rear  detachments were thus gradually ‘thrown 
into disorder, and the special service ships after  repeatedly 
changing  their  course, were at a loss as t0 their own  dis- 
position, In the meanwhile, a little  after 3 p.m. a vessel of 
the 14uv~vn type rushed out of the enemy’s  line and threaten- 
ed to attack 01-x forces,  whose  fierce  fire, bowever, succeed- 
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Operations of Destroyer and Torpe90 Boat Flotillas. 

The night  attack of the 27th was  fiercely and  gallantly 
commenced by all  our  destroyer  and  torpedo-boat  flotillas 
immediately  on the conclusion of the  engagement  in the 
daytime. 

From the  morning on this day, a strong south-westerly 
gale  prevailed,  causing  heavy  waves.  Observing that the 
management of small vessels  was  rendered extremely difficult, 
all the torpedo-boat  flotillas  under my dir&  command  were 8 

ordered  to take reflge in  &Gura  Bay prior to the opening 
of the engagement iì1 the  daytime.  Toward  evening,  however, 
the wind  considerably  abated, but the sea dill ran high, and 
our  torpedoers  operating  in the open  sea  were  placed at no 
small  disadvantage.  But  all the destroyer  and  torpedo-boat 
flotillas,  anxious  not to allow  this rare opportunity to slip 
by,  assembled  before  sunset  in  spite of the wiud and waves. 
They vied  with  each other in  attacking the enmy.  The 
Fujimoto  destroyer  flotilla  pressed  hard on the enemy’s  van 
from a northern  direction, the Yajima  destroyer flotilla and 
Kawase  torpedo-boat  flotilla  from a north-easterly  direction, 
while thé Yoshijima,  destroyer  flotilla  attacked the enemy’s 
rear from  an easter; direction,  and  the Hirose (Juntaro) 
destroyer fl otilla  fi-om a south-easterly  direction. The torpedo- 
boat flotillas  under Fukuda (Masateru),  Otaki, Kondo (Tsune- 
matsu),  Aoyama  ahd  Kawada,  pursued from a souther21 
direction the enemy’s  main squadron as well as a group of 
cruisers  proceeding  parallel to the left  rear of the main 
squadron OII the enemy’s  side. At sunset, we gradually 
disposed our squadrons in order to eilvelope the enemy 
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. from three  sides. . Apparently  giving way to the danger 
th.us  threatening  them the enemy,  after  sunset, fled  in  confu- 
sion to the south-west  and  then  appeared to change  their 
course to the east. On the delivery of the first  attack by 
the Yajima  destroyer  flotilla  on  the  enemy’s  head at 8.1 5 
pm., all the destroyer and torpedo-boat  flotillas  rushed  on- 
ward  simultaneously  and  swarmed  around the enemy,  whom 
they fiercely  attacked at close  range  until I I  p.me From 
suns,et the enemy  defended  themselves to the utmost by 
gunfire  and  searchlights,  but  finally  gave way to our  attack. 
The enemy’s  ships  lost sight of each other, and  separately 
sought to escape,  but  were  pursued by our  attackers. A 
terrible qélée ensued,  resulting at least  in the complete loss 
of the fighting  and  navigating  capacity of the enemy’s 
battleship Sissoi YeZi%y, armoured  cruisers Admival Mabhimofl 
and M Q P Z O W ~ C ~ ,  all  of which  were  torpedoed. On our side, 

. the torpedo  boat No. 69 (commanding  boat) of the Fukuda 
torpedo-boat  flotilla,  torpedo  boat No. 34 (commanding  boat) 
of the Aoyama torpedo-boat  flotilla,  and  torpedo  boat No, 
35 sf the Mawada torpedo-boat  flotilla,  were sunk by the 
enemy’s  gunfire  while  delivering the night  attack. The 
destroyers Havusame, Akatsuki, Iknxuchi, and Yügìyi, and 
torpedo  boats Sagi, No. 68, and No. 33 sustained some 
damage due to the enemy’s  gunfire or through collision, 
and  for a while  were  prevented from participating  in the 
operations. The casualties  were comparatively  large,  especial- 
ly in the Fukuda, Aoyama,  and  Kawada  torpedo-boat  flotil- 
las, But the crews of the three  sunken  torpedo  boafs  were 
saved by their fellow boats K&%a;tze, No. 3 I, and No. 61, 
and  others. 
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According to the statement  since  made by the prisoners 
of war, the severity of the torpedo attack  on that night was 
almost  beyond  description. Our destroyers and boats 
advanced  in such quick succession to the attack that the 
enemy had no time to prepare  for defence, and the distance 
between the attackers and defenders  was so short that our 
boats  entered  within the dead angle of the enemy’s  guns, 
which  therefore  could not be laid  on our vessels. 

In addition t0 the above, the Suzuki (Kantaro) destroyer 
flotilla and the terpedo-boat  flotillas not mentioned  above, 
searched for the enemy in other directions. On the 28th 
at z a.m. the Suzuki destroyer flotilla  discovered  two ~f 
the enemy’s vessels steaming northwards at a  point 27 
nautical  miles  north-east by east of Karasaki, and at once: 
torpedoed them, sinking one. According to the statement 
of the prisoners, this vessel  was the battleship fVmmrin, 
which  received two consecutive hits from  torpedoes  on  each 
side of the hull. Other flotillas  searched  for the enemy in 
every  direction tlxoughout the night, but failed to  d’ iscover 
any 0% the enemy’s vessels. 

General Description of the Operations 
o w  The 28th. 

At dawn  on the 28th, the fog that had prevailed  since 
the preceding day had cleared  away. At that time our 
battleship and armoured cruiser squadrons had reached  a 
point ZO nautical  miles south of Ullondo. Other fighting 
detachments and the destroyer floti‘12s which executed the 
torpedo attack during the precedillg night were on their 
way to the rendezvous by different routes from the rear. 

THE ~~~~~~~A~~~~~~ WAF?. 

At 5.20 a.m.,  when 1 was about to order our cruiser 
squadron t0 extend in  a  line of search to  the east and west, 
in order t0 cut OK the enemy’s retreat, the cruiser squadron, 
which was proceeding northwards at a  distance of 60 
nautical  miles in the rear,  discovered the enemy and roported 
that several streaks of srnqke  were  observed  in an eastern 
direction.  Immediately  afterwards, the squadron approached 
the enemy and reported that the enemy’s squadron consist- 
ed of four  battleships  (two  were  subsequently  discovered to 
be csast defence  ships) and two cruisers? and that it was 
taking a  north-easterly  direction. It was evident that this 
squadron was the main  force of the remaining enemy. Our 
battleship and armoured cruiser squadrons therefore changed 
theic  course, and gradually turning to  the east  pressed hard 
on the ‘line of the enemy’s advance. The Togo and Uryu 
fighting detachments also  joined the cruiser squadron and 
guarded the enemy’s  rear. At 10.30 a.m. at a point I 8 
nautical  miles south of Takeshima the enemy’s  vessels  were 
complgtely  enveloped. They consisted of the battleships 
A’icoZas L and Oyez, the coast  defence  ships General Adfni- 
ml Aprak’ne and MwiyaZ Seniavin, and cruiser ~Txum~ztde 
Another cruiser straggled far behind  in the south and final- 
l y  disappeared. . The enemy’s  vessels had been  severely 
damaged and were no match  against our superior force, so 
that immediately  after the opening of gunfire by our battle- 
ship and cruiser squadrons, Rear Admiral Nebogatoff,  com- 
mander of the enemy’s  squadron,  and  his subordinate officers 
expressed their desire to surrender. I therefore  accepted 
this proposal, and specially  permitted the officers to wear 
their  swords.  But the enemy’s  cruiser i%zLgWZLd, availing 
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herself of‘ her  high  speed,  escaped  southwards  prior to the 
surrender,  but  being  checked by our Togo fighting  detach- 
ment, she then  ran  eastwards. The Chitose, arriving  from 
Aburatani Bay  aAer sinking en route the same  morning  one 
of the enemy’s  destroyers,  set out at once  in  pursuit of the 
Ixuwrud, which,  however,  made good her escape  in a 
northerly  direction, 

Prior to this the Uryu detachment,  while  proceeding 
northward,  discovered at 7 am. a  Russian  warship  in a 
western  direction. Thereupon a section,  consisting of the 
Otozua and Niitaka under  command of Captain  Arima, 
commander of the  former  vessel, was ordered to attack the 
Russian  ship. This section  approached the enemy at g a.m. 
and  found that the ship was the SviedZana, which was ako 
accompanied by a  destroyer. The enemy’s  vessels  “ere 
immediately  pursued  and  attacked, the engagement  lasting 
a b u t  an  hour. At I 1.06 a.m. the SvietZana was sunk of 
Chukpyön Bay. The Niitaka, acting in  co-operation with 
our destroyer Mkxkumo, which  had  just  arrived  on the 
scene,  pursued  the  enemy’s destroyer Rystri and at I r.50 
a.m. the latter  ran aground and was destroyed in an un- 
named bay about 5 nautical  miles north of Chukpyön Bay. 
The survivors fiom these  two  Russian  vessels  were  taken 
on  board  our  specially  commissioned  ships America Maru 
and Knsuga Maru. 

’The  main portion of tke Combined  Fleet  which  had 
received the enemy’s  offer of surrender was still in the 
neighbourhood of the place of surrender,  engaged in the 
disposal of the four  surrendered  Russian  ships,  when at 
about 3 p,m, the Ad&ivaZ Oushahcf was sighted  corning 
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from a southern  direction, The Iwnte and Ya&ztmo dashed 
forward  in  order to encounter the Russian  ship. The latter 
then  attempted to escape  southward,  but was overtaken  at 
a little  past 5 p.m. and was at once  called on to surrender. 
The enemy  made no reply,  but at once  opened  fire  on  us. 
We therefore  returned the enemy’s  fire  and  finally  sank the 
vessel. About 300 survivors were  rescued by us. Our 
destroyer Saxannmi and KapØö discovered at about 3.30 
p.m. at a point some 40 nautical  miles  southwest of Ullondo 
Ishnd, two Russian  destroyers ,coming fiom an  eastern 
direction.  Pursuing-  them at full  speed, our vessels  overtook 
the enemy at 4.45 p.m. and  opened  fire  on  them. The 
enemy’s  second  destroyer  thereupon  hoisted  a  white  flag  as 
i sign of surrender. The Saganam’ took possession  of the 
des$royer,  which  proved to be the Bzeclovi, and  found  on 
board  Admiral  Rojestvensky  and  his sta6 who,  with the 
crew of the destroyer, were  taken  prisoner by the Sazanami, 
The I<ageevö continued  her  pursuit of the other  Russian 
destroyer  until 6.30 pm., when the latter  succeeded  in  es- 
caping  northward. The Uryu detachment  and the Yajirna 
destroyer  flotilla,  while  searching  for the enemy in a western 
direction,  discovered at 5 p.m. the D ~ i t v i  Bms&oi steaming 
northward. %he Russian  vessel was immediately  pursued 
and  on  reaching a point  some 30 nautical  miles south of 
Ullando  Island at 9 prn., the @town and Niitnka, together 
with the destroyers Asagivi, Shbakumo and Fuubzkki, were 
sighted  in front of the enemy,  coming  from  the  direction 
of Chukpyöng Bay. They pressed  th2  Russian  cruiser 
fiorn a western  direction  and  opened fire on her, thus 
placing  her  between  two fires. The heavy  firing  continued 
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disparity as compared  with  ours, and the enemy's officers 
and men, it must  be  admitted, fought with the utmcrst 
energy on behalf of their country. The fact that in spite 
of these cirarmstances, our Combined Fleet has been  able 
to win a vicfory and. achieve such a ,miraculous success as 
above described,  must be attributed to the illustrious  virtues 
of H.M. the Emperor and not to any human power. In 
particular, 1 cannot  but thank the unseen  protection of the 
spirits of our Imperial Ancestors for the smallness sf the 
losses  sustained  by our fleet and men, ?Even our officers 
and men who  advanced so gallantly  against the enemy and 
fought so fiercely,  seem,  now that the results of the battle 
are known, almost at a loss how to express their feelings 
at the wonderful  victory. 

I 

Supplementary Note. 

The enerny9s vessels which a&exed on the scene of the 
battle  were as follows :-- 

EIGHT BATTLESHIPS :- 

6 sunk :--Knia,z Sauwuvof; Pi.Pzperator Adexander III;, 
Bovodinn, Os¿abya, Sik?ì Vedìky, Nava&. 

2 captured :-&el, hapemtor N Z c ~ h i  L 
NINE CRUISERS :- 

¿j, S u d i  .--,/lid??Z::/.&k h?&??h&?ZOf, ~1122bi DOPZSk'Qi, &?hdi&' 
Mo~zw~znch, SzuttZana. 

3 escaped to Manila and  interned :--AzYoY~, OZ&, 
Jemtchug. 

I escaped to Vladivostock :--AZmaz. 
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P escaped to Vladimir Eay, and beached and destroyed i- 
Ixu7;twud. 

THREE COAST DEFENCE SHIPS :- 
2 cäptured :--Genwd Ad&zi~aZ Afrazz'Be, Acz'?&i.nl 

I sunk : - Ad?mh' Qushakof* 

E captured :-&èdovi. 
4 sunk z -  Edk-y, Byst~i, G Y O M ~ ~ ,  *, . , , , (name  unknown). 
I entered Shanghai and disarmed :--Ba&y. 

I sunk on the way to Shanghai : --B?estz;Zsc/g-, 
I missing. 
I escaped to Vladivostock :--Bravz. I 

sPP2ia'-di?z. 

NINE DESTROYERS 3- 

I AUXILIARY- CRUISER : - 
I s mk :-&%d. 

SIX SPECIAL SERVICE SHIPS :- 
4 sunk :--Kamtc/zathn, htisk,  A z q G  (?), Rusi. 
2 escaped to Shanghai and clisarmed :--Korea, SZK~PY~.  

2 Detained ( O d  and Kost,~~o~itzn, the latter being s u b  
Two HOSPITAL SHIPS :- 

sequently released). 
TOTAL, 38 VI SSELS :- 

Sunk . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  2 0  - . 
Captured . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  

Detained or disarmed aftct- escape . . . . . . . . .  G 

Detained . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Z 

Destroyed or sc~n'.; afieí- escape.,. 2 5 . . . . . . . . .  
ìaissing. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  I 

(one released.) 
Escaped . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  2. 
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IXI. - - 

Japanese Casuafties. ' 

The list of Japanese casualties -during the 1:ecent naval battle, 
i I _  

reported up to mon'' on May I is as follows':- 

Vessels. Killed. 
MiAasa .................. 8 
~~ìkìShiJ?Za ............... I3 
Asa/zì,.0......9........~ IO 
FL+ ..................... 8 
Axunza .................. IO 

~ ~ u m o ,  .................... 3 
Asa lm .................. 3 
Tokìwn .................. I 

Iwate ..................... O 

I.'aku??m .................. 3 
,VìSS~LiZ .................. 7 

Na12ìzwcI .................. I 

Chitose .................. 2 

H'zshidate' ... ; ........... o 
MntSus/$i?lzn . , . , ' t. * . s . o 
Otown .................... 6 

. Tszlshìm?a ................ 4 
Nìitakn .................. I 

Aknshi .................. 3 
Szd?na ..................... o 
AkìtszLshìmn ............ O 

Ixunzì. ..................... 3 
Chliyoda ................... Q 

Kasztga .................. 6 

21 

7 
7 

7 
6 
7' 

I O  

O 
2 

I 

9 
3 
O 

I 
2 

' O  

2 

O 

I 

I 
O 

O 

I 

$3 

34 
-- I 7  

22 

IO 
22 

17 
5 

14 
I 2  

7 

17 
16 
3 
3 

IS  
1.5 

6 
3 

6 
2 . .  , 

I I  

I 

2 

2 

Total, 

63 
37 
39 
28 

39 

I O  

3 
2 

I O  

2 
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Chìhaya .................. o O 4 
AsagiTi .................. o 
~ ~ S Z ~ Z L W Q  ............... O 

Aketjolzo .................. o O .  4 
Iknmchi.. ................ I 

Oboro ..................... I . O 5 
ShivaPzuì. .................. 4 I 8 

O I FiLb2lk:i o 
Kasagi .................. I 

O I Tenth flotilla.. O 

I O 

O I 

O O 

.................. 
First torpedo-flotilla .. , 6 3 5 

3 7 .......... 
Eleventh flotilla.. ....... o . 

Seventeenth A otiila ... 8 
Eighteenth flotilla,. . . , . z 

O I I 

4 15 27 
7 6 1 5  

The above may be  classified as I I 3 killed, 43-4 wounded, 
the grand total being 537. It is stated that no casualties 
occurred on board the rts~.t&ushi~~zn, LXi?ym7 the seventh 
fighting detadiment, the gth, I 5th, 16tl-1, Igth, allcl 20th 

torpedo-boat flotillas, Mh-ahlmo, A m T e ,  I i h zano  Mand and 
Manshu Mauu. 

WiscellaneQus,, 

Imperial Benevolence. 

Acting under the command of His Majesty the Emperor, 
Admiral Viscount Ito, Chief  of the Naval Hoard of Com- 
mand, has sent the folloning instructions to Admiral Togo, 
Commander-in-Chief of the Combined Fleet :- 

His Majesty the Emperor has b e u  pleaszd to arlthorize 
Admiral Togo, Command~:--in-Chief of the Combined Fleet, 
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to accord the following treatment to Rear-kidmiral Nebogatsff 
2.nd other oEcers who have surrendered with the battleships 
l i ~ z p ~ ~ a t o r  NichaZrri 1 and Om’, and the armoured coast 
defence ships Geneval Advzivnl Aflmxine and Ad&ivai 
s~~zinwi7$ :- 

I .-Rear-Admiral  Nebogatoff may be, permitted to send 
to the Tsar a report on the naval  battle, together with the 
list of the Russian. casualties and prisoners. 

z.--The ICussian officers taken prisoner fi-om the above- 
mentioned  warships may be allowed to return home on 
parole. 

-F- 

Position of, the Baltic Squadron in the 

Eastern Seas. 

(1) 
(Asued by the .Imperial Naval Heudpariers 0% ‘Apr. 17.) 

(‘ It is reliably reported that the Second Russian  Pacific 
Squadron was seen at anchor at Kam-rahn, Annam, on the 
14th inst.” 

Mam-rahn is about 160 nautical  miles north of Saigon. 
It is described as a fine harbour, being in fact one of the 
best in Eastern Asia. 

(&sued t y  the I;nprid ATaval Hectclquurfers 012 Apr. 22.) 

A report by a trustworthy eyewitness of the position of 
the vessels  belomging to the Baltic Squadron at Kam-ranh 
Bay is as follows c--- 
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A warship having three 111asts and two funnels (the 
D~z’t?4 Ilonskni type) and an auxiliary cruiser having two 
masts and thre? fbnnels are patrolling the outside of the 
harbour. Two merchant steamx-s, each having fcmr masts 
and one filmel, are at anchor outside the northern enterance 
sf the harbour. From this entrance it can  be seen that 
five war-vessels appearing to be battle-ships are at anchor 
inside the harbour. Two of these vessels,  each  having two 
masts and three funnels,  have  an  Admiral’s flag hoisted on 
the top ,of their front masts.  Outside the southern entrance 
of the harbour, six warships are at anchor near the shore 
in single line.  Dense columns oi smoke are rising from 
inside the harbour. 
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He was therefore  enticed to Liuerhpao and is now being 
successfully engaged. From the previous evening till this 
morning, several small bodies of the enemy’s cavalry steal- 
thily advanced  between Anshantien and Haicheng and be- 
tween  Yi’ingkow and Tashihkiao, and damaged the railway 
to some extent. Repairs were,  however, at once carried out 
and the road is already re-opened. 

Yesterday afternoon over 2,000 Russians with artillery 
attacked Niuchwang and com1)elled our garrison there to tern- 
porarily retire from the town. The enemy is .now a being 
vigorously attacked, our t-roop havhg been greatly reinforced. 

Another body of the ene~ny’s cavalry also pressed  close 
on Niukiatun (a short distance north of Uingkow), but did 

damage. 

7-w 

(Received on the a f ~ e m o o n  o j  Jantbctry 13.) 

The enemy’s detachment consisting of eight squadrons of 
cavalry  with I 2 guns enveloped our Commissariat Meaclquar- 
ters at Niukiatun at z p.m.  on the  12th and made .an  assault 
from the direction of Sankiatsz. The enemy was, however, 
completely driven off. The casualties  on the enemy’s side 
are at least 80. 

Judging from the enemy’s  killed and wounded  left on field 
and  from various l-epork, the enemy’s  force  consisted of a 
cavalry detachment under  Major-General Mistchenko, who  had 
also the Second InEtntry Regiment of Railway  -Guard  under 
him, 

The enemy’s traops repulsed  in the neighbourhood of Uing- 
kow on the  12th hst. fled in disorder north of Takaokan. 

Judging from the number of the dead  and  wounded, 62 
and 6 respectively,  left  behind by  the enemy and the arms 
strewn over the battle-field, the enemy’s  casualties must have 
been no less than 200. 

A body of our troops -011 the 13th drove the enemy off 
Niuchwang, and caused -him to retreat in confusion. 

(4) 

( A  report f r o m  the Heudqzca~te~s of the M&achuriun Armie?, received 
in ToXyo on the momzing of 3ctnuury IS.) 

On the 14 inst.  one of ouidetachments surrounded a force 
of the enemy’s troops near the Sanchaho, to the west of 
Niuchevang, and routed them. The enemy’s loss was over 
3co killed and wounded. The spoils of war, including arms, 
are numerous. 

According to a staff  officer belonging to the above detach- 
ment, numerous Chine& Imperial soldiers  were  founded 
in the ranks of the enemy who engaged our forces. 

On the 16th inst. 500 to 600 of the enemy’s  cavalry,  with 
more than IO guns, which  were put to rout Gom the direc- 
tion of Niuchwang, fled to the north-east through  Laotuyong- 
lu. On the evening  of the same day OLX cavalry  detach- 
ment had an incounter with Cossacks  near Laohoshe. 
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sisted of the 8th and 10th Army Corps, while those that 
attacked in the direction of Meikeutai  were  composed of a 
composite corps consisting of the xst Army Corps and In- 
fantry Sharpshooters with a cavalry division  under  Mischenko. 
We took some 500 prisoners, including officers. The ca- 
sualties  on both sides are now  under  investigation. 

'cNl~--n, 

Further Success. 

( A  ~eport from the Menrlqucwtersv of the ~lfct.nclmric~tz. A I Y L ! ~ ~ ,  

received T6kyo on Januuq 2.9.) 

On the 28th inst. the enemy's artillery occasionally bom- 
barded our position on the Right  Wing and the Centre of 
the  Army, and small detachments af the emmy attacked us 
in several quarters, but these attacks were  immediately re- 
puked. 

In the direction of our Left Wing one of our detachments 
which had dispersed the enemy at Chentanpao on the 26th 
inst.  succeeded in caphring Liutiao-kow and Yanglciawopeng 
(about z+ miles west of Chentanpao) on  the 28th inst., a 
portion of the enemy's forces  which had confronted the same 
detachment having retreated to  the north and another to  the 
west. Another detachment of our troops advancing on Hei- 
keutai finally  succeeded  in occupying the enemy's infantry 
position south-east thereof and is now attacking the enemy 
with a view to capturing Heikeutai. 

Another detachment of our forces  ca$ured Haerhpao(about 
5 miles south of Heikeupo), after  d's,ersing the eremy's 

forces consisting of one regiment of iI?fantry ancl olle Ixi.;acle 
of cavalry, with x 2 guns. 
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The enemy's forces which have been engaged up till to- 
day in the attack on the flank of our Left Wing principally 
consist of the following ;- 

The 8th Army Corps (the 14th and I 5th Divisions of 

The 2nd and 5th RiRe Inhatry Hrigades from European 

The 9th Division of Inhntry of t.he 10th Army Corps, 
A, portion of the 6 1st Division of Infantry Reserves. 
A portion of the Ist Siberian Army Corps (the 1st: and 9th 

I[nfiu1tsy). 

Russia. 

Division of Kast Siberian Rifle Infantry). 

Where Enemy Retreated. 

(d ~ e p o v t  from the .Z&endqucwtem of the Manciizwicclz Amnies, 
wceiwo? in IL'JL?JO on the Itiyht of' Jcrnuny 29.) 

Last night the outposts of the t w o  Armies were  incessantly 
engaged in the direction of our Right and Centre, but other- 
wise no re.narkable change in the situation occurred. On 
our Left the enemy maintained a desultory bombardment 
clusing the night. 

The main body of the enemy who attacked us i.n the 
c:lirecticrn  of Chenfan;)ao and Heikeutai appears to have re- 
treated through  Nienyupm (about z+ miles  west of Changtan) 
toward Sz'fantai (some I O  miles  vest of Changtan). The 
killed  left by the enemy in the c1:re:tion  of Chentanpao and 
I-Teilxutai  were numzrous, b11t we are not yet in receipt of 
any exact information. 

*- 
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Activity of the ea~emy’s outposts. 

( A  report porn the  Heezdyucì~te~s of the Manchzcrian A m i e s ,  

received in Tokyo on Junuury 30.) 

East night the enemy’s scouts appeared at several places 
in front of our position in the direction of the  Right Wing 
of the  Army, but they were  repulsed each time by our out- 
posts, No further incident has occurred. 

In  the direction of the Centre, from about IO to I x 11:”. nl. 

last night the enemy’s artillery on  the heights west of Man- 
paoshan fired on Chiensantaokantsz’ and the vicinity of Yaotun. 
To-day two of the enemy’s guns on the north-west of Liu- 
changtun and the enemy’s mortars on the heights west of 
Manpaoshan  also  opened  fire upon the heights north of 
Ghanglingtsz’ and the vicinity of Yaotun. 

In  the direction of the Left Wing, about I I p. m. last 
night some two companies of the enemy’s infantry in the 
vicinity of Linshengpao fired at random on our positions. The 
enemy constructed last night two additional, skirmishers’ trench- 
es as well as several  smaller  trenches. From 8. 30 a. m. 
to-day the enemy’s heavy guns and field guns, in the neigh- 
bourhood of Siaohantaitsz’, about 12 in  all,  continuously bom- 
barded  Chentanpao. About 3.30 p. m. six companies of the 
enemy9s infantry entered Huangti from Erhtaitsz’, 

On the right bank of the H u ~ h o ,  at  about 9 p m .  some 
two battalions of the enemy’s  infantry attacked our forces at 
Tutaitsz’. They were  immediately engaged by our troops 
there, but further details are not yet known, 

During  the engagement siice  the 25th inst., the enemy’s 
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dead  left in the direction d Litajentun, Chentahgao and Hei- 
keutai number no less than 1,200. 

n_“N_c_J 

Further Fighting. 

( A  wpoy t  fiom the Hendquurtem of tLe JIuxchuyían A m i e s ,  
received in Tokyo cn Jalzunry 31.) 

In the direction of our Right and Central Armies, the 
enemy’s artillery opened fire yesterday (the p t h )  upon se- 
veral points of our positions,  while  small  forces of the ene- 
my proceeding to attack us from several quarters were  re- 
pulsed by QUI- outposts. Hu the direction of our Left Army, 
the enemy’s heavy guns vigorously fired on Peiyentai (about 
1% miles south-east of Mankiayuantzu) and Che1;tatTao. This 
morning the enemy bombarded Chentanpao, Yapataai (about 
z& miles  east of Chentanpao) and Litajentun, and some two 
companies of his infantry issued fiam the vicinity of the south- 
ern end of Peitaitsz  in order to attack our position at Chen- 
tanpao, but they were  repulsed. 

Yesterday afternoon, the  3oth,  two companies, of the ene- 
my’s  infantry proceeding from the direction  of Chaistan ad- 
vanced on Yatzupao (about 24 miles northwest of  Chentanpao), 
ar,d another force consisting of two battalions of infantry and 
one regiment of cavalry attempted to attack Tutaitzu, but 
they were all repulsed by our forces. According. to the 
statement of the prisoners,  Cavalry  General Mishtchenko, who 
has beeE conspicuous for his daring operations against OUI 

left flank, was wounded  in the leg on the 27th inst. in the 
vicinity of Haerhpao. 

w- 

- 
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Detailed Offkial Report. 

( A  vepon! o n  the Battle neuv Heiheutui, g*eceived in ToLyo from 
the Cornmunda4w Chief of the Marzchuriun 

Avmies on Feebruu~y 1.) 

The recent  engagement on the Hun-ho, which  lasted  from 
the 25th to the 29th ult.,  has  been  designated the Battle 
of Heikeutai. ' 

The  Army organized  for the purpose of attacking the ene- 
my who had advanced to  the vicinity of Heikeutai? assembled 
in the neighbourhood of Tatai about noon on January 25, 

On that day a detachment of our troops stationed at Hei- 
keutai was surrounded by  the enemy's force about a division 
strong, and after offering a stubborn resistance  fell  back  under 
cover of night in the direction of Muchengtsze. 

On January 26, the Commander of the abovementioned 
Army commenced his operation  against  Heikeutai, by order- 
ing his Right Column to take up its position along the Su- 
mapao-Toupao  line and his  Left  Column to th::  left of it, 
while the whole of his Artillery Corps was deployed at  the 
western extremity of koukia. It snowed hard and tbe cold 
was intense. The. range of vision  being thus seriously  ob- 
structed, our operations  were  considerably delayed. It was 
about noon that the attack was actually  commenced. Shortly 
afterward it was reported that another force of the enemy, 
about a division strong, advancing  from  Changtan,  had in- 
vested Chentanpao  and  further  detailed a battalion or tivo 
against us. Thereupon a detachment of our troops stationed 
in the vicinity  of Kuchengtsze was at once  ordered to drive 
back this force of the enemy. 

The Left Column of our Army deployed along the St.1- 
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mapao-Wukiatsze  line,  while "{he enemy occupied the Hei- 
keutai-Toupao  line. The enemy's  position at Toupao almost 
presented the aspect of a fortress, being very strongly de- 
fended  with  machine guns. It was thus evident that the 
success of the attack on Heikeutai depended on the capture 
of Toupao. Our strength was, therefore,  concentrated upon 
that place. The Right Column, driving before it about two 
battalions of the enemy at the eastern approach to Liaokiao, 
deployed along the Liaokiao-Sumapao  line  and  gallantly  press- 
ed  against the enemy  over an open ground completely  ex- 
posed to  the enemy's fire. The enemy's batteries  with thirty 
guns, w-hich were arranged round Heikeutai, skilfully poured 
an  oblique fire upon our troops, thereby inflicting heavy loss 
on us. The advent of dusk therefore  saw us still  unsuccessful 
in our attempt. 

On January 27, the enemy who pressed our Right Column 
retreated, whereupp the detachment  in the vicinity of 
Kuchengtsze was brought up to  the attack of Meikeutai,  being 
thus constituted into the Central  Column of the  Army, with 
its Left resting on Sumapao. 

At the same  time, a corps of troops that was stationed 
¡¡ear Langtungkeu was ordered to occupy the Liutiaokow- 
Likiawopeng line, thus guarding the right rear of the  Right 
Wing and the left  rear of Chentanpao. Another force  was 
sent to Hsiuserhpao, chárged with the  duty of clearing that 
place of the enemy and guarding the left  rear  of our Army. 

The above-mentioned corps in the vicinity of Langtungkeu 
left there at 10.45 a. m., and  bravely  advanced along the 
east of Tatai and in face of the fierce  fire of the enemy, about 
a j division strong, who  were  occupying the Liutiaokow-Li- 
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kíawopeng  line, It thus was able to secure the safety of’ 
the right rear of the  Right Column of our Army. 

Our  Army fought gallantly in attacking Heikeutai, but 
owing to the constant iucrease of forces,  especially guns, on 
the part of the enemy, we lost heavily and our operations 
made  slow progress. But nothing daunted, our troops per- 
severed,  steadily gaining upon the enemy step by step. 

Our Left Column  was attacked on its flank and rear by 
a force of the enemy, about one  divisinn strong, which had 
arrived from the direction of Neuchu and Munanglashetsze, 
and was also fired 011 from the rear by  the enemy’s infantry 
and horse artillery whb had penetrated the neighbourhood of 
Pahuangti. The lefi  wing of the column, having sustained 
heavy  casualties in officers and men, was compelled to retire 
temporarily to Sanchienpao. 

During the night our Army was attacked in every direction. 
%n particular, in the neighbourhood of Sumapao our troops 
were attacked both from the front and rear by the enemy’s 
forces, each of  which  consisted  of a regiment. After a fierce 
mêlke,  we  were able to drive off the enemy in every direction. 

Our detachment which had advanced in the direction of 
Hsiuerhpao, having met  with  resistance from a superior force 
of the enemy,  halted at  the line extending from Chukiawo,, 

Our corps which  advanced on the  28th from the neigh- 
bourhood of kangtungkeu, delivzred a skilful attack on the 
enemy, and its right wing  occupied Liutaokow at 9.30 a.m., 
while the lefi wing capturd Hdkiawopeng at 3 p. m. The 
attack was continued by the different sections of our army 
sent against Heikeutai. In the direction of the Central Colrrm~1, 
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however, the remnant of the enemy’s  force  which had 
delivered an attack during  the previous night, still  remained 
in the village of Sumapao and fired at our troops from the 
rear, In consequence of this, a portion of our column was 
detailed to attack this enemy’s force,  which our troops finally 
annihilated. I n  this engagement we took over 200 prisoners. 

The Left Column, observing one of our detachments pro- 
ceeding  in its rear and flank towards Hsiuerhpao, gallantly 
advanced on Wukiatsze, which they recovered. +; 

The detachment which had advanced in the direction df 
Hsiuerhpao attacked and defeated a superior force  of the 
enemy and occupied that place at 3 a.  m. 

According to  the original arrangements, our force at  Lang- 
tungkeu was to have left there at I I am.  to  join in an attack 
on the enemy at Heikeutai, which was to be made by tlae 
extreme left.of our Arlny. As, however, its rear  was threaten- 
ed by a powerful  force of the enemy’s troops on  the line 
connecting Fahuangti and Haerhpao, the above-mentioned 
force  was  compelled to engage this enemy first. Therefore a 
psrtion of the force was dispatched  for the purpose, and it 
finally  succeeded,  in  co-operation with a detachment at Hsiu- 
erhpao, in driving sf3 the enemy’s troops at Pahuangti, the 
latter retreating in the direction of Hungkiawopeng. This 
force of the enemy consisted of about a regiment of infantry, 
a brigade- of cavalry,  and I 2 field and two or three machine 
guns, 

Up  to the 29th the Whole of our forces had delivered 
severe attacks upon the enemy, lasting three days and nights, 
but were  unable to attain the desired  object. Thereupon a 
fresh night attack was decided on,  all the forces being ex& 

” , 
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horted to  do their utmost. 
The different  bodies constituting the Army attacking Hei-. 

keutai  made  several attempts to advance, at the risk of anni- 
hilation,. only to sustain  severe  losses due to the enemy’s 
artillery, especially to his  machine guns. Nothing daunted, 
our troops arduously continued their attack, and at 5.30 a.m. 
the enemy began to give way before our furious onslaught. 
Body after body of our troops then rushed into Heikeutai 
and the place  was  firmly  occupied at 9.30 a. m. Our troops 
at once pursued the enemy and finally  reached Tutaitsze via 
Yentaitsze. A portion of the lefi detachment also  occupied 
Huanglashetsze. The detachment at Hsiuerhpao also repulsed 
the enemy confronting it and succeeded in occupying the line 
along the Hun-ho connecting  Chitaitsze  and a village five 
kilometres north of the latter. 

At 5 a.m. the same day the detachment which bad been 
in the neighbourhood of Tataï, acting in co-operation with. 
another detachment stationed in the vicinity of Likiawopeng, 
drove back a small  force of the enemy and occupied the 
neigbourhood of Feitsaihotsze. The main Torce of this de- 
tachment immediately  pursued the retreating enemy,  crossed 
the Hun-ho to its right bank, and reached to a point 1,000 

metres south of Changtang. 
The whole of the enemy’s forces  were thus driven  back 

to the  right bank of the Hun-ho. 
The enemy engaged by our forces  consisted of the  First 

Siberian Army Corps, anoîher mixed Army Corps, the Se- 
cond and Fifth Brigades of Riffes, a portio11 of the Eighth 
Army Corps, ‘the Sixty-first Siberian Reserve Division, and 
some detachments of  Chasseurs, the total number of the troops 

being not less than seven  divisions of infantry and one di- 
vision of cavalry. This force has retreated towards the 
neighbourhood of Szfangtai  and  Nien-yupao. 

The numbzr of our casualties  reached about 7,000, while 
the enemy’s losses  were enormous. According to  the state- 
ment of the prisoners, four regiments of Russian infantry 
which had advanced on our leil  were nearly annihilated, and 
some companies  in the Russian regiments had been  re’duced 
to twenty ur thirty men. It is estimated that  the Russian 
casualties  were not less than 10,000 in number. 

SITUBTEON ON THE 8HA-HO. 

January 31-February Z. 

(PA report from the Beadpartem qf the Xanchuvian 
Amaiel, rezeirei in Tokyo on Feb. 1.) 

In the direction of our Wight Wing small  bodies of the 
enemy on January 3 I attacked our positions, but were at 
once replszd. On  the evening of January 3 I ,  our Left 
Wing was attacked by  the enemy’s  infantry about one 
Regiment strong, who  were  also  repulsed. The main body 
@f the enemy in this direction was . stationed at Nienyupao 
and in the vicinity of Sz’fantai, while a detachment was 
posted at Changtan. 

On the 1st inst. the enemy was throwing up entrench- 
ments at Sz’fantai, Changkiawopeng and Changtan. The 
enemy9s cavalry were  stationed at Tszyushe, Fienpaotsz and 
Yuehpaotsz. 
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(R  yeport from the Headquarters o j  t ls  Miclzchzu.icrla Amties 

receicecl in Tok2;o on Februury 3e) 

On the Ist inst. small forces of the enemy attaFli;ed our 
outposts at various poiklts on the  Right  Wing of our Army, 
but were  all  repulsed. 

On  the 2nd at about 6 am.  the enemy opened fire fiom 
the western end of Tashan and from the west  of  Eiuchi;mg- 
tun upon the neighbouring positions  of Fangsin and Putsaocvo 
(about 2 kilometres south of Liuchiangtun) and shortly after 
some three companies of' the enemy's  infantry surrounded 
and attacked our position at Fangsin, bLit were  repulsed by 
OW forces. 

'The enemy's casualties  ar2 not known, but one dead body 
was 'left 01-1 the field and two prisoners. were captured. 
$n the direction of the Centre of our Army, on the znd 

the enemy's artillery stationed at a position about 2 kilo- 
metres north-east of Shahopao bombarded the heights south 
of that phce while another artillery fórce  in the vicinity 
of the heights west of Manposhan fired on Peichanglingtsze 
and Yaotun. Since the night of' the IS$ conflicts  between 
the scouts of both Armies have constantly occurred. 

The enemy facing the Left Wing of our Army has since 
this morning maintained a vigorous fire  on the vicinity of' 
Chentanpao, our artillery stationed there responding. 

According to reliable  information, the enemy has extended 
the railway  line from Sukiatun (about five miles north of 
X.,amutun). to Suhupao, and several trains art: running it. 

About 8 a,m. the same day, tlae enemy's field and heavy 
guns eoncentrated their fire upcm the vicinity of Yatszepao, 

í 
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and immediately  afterward about one  division  of the enemy's 
forces  advanced toward Wangkiàwopeng (a village  south-east 
of Changtan). One brigade of the same attempted to attack 
LIS, but was  repulsed. c 

The enemy's forces  repulsed on the 1st inst.  in the 
c!irection of Liutiaokow left on the battlefield about 160 or 
I 70 killed. A number of rifles and other articles  were 
captured, 

According to the statement of the prisonersS, the Com- 
tnar!ders of the 2nd and 4th Enfalltry Regiments were 
wounded during the battle. According to a trustworthy 
statement, 011 the 26th ult. one of our outlying pickets, 
copsisting of an officer and 28 men,  including  non-commis- 
sioned  officers,  was  enveloped by the enemy's forces. Our 
men fought desperately, but the majority of them having 
been  wounded  were captured by the enemy, and brutally 
killed. 

( A  repopt from the Headquurters of the Xcmchuriurt Armies, received 
in Tokyo on the afternoon of FebruuTy 3.) 

During  the 2nd inst, nothing extraordinary happened in 
the direction of our Right  Army, except that the enemy's 
artillery bombarded several of our positions. 

In the direction of the Central Army, about a company 
of the enemy's infantry, at about 12.30 am,, advanced on 
OUI outposts from the Mukden road and the districts west 
of the latter. A section of his troops also attacked the 
Wighbourhood o$ Mankiayuentsze at about 5.30 a.m. Both 
these 1 forces were, however,  repulsed by OLX troops. Four 

ussians surrendered themsel~es $8 SW army last nighta 
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I n  the direction of the Left Army, the enemy’s troops 
consisting of the First and FiAh  Brigades of Sharpshooters 
have  since yesterday morning been attacking the neighbour- 
hood of kiutkokow, but they were  finally  completely  beaten 
back towards Changtaw. The enemy’s casualties  in this 
engagement were comparatively large and must be at least 
700, the enemy having been  noticed to carry away more 
than 300 dead. 

Of the enemy’s  dead  left on the field  after the battle of 
Heikeutai, our army has so far  buried over 90 in,  the 
neighbourhood of Sumapao alone. 

------w 

N AT THE FRONT. 
January 2s-February 

(Received on Februayy 4 . )  
\ =  

According to scouts, about 300 of the enemy9s cavalry, 
with two guns, who had been staying at Tanchhijn since 
the 24th ult., retired to Söngjin on the 28th. 

pi- 

Last night (the 3rd inst.) small forces  of the enemy’s 
infantry attacked us in the vicinity of‘ Waiteushan and Titi- 
Shan, but  they were  all  repulsed. 
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On the afternoon of the Same day, the enemy bombarded 
our different  positions fi-on1 kiuchiangtun, Manposhan, north 
of Shahopao, Hanchengpao’ (about I kilometre south-east of 
Wenshengpao), Tungkukiatzu (about two kilometres south- 
west of Wenshengpo) and from the neighbourhood of 
13sikukiat.s~’ (about Z+ d e s  north of Chenkmpao). 

To-day  at I I am., five or s‘ix hundred of the enemy’s 
cavalry, moving along the  right bank of the Hunlm, and 
another force of the enemy consisting of some two com- 
panies of, infantry and about a battery, advanced  from San- 
taitsz? (about 2% miles north of  Chitaitsz) in order to attack 
Chitaitzu.. The enemy seems to have other forces in the 
rear. Our garrison at Chitaiitsz’ îs now engaged with him. 

(Received on February 5.) 

Ns. 1. 

According to intelligence  received, the enemy has burnt 
d! the provisions stored by him at three placzs at Söngjin. 

According to a letter sent to a Korean by a Russian 
interpreter who is attached to  the enemy’s  forces, as d l  
as to the statenlent of the enemy’s troops, the Russian army 
in ’il& direction intends to withdraw toward the north, as 
the fall of Port  Arthur and the precarious situation of 
Mlxa-bin have rendered  unnecessary any further campaign in 
this quarter. 
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n the Sha-ho. 

On the afternoon of the 4th inst. the enemy’s  artillery 
opened  fire fi-orn the west side of Tashan  upon the neigh- 
bourhood of Machuantszshan. This morning  small detach- 
ments  of the enemy’s  infantry  attacked us at severaí points, 
but  were  repulsed, 

Quiet  generally  prevails $11 the Changtan  quarter,  save 

The enemy’s  force  who  yesterday  attacked  Chitaitsz  were 
prevented  by our garrison  there  from  retreating  and  were 
forced to remain at Santaitsz. This morning,  however, they 
retreated  in  the  direction of T~zyuto (about 5 miles north 
of Clzitaitsz). 

that the enemy  is  strenuously  constructing  earthworks. 

On the morning of the 5th inst. about a section of the 
enemy’s  infantry  attacked us in the vicinity of Sanltiatsz 
(about E 2 miles  east of Hiangshantsz),  but was repulsed. 

On the afternoon of the same  day, the enemy’s  artillery 
stationed  at  Sanchengtszshan,  in the vicinity  of kiuchiangtun, 
the  heights west of Manpaoshan,  Sanglantsz  and in the 
neighbourhood of uanlinpao,  bombarded several ~f OUI 
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positions. About IO p.m.  last  night  (the  5th) the enemy’s 
artillery in the vicinity of  Hanchengpao  cannonaded the 
neighbourhood of the railway  bridge. No farther incident 
has  occurred,  except  collisions  between  scouts of both armies, 
Lor has any  change  taken  place on the right bank of the 
Hun-ho since  yesterday (the 5th). 

(Received on the moming .f Feb. 8.) 

Yesterday (the 6th inst.) the enemy’s  artillery at Tang- 
kiatun-shihshan,  Sanglangtsz,  Shahopao,  Hanchengpao  and 
,Kuanlinpao  and  in the neighbourhood of Siaohantai  (about 
z& miles north  of  Chentanpao)  bombarded  our  positions, i n  
the vicinity of the above  places, 

Last Light small  forces of the enemy’s  infantry,  each 
consisting of a sub-compxly w two,  attacked b’kchuantsz’- 
Aan, kfing1:mgtun and the neighbourhood  of the heights 
north-west of Yaotun, but they were  all  repulsed by our 
outposts. 

Irr. front of  Mankiayuantsz’,  Litajentun,  Chengtanpao  and 
Heikeutai, the- enemy’s troops are still  engaged  in  throwing 
up defence  works. 

( 8 1  
(Beceived m the morning of Feb. 9.) 

On the night of the 7th inst., the enemy’s  artillery 011 

the height west of Wanpaoshan  and  in the vicinity of 
Shahopao,  Hanchengpao and Mangtahpao  bombarded our 
positions. 
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The enemy is  still  energetically engaged in throwing 
up defence works in  front of Einchengpao, . Wanchia- 
yuangtzuand in the neighbourhood of Heikeutai. 

(Received on the qfternoopn of Feb. 9.) 

Qn the 8th inst. the enemy’s batteries in the vicinity of 
Hanchengpao bombarded the district lying to  the north-west 
of kamutun and the  neighbourhoo~ of the railway bridge, 
and those located at Nienyupao fired on the district adjoin- 
ing Yentaitsz’. The same night about a company and a 
half of the enemy’s  infantry  delivered an attack in the 
direction of Hingluntun and one or two sub-companies 
advanced towards the heights north-east of Changlingtsz and 
Fangshan, but all  these attacks were  repulsed. To-day (the 9th) 
the enemy in the south-west of Sanchengtsszshan bombarded 
the southern side of Waiteushan, and the whole of his 
batteries in the north-west  of Tangkiatunshihshan opened fire 
OM Titishan. Otherwise the situation is unchanged. 

(Received on Feb. II.) 

At about g a.m. yesterday (the 9th) R section of OUI- 

forces  occupied the heights south of Changchisai. About 
two companies of the enemy’s infantry  retreated toward 
Changchisai, carrying away one  killed and ten  wounded. 

On the afternoon of the same day the enemy’s artillery 
stationed at the height north of Kenkiatun, Sanglantsz, t.he 
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eminence  west of Manpaoshan and also in the neighbom- 
hood of - Hangchengpao and Mangtapao, bombarded OUT posi- 
tions. 

To-day the ene’my’s  field guns at Shahopao and in the 
Q vicinity of Hanchengpao and his heavy guns in the neigh- 

Up to today we have buried sonle 2,000 of the enemy’s 
dead  in the direction of Heikeutai and OUI spoils so far 
consist of 2,000 rifles. 

bourhood sf Mangtapao cannonaded our positions. 

(Received on the afternoon of Feb. II.) 

Last night (the 10th) about one company of the enemy9s 
infantry attacked our forces  in the neighbourhood of 
Waiteushan village, but was repulsed. Ora the same day 
the enemy’s artillery stationed at the west  foot of Tashan 
and in the vicinity of ,§hahopao bombarded the neighbour- 
hood of Putsaowa. 

&out 6 am.  to-day one company of the enemy’s  in- 
fantry attacked our troops in the vicinity of Eitajentnn, brat 
was immediately  repulsed. In addition, the enemy’s heavy 
artillery and field guns mair-tiined a desultory fire on the 
neighbourhood of Litajentun and k’apatai (about z& miles 
west  of  Lita,jentun). 

The enemy in the direction of* Mankiayuentsz and 
Litajentun appears to be constantly engaged in throwing up 
additional defence works, and to have extended the light 
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railway to  the vicinity of Siaofangsin (about two kilometres 
east of fi/lal.rgtapao). 

‘ 

E SHTBJAT’BON AT TRE FRONT. 

February 11. 

( W  

(&ceivecl on the njtemoon d Feb. II.> 

Yesterday (the I I th)  the enemy’s artillery forces posted 
at Shantsutznn, Sanglantsz, Wanpaoshan, , Shahopao and 
Hournahulingtsz (about Z kilometres north-west of Huang- 
lashetsz), fired on several of our positions and the enemy’s 
heavy guns in the vicinity of Paohsiangtun desultorily bom- 
barded the neighbourhood of Yapatai. The enemy’s  forces 
in the direction of‘ Mankiayuentsz and Chentanpao have 
strengthened their entrenchments, 24 new  epaulernents hav- 
ing been  constructed on the southwest of Mangtapu. 

According to a Russian official report, the commanders 
of the znd, 3rd, and 6th Sharpshooter Regiments and the 
commander of“ the znd Slmrpshooter Brigade were  wounded 
during the engagement which took place some time ago in 
the vicinity of Heikeutai. 

(ReeeiTecl on Pieb. II.) 

One of our detachments surrounded some ZO of the 
enemy’s  cavalry about 8 miles west d Hsienchang. Three 
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of the enemy were  killed and I I wounded,  while 3 horses, 
H I cattle and 40 sheep were captured. 

I -- 
> 

SITUATION ON THE SHA-HO. 

February 12-26. 

(1) 
(Rewived on Feb. 13.) 

About IO a.m. yesterday (the 12th) the enemy’s artillery 
bombarded the village  of Waiteushan, and under  cover this 
fire a small force of his infantry attacked the village, but 
was repulsed. 

Last night about a section of the enemy’s  forces attacked 
our positions at Wa-iteushan and Chiensuugmupaotsz (about 
one kilometre east of Waiteushan) and shortly after IO 

o’clock this morning a small body of the enemy’s  infantry 
advanced against Yapatai and Hanshantai, but these attacks 
were all repulsed. 

In  the direction of Heikeutai everything is  quiet, except 
that the enemy still  continues to throw up entrenchments, 

(B> 

-- 
(Recehed on the fomnoon of Feb. 15.) 

On  the I 3th inst. the enemy’s artillery bombarded several 
of our positions fi-om the east of Tashan, the height west 
of Manpaoshan,  Sanglantsz’, Talientun and the vicinity of 
Huangti, and to-day (the 14th) from the height west of 
Manp?.o,-han,  Wkntapao and the neighbourhood sf Shahopao. 
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(SI 

(Beceived on .Feb. 17.) 

kast night (the, 16th inst.) the enemy’s heavy  artillery ip. 
the neighbourhood of Paohsiengtun  (about Z milq  n..rth- 
west of Litajentun) bombarded the vicinity of Ha,miiantai  and 
Yapatai, and to-day his field guns stationed rlear Shahopao 
and Monpacshan cannonaded the height south of Shahopao 
and the neighbourhood of Changlingtsz’. 

The strong body of the enemy’s  cavalry,  which  retreated 
yesterday,  is  still  remaining in the neighpourhood of Luh- 
sienfang. No Russian troops are sighted in the vicinity  of 
‘Tarnuchiao (about 7+ miles  west of the Siaopeiho). 

( 6 )  

(Receired cn Feb. 18.) 

On the .IT inst. the enemy’s‘ artillery at Sanglantsz’, Tah- 
lienlun (about 3 kilometres  north-west of Linshengpao) and 
in the neighbourhood of Paosiangtun  bombarded our positions. 
On the same day, some two companies of the enemy’s  in- 
fantry  attacked OUI- positions in the vicinity of Liutiaokeu, 
but were at once  repulsed. The enemy’s  force  in  various 
dirxtions are still  engaged in throwkg “p entrenchments. 

--TzE-NccWv- 

( 7 )  

(Received 012 the affe] noon of Feb. 19.) 

Yesterday  afternoon the enemy’s artillery  bombarded se- 
veral of OUI- positions  from  Manpaoshan, Sanglantsz’, Kr~antun  
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(about Z kilometres  north-west of Shahopao), Liuchiangtun, 
Hunchengpao, and the vicinity  of  Paohsiangtun. This morn- 
ing a  column of the enemy’s troops, at least  a  division 
strong, advanced  westward  from the neighbourhood of Tashan 
and entered  Hangkiataitsz’  (about z kilometres  north-west 
of Mankiayuerrtsz’). 

(Beceived on the cftewoon of Feb. 20.) 

About 7 09clock this morning a  section of the enemy’s 
infantry  appeared  in  &ont of Fangsin (about Z miles south 
of Tashan) and opened fire, but after  a short while  retired. 
towards Liuchiangtun (about a  mile  west of Tashan). 

Last night the enemy’s heavy guns posted in the vicinity 
of Paohsiangtun  (about a4 miles  north-west of Litajentun) 
occasionally  bombarded the neighbourhood of Yapatai. In 
the vicinity of the Mukden highway, a small  number of the 
enemy’s troops fired at random against us throughout the 
night. 

(Beceived on the afternoon of Feb, 21.) 

A number of heavy guns have been  mounted  in the ene- 
my’s positions north of Shakiatun (about one mile  west  of 
Tahshan). 

On the evening of the 20th  inst. a body of QLK scouts en- 
countered a force of the enemy’s scouts at a point north of 
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Russiat;  infantry approached the vicinity of Mamakai ( 5 
miles  west of Yankiawopeng), but were  repulsed by our 
soldiers. In the morning a body of the enemy9s troops, 
which  seemed to be an officer’s patrol, approached the north 
of Tuhotsz, but were  driven off with the loss of two killed. 

In the afternoon the enemy’s heavy guns  at Yaohsiangtun 
opened fire on Litajentun, and his field guns at Erhtaitsz 
bombarded Ghengtanpao. 

c = >  
(Received on the  aiternoon of Feb. 85.) 

On  the night of the 24th inst. about one  battalion of the 
Russian  forces attacked Houkiatm, about a mile north-west 
of Waiteushan, and another body of the enemy’s  forces, 
whose number was unknown,  also  assaulted the heights of 
Hsiukiafun, about 3 miles north-west of Waiteushan; but these 
(attacks were  repulsed by our troops. 

c 
(Received on the  afternoon of Feb. 26.) 

- 
The enemy’s guns 24 in number, taking position in the 

vicinity of Liuhsintaikz, about 2Q miles north of Titishan, 
have bombarded Hseukiafan. 

On the night of the 25th inst., a small body ofthe enemy’s 
forces approached east  of the main road, but was repulsed by 
our troops. On the 26th inst. the enemy’s artillery in the 
vicinity of Marapaoshara fired on the neighbourhood pf Ya~tun, 
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I 
and his guns at Hanchengpao also bombarded Lamutun and 
the neighbourhood of the railway bridge. 

To-day (the 26th) the weather is bad,  being in the nature 
of a blizzard. 

! 
. ,  ------w- 

l 

d THE BATTLE OP MBJIKDEN. 

February 23-March 11. 

x. 
, -  General Engagements. 

(1) 
( A  report from, the  Headquarters of the Munchurian Armies,  received 

in Tokyo on the  afternoon of Feb. 25.) 

A detachment of our forces  occupied Weitszyu, Mintouyu 
and the district 011 the left bank of the Tatsz-ho  between 
the  19th and the zand ult., and thus approached the enemy’s 
positions very closely. On the 23rd the detachment attacked 
the enemy in the neighbourhood of Chinghocheng, about 
30 m i k  east of Benchihu. A blinding  snow-storm  was 
raging on the morning of that day. In  addition to this, the 
arduous climbing  of the mountains aud the breaking up of 
the ice  in the Tatsz-ho rendered the operations of our troops 
exceedingly difficult- ,At about noon, however, our first  line, 
advancing to a point within 50s to I ,000 metres  from the 
enemy, delivered a fierce  attack. 

The enemy, not only taking advantage of his naturally 
strong positions but also keeping within the fortifications  con- 
structed after  several  months’ labour and supported by seve- 
ral lines of auxiliary defence works,  offered a stubborn resi& 
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Small bodies of the enemy, a company or two strong, 
also attacked us at various other places such as Mankiayentsa, 
Sankiatsz and Yapatai, but they were  everywhere  repulsed. 

(4) 

(Received on March 2.) 
T 

Our detachment  in the direction of Hsingking, after the 
occupation of Chinghocheng, is driving the enemy northwards. 
In addition to those already  reported, the spoils of war taken 
by  the detachment  in the neighbourhood of Chinghocheng 
consisted of about 300 koka of beans, 5,000 pieces of bean 
cake (mochi), 50'koku of tall  millet, and IO hoik of unrefined 
salt. 

Our detachment  in' the direction of Penchihu has gradually 
driven the enemy  from  his  positions in the neighbourhood 
Qf Chienhsiukiahotsz ( I  z& miles north-east of Penchihu), Teng- 
yenling (about 6 miles north-west of Chienhsiuhotsz) and 
Pajihti  (about 4 miles  west of Tengyen) and Is now pressing 
him hard to the north. 

Our detachment  in the direction of the Sha-ho has occupied 
Sungmupaotsz and Yaochienhutun. A large number of the 
enemy's heavy guns and field  pieces are stationed on both 
sides of the railway and are bombarding our positions. 

(LReceived Q% March 2.) 

The enemy  opposing our detachment in the direction of 
Hsingking seems to be gradually  increasing  in strength. 

I " 
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Our detachment in the direction of Penchihu  has captured 
the enemy's  positions on the heights east of Kaotailing and 
in the neighbourhood of Changkeu (one mile  east of Tung- 
keushan). L ,- 

In the direction of the Sha-Lo, the enemy's  forces  facing 
our positions  near  Waiteushan  have  delivered a night attack 
on a small  scale. The enemy on the left  bank of the  Hun- 
ho also delivered a fierce night attack against our line extend- 
ing from the vicinity of Chengtanpao to the Hun-ho, but 
was  repulsed. 

Our Army has already driven off the enemy from Chang- 
tan and Sz'fangtai. 

(Received on Mumh 3.) 

The enemy opposing our detachment in the direction of 
Etsingking has  repeatedly  delivered counter attacks, but has 
been repulsed each time. 

Our detachment in the direction of Penchihu has driven 
back the enemy to his main  positions, and fighting is going 
on at present. 

In the district lying east of the railway  in the direction 
of the Sha-ho, our Army has  occupied  Wousungrnupaotsq 
and the heights north of Tungkiatun, and is engaging the 
enemy at present. About a battalion of Russian  infantry 
tried to penetrate  Shangwafang via Fengchipao, but was driv- 
en off by our' troops. In  the district lying west of the rail- 
way, we have broken the enemy's  lines of defence  one by 
one, and are now pressing him hard  to the northeast. 
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Our detachment in the neighbourhoad of Hamungpaotsu 
captured at dawn today (the 5th) the enemy's redoubt on 
the height north-east of the former place. .-- 

In the region  east of the railway  line,  one  of our detach- 
ments, having at about 8.30 a. m. to-day (the 5 th) occupied 
Liuchiangtun (about z& miles south-east  of Wanpaoshan), 
pressed a body of the enemy into the centre of that village 
and is now surrounding this f~rce. 

In the region west of the railway  line our forces to-day 
(the 5th) occupied the neighbourhood of Hanchenpao and 
Hsiaosuchiapao,  and are now  advancing to attack the enemy, 
The railway station at Suchiatun is now burning. 

( 8 )  4 
(&ceivecl on Numb S.) 

Hsingking. 

To-day (the 6th) the enemy in the vicinity of Tsutao made 
repeated  counter-attacks, but was each time  repulsed by our 
troops. 

The enemy in the neighbourhood of  Machuintan  is  offering 
a stubborn resistance, but our attack is gradually  progressing, 
and a body of our attacking forces  succeeded about 8 p. m. 
today in occupying the heights north-east ,of Fangtsu (about 
4 kilometres south of Machuintan), 

Penchihu. 

This afternoon. one of our detachments  occupied a line of 
the heights south of Pitsukao (about 5 miles south of Ma- 
chuintan) and drove the enemy toward Sanchiatsu  (about 2 i  

i 
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milles ~outfa-avest OP Machuintan). 

Last night (the 5th) the evlenly delivered a countepattaek 
011 the front: of OUT forces stationed in the vicinity of Igaotai- 
ling but we repulsed him, 

On the Shamha, 

On the east of the railway  line the enemy made a count&- 
attack  last night (the 5th) on the north extremity of Hsin- 
chiapao. He was  repulsed by our forces. Therz is no 
fur.ther  development  in this directioi 

On the west of the line,  fighting  is going on  with the 
enemy,  whose  line extends from East Hanchengpao to  Erh- 
taitsu. The enemy is  resisting very stubbornly and his forces 
appear to be  gradually  increasing. 

On the right bank of the  Hunho,  the enemy, about one 
i division strong with 70 guns, made a counter-attsck this 

morning (the 6th) on the neighbourhood of Tashikiao,  but 
was repulsed, 

( a s )  
(Received on March 7.9 

Hsingking. 
l 

Early in the morning of the  6th inst. one of our detach- ~ 

ments which had proceeded towards Hwaijen  occupied  Pien- 
shihunta about five  miles south-west of the former  place, 
which was also captured  subsequently. 

The situation  remains  unaltered in the  directioq af Tita 
and Machutun. 
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On t h e  Sha-ho. 

On the east of the railway  line, the enemy's infintry at- 
tacked at about 3 ao M. to-day (the 7th) the heights north of 
Tungchiatun, but were  repulsed. On this occasion the enemy 
left 20 or 30 dead on the field. 

Since about z a. m. the same day the enemy's artillery  in 
the vicinity of 'I-ashan and Wanpaoshan  have  concentrated 
their  fire  upon our positions,  under  cover ,of which a .  large 
body of his  forces  made an attack upon us. This attick! 
however, was finally  repulsed by about 4.30 a. m. 

On  the west of the railway  line we occupied East Haa- 
chengpao about I I a.m. to-day. Later the enemy attennpt- 
ed to recover the place, but was completely  repulsed. 

On the right bank of the Hun-ho, there are signs of the 
enemy's  forces  being  gradually  increased  in the neighbour- 
hood of Yangsutung. 

At Likwanpao our troups have  already  captured  two-thirds 
of the place. R force of the enemy, about one  division 
strong, made a counter-attack  on the place, but was repulsed. 

d 

(XI) 

(Zeceived on the morning of March S.) 
. ,  

Our detachment  which hac1 been  engaged during the past 
few days with a superior  force of the enemy  in the neigh- 
bourhood of Machuntun,  succeeded  in  dislodging them this 
morning (the 8th) at 8 from their psitions, and is now pur- 
suing 'illem toward the north. 

(Received o n  the mi$€ of &fareh 8.) 

Since the morning the enemy has commenced to retreat, 
and each of our armies is hotly pursuing him. 

(1Sj 

(.Received on the afternoon of ì%weh 9.) 

Hsingging. 

Our detachment which drove OR the enemy in the direc- 
tion of Machuntun  is  still pursuing him, 

On the  Sha-ho. 

On the east of the railway  line, the enemy having gra- 
dually shown signs of disorganization, we cornrnenced fiom 
the midnight of the 7th inst, a general attack on his  whole 
line and dislodged  him fì-om his  positions.  "Te are now 
pressing him hard to the Hun-ho basin. 

The whole  region  from the railway  line to the left baak 
of the Hun-ho has  already  been  occupied by our force$. 

On the right bank of the Hun-ho, the enemy in the neigh- 
bourhood of Yangsutun  and  Likwanpao  is  continuing to resist 
stubbornly and has made  repeated  counter-attacks, but our 
forces have on each  occasion  repulsed and inflicted on 13im 
great loss, and. are gradially pressing him tonard Mukden. 

In the region north of Mukden the enemy  has  ogered m 
obst.inate  resistance, but Hsiaochutun  (about 5 miles north of 
Mukclen), Pachiatsu  (about I i north-west of Hsiaocbutun) 
and .Samtaitsu  have  already b e n  captured by our forces, wha 
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haw also  destroyed the railway to  the north of Mukden. 

(ZG.) 

(Receiced 07% the afiel 72~0.~ of i l ? ~ ~ e h  O.) 
. .  

Since the day before yesterday, the enemy has repeatedly 
bombarded our strekhers and 'ambulance  waggons,  which 
were conveying our killed and wounded  from the battle-field 
to the west  of Ningkwantun, 

( = l  

(Receiced oz t h e  ct j tcmoo?~ of Mctrc.h 9.) 

Hsingking. 

Our detachment  which  for the last few days had  been 
attaclti11g the enemy,  who  in  their strong positions  in the 
vicinity of' Tita ofFered a stubborn resistance,  completely drove 
them out this morning (the 9th). at 3? and at once pursued 
them. 

Our detachment  in the direction of Machuntun  is  also hotly 
pursuing the enemy toward Fushun. 

The Sha-ho. 

In  the district lying to  the east and south of Mukden, 
our Army has  pressed the enemy to the basin of the  Hun- 
ho, and is now attacking them. The enemy have  halted 
on the left h-?& and a x  now holding the  strong defensive 
work there, 

Tn the district west a d  north of Mukden, a fierce attack 
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is being delivered  on the enemy,  who are offering the most 
determined  resistance. 

To-day a strong wind has set in,  rising  dense  clouds  of 
sand. The sun is darkened and the vision  almost  obliterated, 

Mukden Occupied. 

(Receiced on the afternoon of Jfuvch IO.) 

Our forces  occupied Mukden to-day (the 10th) at IO a. m., 
and we have  attained the aim of the enveloping operations 
of the last few days. At present, extraordinarily fierce fight- 
ing is going 011 everywhere in the vicinity of Mukden, and 
we have  captured an enormous number of prisoners, arms, 
ammunition,  provisions,  fodder and other war  supplies, We 
have,  however,  had  no  time to investigate their amount. 

(17) 

Fushun Occupied. 

(Received on the aftevnoon of Murch IO.) ~ 

Last night one of our detachments  in the direction of Hsing- , 

king occupied Fushull, and is now attacking the enemy OCCE- 

pying the extremity of the heights north of the town. 

zo a. m. on the 10th). 
'(This report was dispatched from the fighting  line at I I. 

i m 
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(18) 

(Received ort, ìhe night o j  .Maw5 10.) 

Our detachment in the direction of Hsingkipg is-attackin: 
a superior  force of the enemy, . _ -  which is holding the heights 
north of Fushun, and is  still  offering  resistance. 

Our forces  in the direction of -the §ha-ho have completely 
driven the enemy to  the right bank of the Hun-ho, and 
having enveloped their forces on the east and north of Mukden, 
are vigorously attacking and pursuing them. 

According to reports, the enemy's forces  commenced from 
noon to-day to retreat northward in  complete  disorder to the 
distfict between the railway and the Mukden road. In  the 
districts between . the 1:eighbourhood of Sanwa  (some 76 
miles north of Mukden) and the vicinity of Mukden, there are 
tens  of thousands of  Russian  soldiers,  who are fitigued, panic- 
stricke¡?, and in a miserable plight, all retreating northward. 
Our inFdntry and artillery forces  in the neighbourhood con- 
centrated their fire  till  sunset  upon the retreating enemy, 
inflicting numerous casualties on them. 

Another detachment of our troops, which -had started cm 
a forced march from Hing-lungten, has overtaken the enemy 
in the neighbourhood of Puho (some I z$ miles north of M&- 
den). This detachment has already inflicted numerous losses 
on the routed enemy and will probably annihilate them. 

(Received 01% the a f e i w x n  uf Icfarch ll.) 

Our detachment in the direction of Hsing'king, after defeahg 
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and pursuing the enemy, reached Huaiyuanpao, five  miles 
north of Fushu, at I I p. m. on the loth inst., and is  now 
advancing further 011 in hot pursuit of the enemy. We have 
captured several hucdred light railway  cars. As for other 
spoils of war,  investigations have not yet been effected. 

F M  

asr. 
Detailed Reports, 

Hsingking Region. 

( B o r n  February 19 to íllclrch IO.) 

Feb. Ig.-Our Army in the I-Isingking  region cormmeraced 
operations this day. 

Feb. zo.-The Right Column attacked a force of the enc- 
my consisting of about two companies of infantry, and three 
squadrons of cavalry, with two mountain guns, in the vici- 
nity of Chienholing and Chintszling and occupied those po- 
sitions at 4.30 p. m. The enemy retreated towards Kintouyu, 
leaving ZO dead  behind. Our spoils  were some arms and 
clothing and Oile prisoner was taken. The  Le6 Column also 
drove the enemy consisting of about two companies of in- 
fantry and a squadron of cavalry from the vicinity of Siao- 
Itaoliying and Hamaling and occupied those places. 

Feb. z I .-About g a.m. a battalion of the emmy's infantry 
with four guns, was Feen to be gaL.hering at a poist east of 
\Vanlidlo and about two companies of infantry were  seen 
marching fi-om TSVanliuho towards Mintonyu. About 4 p, m. 
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a battery of the enemy’s artillery appeared in the neighbour- 
hood . of Uingshoupao (2 kilometres south-west of Wanliuho) 
and opened fire on us. Our artillery answered and continued 
firixlg till  nightfall. To-day, there were about two batteries 
of the enemy operating in the valley of the Wanliuho. 

Feb. zz.-About IO a. m .  the enemy’s ‘ artillery in the 
vicinity of th2 Wanliuho bombarded the first  line of our 
Right Column. About nool~ the enemy essayed  counter- 
attacks with some three ’dompanies of infantry against the 
left wing  of our Right Column and .with another company 
of infdnwy against the right wing ~ - f  our Left Column. 
These attacks, however,  were  repulsed. In the afterncon, 
our Right Column attacked a body of the enemy ccnsisting 
of a regiment of infantry  and a battery of artillery which 
were occupying the defence works near Wanliuho, aEd put 
them to flight. A portion of the  Right Column occupied 
Kintouyu at 4 p. m. wi’thout any resistance from the enemy. 
Our Lefi Column deployed in the neighbourhood of Nan- 
taitsz and preparations were made to attack the enemy in the 
vicinity of Chinghocheng. At this inoment an attack was 
máde by some four or five companies of the enemy’s hGntry, 
but, was repulsed. 

Feb. 23.-As previously planned, an attack was comnenc- 
ed against the enemy near Chinghocheng; but a blinding 
snowstorm prevailed,  while the ice in the Taitse River be- 
gan to thaw, and thus  the operations of  OLI^ traops were 
considerably  hindered. The enemy, who were in strongly 
fortifed positions  which had taken several months to con- 
struct, in addition to the natural strength of th2se  positions, 
vigsrously resisted, and we were at last obliged to susprd 
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the attacking operations at nightfall. 

Occupation of Chinghooheng. 

Feb. ~4.-Resuming attacking operations at dawn, OUT 

force svlcceeded at 6 p. m. in  completely occupying the place, 
ành immediately  pursued the emmy, but owing to the con- 
tour sf the land and darknzss of’ the night, we could not 
pursue them &ra 

The enemy who confi-onted LIS. this day were routed to- 
wards Machuntan. They left about I 5 0  dead on fiel.d,  and 
the spoils taken by us consisted of 3 machine gumg some 
280 rifles, about 100,000 rounds of rifle ;immunition, etc. 
We .  also captured 24 Russians. According to  the prisoners, 
the enemy  iyho  confi-onted us consisted of the whole of the 
Seventy-first Reserve Infantry Divi.sion  with 20 field and 
mountain guns, each of the companies composing the Divi- 
sion comisting of some 150 men. They also state that two 
or three of these  companies  were  nearly  annihilated, and 
that a portion of the East Siberian Infantry Sharpshooters 
reinforced the Division on its western side. 

Feb. as.-Having at dawn  resumed the pursuit s f  the 
enemy, our Right Column troops reached the lieighbourhood 
of Sichuanling, while a portion of our Lefi  Column troops 
encountered and engaged till  sunset about three battalions 
of the enemy’s inhltry, consisting of portions of the z2nd 
Regiment of the, East Siberian Infantry Zharpshooters and 
the Seventy-first Reserve Infantry Division, which had been 
stationed  in the vicinity of Taling:. 

Feb. 26.-Having  resumed early i n  the morning the pur-- 
suit of the enemy, the  Right Colurm troops drove off a 
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s n d  force of them and occupied W-ulungkow at 3 p. m., while 
the main  force of the Left Column troops drove off the 
enemy possessing  artillery, but whose strength was  unascer- 
tainable,  from the vicinity of Papanling, and then continuing 
to advance  occupied  Wupainiulo. A portion of our Left 
Column confronting the enemy in the neighbourhood of Ta- 
ling, drove them off to-day  with great losses, and the enetny 
retreated, burning all the village along the road. 

Feb.  a~.-Still continuing the pursuit, the  Right Column 
encountered and engaged till  sunset the enemy's forces  con- 
sisting of the 23rd and 24th Regiments of Siberian Infantry 
Sharpshooters,',with eight field  pieces and four  machine guns, 
which had newly arrived in the. vicinity of Tita. The Left 
Column  opened a cannonade on  the enemy who had occu- 
pied  positions in  the districts extending from the heights 
east of' Chiupingtai through Wupainiulo, to the heights south 
of' Machuntan, but owing to the topographical features of 
the land  could not execute any attacking operations. 

 feb. z8.-The Left Column .drove off the enemy and 
occupied the heights north-east of Chiupingtai and north- 
west  of Wupainiulo and essayed by a night' attack to drive 
the enemy from the height south of Machuntan, but failed 
to' attain success. About 4 p. m. some three battalions of 
the enemy's infantry ?nade their appearance in the vicinity 
of Huangti, a portion of his  force  menacing our Lefi 
Column. 

March I .---The Left Column  hFving  detailed a force to 
t h  neighbourhood of Teutaoltew, in order to cover our lefi 
flank  and at  the same time to cozmmnicate with the Right 
CO~IXIIJI 'on t'ne S'Ma-ho, continued its attacks. The enemy, , 

I 
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I1owever,, held, Seveja!, lines' of strongly defended positions, 
while their forces gradually increased in this direction, being 
strengthened by the zast and 2znd Siberian Regiments, in 
consequence of which 'the- -progress- of our attacks was not 
such as might be desired, At the same time our Right 
Column was  compelled to, maintain its position, owing to the 
gradual increase of the enemy's  forces in the direction of Tita. 

Enemy's Counter-attacks. 

March a.-The enemy's forces  in the direction of Ma- 
chuntan and Tita were greatly reinforced and oKered a stub- 
born resistance,  essaying  repeated counter-attacks, which  were, 
however,  uniformly  repulsed. 

March 3.-No important developments took place this 
day. 

March 4,--E'rom dawn the HRft Column resumed its attack 
011 the eeemy at lMachuntan, but owing to the rugged 
nature of the  ground could not attain its object. The Kight 
Column  with its prialcipal force  sustained  for a while its po- 
sition against the enemy in the vicinity of Tita, and despach- 
ed a portion of its forces towards Machuntan to reinforce 
the LeCt Column in ,its attack. To-day the enemy made 
fierce counter-attacks against the left wing of the Wight Co- 
lumn, but these were all. repulsed, The enemy's forces in 
this direction were increased by  the arrival of the S5 th Re- 
giment of the Twenty-second  Division and two other Regi- 
ments. 

March S.-The Lefi Column attacked from early morning 
the enemy in the direction of Machuntan and made gradual 
progress, but has not as yet succeeded in carrying the whole 
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line of the emxny's  positions, The Right Column is stili 
fdcing the enzrny, 

Hualfen Occupied. 

March 6.---.The Left Column resumed its attack and $LC 

ceeded at night in gradually occupying the line extending 
Gom the heights north-east of Huangti to those north-west 
of Pitszkeu. The enemy confronting our Right Column 
attempted repeated  counter-attacks on a small  scale, but these 
were  all  repulsed. On  the  right wing of that Column was 
a portion of Rennenkampf's detachment, and the enemy's force 
from  Yingling also appeared to have arrived in this direction. 
One of our detachments which had been despatched towards 
Huaijen  completely  occupied the place to-day. 

March T.--The Lefx Column troops continued their &tacks 
on the enemy  stationed on the eminence north ' of Tukia- 
gaotsz, but could not attain their object.  Consequently a 
detachment was sent to their left. This detachment attacked 
the enemy  on the height south of Machuntan,  in cooperation' 
with the detachment despatched from the, Sha-ho, but was 
still  unable to carry the enemy's position, The situation re 
mained  unaltered  in the direction  of the  Right Column. 

Enemy at Machumtan Dislodged. 

March 8.-The attack being continued, the enemy at 
Machuntan  were at last dislodged from tlxir position, and our 
troops succeeded  in reaching the line extending from the 
neighbourhood of Yaoling to Lentaowan (midway  between 
Yaoling and Shihfouchang). \i 
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Success of the Right CoKumn. 

March g.-The Lefi Column troops hotly pursued t k  
enemy, a1;d about half-past five in the afternoon  arrived Oi l  

the lef? bank of the  Hunho, closeIy  in touch with the ene- 
my's rearguards The  Right Column troops rssumed the 
attacking operations more vigorously than on the previous 
day, and succeeded by 3 a. m. in  ccimpletely driving off the 
eneifiy, whom they  at once pursued. 

Occupation of Fushun. 

Mx. .h  10.-The retreating enemy took LIP positions in 
the north of Fushun, where they had been constructing Strong 
defence works for  several months past, and  offered  resistance. 
The ice  in the middle of the  Hun-ho had already melted, 
so that  the river  could not be crossed save by means of 
bridges. Although this proved a great hindrance to the attack- 
ing  . operations, the Left Column troops, despite all hard- 
ships, attacked the enemy in the most daring manner, and 
by the evening of this day succeeded  in  completely dis- 
lodging the enemy. Subsequently a fierce pursuit was conti- 
nued  until  midnight,  when the districts in the vicinity of 
Fushun fell entirely into -our hands.@ The Right Column 
troops commenced in the early morning to pursue the enemy 
in the most vigorous manner, and reached by  the evening 
the left  bank of the Hun-ho. At this juncture the enemy 
took up positions  in the neighbourhood of the river and 
showed signs of essaying resistance. While our troops were 
preparing to deliver a night attack with a view to dislodging 
the enemy, the latter retreated under  cover of the night. 
The enemy who opposed our troops in the Hsingking region 
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consisted of the Sixth Division  of Eastern Siberian Sharp- 
shooters, the Seventy-first  Division of the Reserve Infantry and 
the  6th and 7th Regiments of the Second  Devision, the 1otl1, 
I Ith and 12th Regiments of the  Third Division, the 146th 
Regiment of i the Thirty-Seventh Division and the 85th 
Regiment of the Twenty-Second Division, and the Rennen- 
kamppf Detachment. All of these troops were routed,. and 
they Red northward, pursued by our forces. 

Casualties. 

The enemy’s casualties  in these quarters cannot be  less than 
20,000, if all the losses inflicted on them since the commen- 
cement of the present battle be taken into accoiult. Our 
casualties are 3,800. The prisoners and spoils of  war are 
as already reported. 

( m  

On the §ha-hs. 

(From February SP to N a d  IO.) 

Feb. 24.---In the direction of the  Right  Wing Corps, the 
enemy at Chiensungmupaotsz, after setting that village on fire, 
retreated to Tienkiatai, A little  past I I a.’m. a fire occurred 
at the village of Tsaikiatun, but its  cause  could not be 
ascertained. 

During  the daytime the  Right Column of t:le Corps occu- 
pied  Tangyuanlil$,  Bahjihti and Chienhsikiahotsz. At night 
the Central  Column  occupied the line extending from Hia- 
tahpaikew to the south of Changchisai,  while the Left Col-, 
k m n  occupied the heights of Hsiukiafan. Today the enemy 
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in the vicinity of Pienling retreated towards Kaoliying. It 
was observed th,at ,at Kaokwansai there still  remained about 
three squadrons of the enemy’s cavalry. 

In the direction of the Central Corps there was no change 
in the situation, except random firing by a small force of 
the enemy on our otrtppsts during the previous night. 

In the direction  of the Left Wing Corps, the enemy’s 
sco&s under  officers  came  forward  in the forenoon to a point 
north ofI--T.itaitsz. Thereupon our Q L I ~ ~ O S ~ S  dispersed them, 
ltilling two of them. 

In the afiiernoon the enemy’s  heavy  gruis bombarded Li- 
tzjjentun €?om Paosiangtun, and their field  pieces Chiatanpao 
from the neighbourhood of Erhtaitsz. At night the enemy’s 
infantry about one  battalion strong made a counter-attack on 
Haokiatun north-west of Waiteushan, aad their force of an 
unknown strength on Hsiultiafbn. But- they were repulsed in 
both cases, 

Feb. 25.--Hn the direction  of the Right  Wing Corps, its 
Kight Column, having driven 03 tlx enemy’s cavalry about 
3 squadrons strong, occupied a line extending from Erh- 
malimg to Wutaohg north-east  of  Yangtajentun (about 2B 

miles north-east of Kaokwansai) via Eromalingpaotsu. At 
llight the Left  Column  also  essayed to capture Yaochienhutun, 
but having been resisted by a superior force of the enemy 
it had to suspend the attack fur a while, and commenced 
to take up preparatory positions  near Titishan and Hsiukia- 
fun. 

\ 

In the direction of the Central Corps, there was no change 
in the situation, except firing during the p-eceJing night by 
h small forLe of the e-nemy on m r  engineering party at 

/ 
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Siaotungkeu, 
In the direction of the Lefi Wing CorpsI tbere was no 

development,  save the surrender of a number of the enemy’s 
troops. 

About 4 p. m. a column of the enemy, composed of various 
arms not less than about a division  in strength, was  seen 
proceeding northeastward from  Kwanlinpao. On the right 
bank  of the Hun-ho the enemy’s  forces, about two army 
corps in strength, formed a position extending fi-om Chang- 
tan to Szfangtai. A large body of their  cavalry took up a 
position, making the vicinity of Tahwanchipao and Hwangti 
their  centre.  But  Qn the right bank of the Liao the presence 
of any large force of the enemy’s  cavalry was not as yet 
observed,  only some cavalry  scouts being seen moving to 
and fro. 

Feb. a6.-The  weather  was bad, with a blhding snow- 
storm. The Right Column of the  Right  Wing Corps- can- 
fronted till sunset a force of the enemy  contisting of some 
3,000 infantry,  with about 15  guns,  who  held a strong 
position extending from Siaopac to Wangfuling via Kaotai- 
ling,  while the Central  Column,  dispersing the enemy who 
were on a line extending from the heights north of Chiata- 
paikew to Sung‘shusutsz,  occupied that line. The enemy’s 
artillery of about three batteries (24 gun$) fired against 
Hsiukiafun. 

In the direction of the Central Carps the enemy about a 
subcompany strong delivered an attack during the preceeding 
night, but were repdsed. The enemy’s artillery near Wan- 
paoshen bornbardeJ the vicinity of Uaotun, whik another 
artillery  force  near  Ihanchengpao  fired on the neighbourhood 
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of Earnutun  and the railway  bridge. There was no other 
development. 
21 the direction of the LeR Wing Corps, the situation 
remained  unchanged. 

7 The enemy’s  cavalry about one  regiment strong was seen 
~ -i,+* towards  evening  moving from Houmahulingtsz toward Chi 

enmahulingtsz. 
Feb. 27.-In the direction oi the  Right Wing COI-~S, the 

Right Column  occupied the heights north of Wl’angfLdingtsz, 
the advanced  position of the enemy, and attempted to attack 
their main  position further north, but this  position  possessed 
a strong redoubt, and moreover an enemy’s force of about 
four  infantry  battalions  with a battery of artillery, having 
advanced  from the direction of Machuntan,  halted  near  Sia- 
opao and appeared to threaten our right flank. Consequently 
it . was decided to suspend our attack and to maintain the 
situation for a while. 

The keft Column of the  Right M5ng Corps and the 
Central Corps opened  gun-fire this day. In  the afternoon 
the enemy’s artillery replied  from  different  positions,  present- 
ing about 300 pieces to our view. Their positions 011 

Manpaoshan and the heights west of‘ that hill appeared to 
have especially  sustained enormous injuries from our heaviest 
guns. 

In the direction of the Central C o p ‘  the enemy’s  field 
pieces  near  Szfangtai and their heavy guns near Wensheng- 
pao at night concentrated their fire on our oztposts stationed 
in the neighbourhood of the rzilway  bridge. About I I p. 
m. the enemy’s  infantry, about five companies strong, made 
an ehvdoping attack extended on both sides of the 1-ai1wa-y 
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line, and a portion of this force  having at last  penetrated to 
our skirmishing  trenches, there ensued a fierce  hand-to-hal;d 
fightp but our outposts, having obtained  reinforcements from 
the rear, stubbornly held  their  position, and succeeded a little 
past 3 a. m. in  completely  repulsing the attack. 0 6 .  this 
occassion our casualties  were about 50 ,  while the number 
OP the dead left behind by the enemy reached 50 or 60. 
We took a number of prisoners and some spoils of war. 

%n the direction or the Left Wing Corps, the enemy in 
the neighbourhood of Paosiangtun  and Wukiatsz commenced 
to show signs of activity towards the afternoon,  while those 
in the vicinity of Heilintun and Kinshantai resumed,  after 
we had ceased  firing, their entrenchment work. The Russian 
infantry stationed~ near  Peitaitsz  and  Siaoshutsz fired on us 
at random. Towards sunset the enemy’s  artillery, the posi- 
tion of which was .not known,  again  bombarded  Chintanpao. 
In the evening some forces of the enemy,  one or two com- 
panies  each, attacked our positions such as Mankiayneutsz, 
Sankiatsz and Yapatai, but were  all  repulsed. 

Our Corps which had been executing a turning movement 
from the right bank OT the  Hun-ho, drove the small  forces 
of the enemy before  it. The Right Column of the Corps 
occupied the neighbourhood 01 Shuanshuta, the Central Col- 
umn that o€ Liukiakutsz, and the Left Column that of Wei- 
szkiatsz and Changhialima. The cavalry force belonging to 
the Corps captured  Chechangkutsz. 

On the day our keft Wing Corps  captured 59 Russians, 
including some non-commissioned  officers. 

Feb. 28.-Xn the direction of the  Right ’\Ving Corps, the 
enemy tuho ‘were  advancing OE the. Ri.ght  Coluinn  halted 
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in the vicinity of Iiaopao and showed no signs of moving 
further south. In  the afternoon a report was  received to  the 
effect that, about two  battalions of Russian  infantry  were 
advancicg southward on Fahtaoken from  Sankiatsz, south- 

The enemy’s  batteries on Tunkeus5an and the heights 
north sf Tangkiatun opened a bombardment at 4 a. m., but 
we did not reply. At I p.  m. our batteries along the whole 
front of the Corps opened  fire and inflicted  on the enemy 
severe  losses. The Right Column of the Corps  occupied 
the’ tentative  positions on the line extending fi-om the heights 
north-east of Sikuling to  the heights south of Sungshutantsz’ 
via the heights north of Wangfuling. 

..L-- - east of Machuntan. 

The Central  Corps  commenced a cannonade  from early 
in the morning. In consequence the enemy’s  defensive  works 
were  destroyed  one by one and their  batteries  silenced. 

In front of the Left Wing Corps, about seven  batteries 
of the enemy’s field guns and a group of 13 heavy guns 
made their appearance and bombarded the vicinity of Lita- 
j h t u n ,  Yapatai, and  Chentanpao. The main  force of our 
Corps  being  stationed  in the district lying west of hngtung- 
keu,  made  preparations to advance at  any moment, and the 
cavalry  force of the Corps proceeded to the neighbourhood 
of Honmahulingtsz’. 

The Right Column of the turning Corps occupied Shang- 
tsaimen at 8 a. m., drove off the enemy’s  cavalry  in the 
neighbourhood of Chialiangtsz about 8.30 am., and continued 
its northward advance. The Central  Column drove off a 
small  number of the emmy’s troops in the north of Cheng- 
kiatun, and its advance guards reached Laowcpxg at 9.30 
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p. m. The LeR Column  advanced throughout the day 
without meeting the enemy. In consequence, the Corps 
occupied the line extending from Santungken to Chantszkeu. 

March I.--In the direction of  the  Right  .Wing Corps, 
its Right Column  occupied Kaotailing and the heights north 
of Wangfuling. The Central  Column  delivered  an attack 
against Tungkeushan, but owing to an enfilading  fire from 
the direction of Chienlutszkeu and Cheteuling, this Column 
could not make much progress. The Lefi Column occupied 
Sungmupaotsz and Yaochienhutun. 

In the direction of the Central Corps the cannonading was 
kept up, to which the enemy responded,  disclosing to view 
about 15 fie!d batteries and 4 batteries of heavy guns. 

In the direction of the Left Wing .Corps, the attacking 
operations gradually progressed and our troops pressed hard 
on the enemy's positions Wut as the enemy, who were  in 
possession of about 24 batteries of  fieid artillery and 4 of 
heavy guns, made a stubborn resistance,  while their strength 
was gradually increased, our forces  were not in a position 
to execute an  assault. During the night, an attack was 
carried out against Wangkiawopeng and Likiawopeng, but 
was UIISLICCCSS~LI~ in attaining its  object. A great counter-attack 
was then made by the enemy, but the gallant  resistance  of 
our troops finally  succeeded  in  repulsing the attack. The 
Left Column was engaged from I I a. m. in an attack on 
Yuehpaotsz, south of Changtan. 

The turning Corps dispatched its Right Column to tem- 
porarily occupy a line exteilding fi-om Sankiakeu to Chang- 
kiawopeng, and ordered its Central Column to march round 
the right flank rear OP the enemy at Szfangtai, starting from 

B 
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a line at Tahuangchipao and Niushinti through the districts 
of Sukiaan, and Kinhaipao, and to attack the enemy at 
Szfangtai in cooperation with the  Right Column  when it 

\reached the vicinity of Sukiaan ; while the Left Column  was 
-2 ordered to operate in the rear of the enemy toward a line 

at Tingkiapaotsz and Takiao, effecting a junction with the 
Central 'Column. ~t adout PO p. m. Szfangtai  was com- 
pletely  occupied by the Right Column. 

Occupation of Sirnrnhtung. 

To-day OUT cavalry force  occupied Tamintun and its de- 
tachment Sirnrnintung. 

March 2.--The Right Column of the  Right Wing Corps 
occupied this morning the heights east of Kaotailing. Al- 
though  the Central Column of the Corps succeeded in 
carrying before  dawn the enemy's first  position  in the vici- 
nity of Changkeu, yet the progress of attack in this part 
was not so sati::%ctory as desired,  for there was a deep valley 
between the Erst and second positions of the enemy, the 
latter position being situated to  the north-west of the former. 
The Left Column repulsed a night attack on a small scale 
which had been attempted by the enemy the preceeding 
night and to-day commenced operation to disperse the ene- 
my's force guarding the northern foot of Makrrantsz and 
Titishan. 

The Central COI-PS, upon noticing the effect of the bom- 
bardment, then proceeded to attack Manpaoshan. The si- 
tuation grew more a d  more promising, but the end 
remained  unattai.ned. Ux-kg- thc night the enemy essayed 
a counter-attack on the Central Column, but the attack "as 
repulsed. 
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Changtan Carried. 

The LeR Wing Corps about S in the morning detached 
a portion of the Left Column IO occupy Changtan, and this 
was successfully  effecte3, the Right and  Central  Column at 
the same  time taking possession of Peitaitsz, Eikiawopeng 
and  Wanltiawopeng. Then  the whole Corps advanced to- 
ward the line of Tienshinpao and Menrapao, but met  with 
renewed  resistance  from the enemy on the line of Kinshan- 
tai, Knkiatsz,  Choukwanpao and Wangshintai. A fierce attack 
was :thereupon delivered  on the enemy, who  were  finally put 
to rout. The Corps then occupied Choukuanpao and VCTang- 
shintai and continued its attacking advance. The enemy in 
this  direction fled in disorder toward the ”north-east. 

The Right Column of the turning Corps  reached the 
neighbourhood of Cliangtan. %t was attacked during the 
night by some five battalions of the enemy’s  infantry, but 
repulsed them. The Central and Left  Columns,  eifecting ;i 

junction with the left  wing of the Right Column,  pressed 
the enemy toward the north-east. 

March 3.--In the direction of the  Right  Wing Corps, 
the Lef€  Column  began to move at midnight on the pre- 
vious day and succeeded at daybreak to-day in occuping the 
heights north of Housungmupaotsz and Tangkiatun. These 
forces  instantiy  followed up their success by aggressively 
advancing on the enemy’s  main  line of defence, but were 
unable to proceed as fast as could be desired. The Central 
and Right Column  also  continued  their attacks from eariy 
morning, but were  unable to attain their object. During 
the night a large force of the enemy  delivered four severe 
consecutive attacks upon the fiont of the Lefi Cdumn, but 

\ 
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were each time  repulsed  with great loss. About a battalion 
of the enemy’s  infantry  proceeding  from  Shangwafang, but 

I was immediately hurled back. 
\, The Central  Corps  maintained the situation  without any 

-? change. During the night this force  was attacked several 
times by small  bodies of the enemy, but repulsed them all. 

The Lefl Wing Corps gradually drove back the enemy 
toward the north-east, its Right Column occupying the vil- 
lages of $anltiatsz,  Siaofangshin, and Mentanpao ; the Central 
Column, the line of Yinerhpao and Sinkaiho ; and the Left 
Column, the neighbourhood of Weikiapao in the rear of 
Suhupao along the right bank of the Hun-ho. Toward 
the evening the enemy in the vicinity of Wuchenying began 
to show signs of restlessness. 

This morning, the  Right Column of the  Tuming Corps 
pursued the enemy,  after a fierce  conflict in the neighbour- 
hood of Changyitien, toward Hinkiatai. The other forces 
driving the enemy toward the northeast, reached the line of 
Teshengyingtsz, Tatsupao and Lamu-ho. . 

March $.--In the direction of the  Right  Wing Corps, 
the detachment  which had been  sent  toward  Machuntan, 
encountered at about 4 in the afternoon a small  force of the 
enemy at Wukiapaotsz,  some 12 kilometres north of Kaotail- 
ing,  and  pushed  onward, driving the enemy northward. 
During the night the Central  Column  dispatched its right 
wing  back to the heights on the north of Tapeikeu, and 
uniting its main  force  with its left wing  delivered an attack 
upon the eminence nbrth of Piennuilupao  and captured the 
enemy’s  first  position. 

The Left Column o Î  the Central  Corps, in cooperation 
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with the Right Column OP the Left Wing Corps, conmenc- 
ed to move  forward,  pressing the foe toward the north-east, 
and succeeded at about I in the affernoon in occupying the 
line of Ehaishenpao and Wuchenghg.  The other forces  were 
vigorously engaged with the enemy in the same  situation as 
on the preceding day. 

The Central  Column of the Left Wing C&ps took posses- 
sion of Suhupao. The  keft Column drove off the enemy 

, stationed  near  Chientsaikiapao, and toward the evening,  with 
a view to delivering  an attack upon the enemy posted along 
the line extending from Shatatsz to the old  railway bridge, 
closed ín upm their right Aank rear  from the vi,cinity of 
Yulinpao,  Meanwhile the Centrai  Column  gradually  joined 
in the engagement. 

This  day a large Russian  column,  more than a division 
strong, was observed to retreat from Kuanlinpao to the rail- 
way station at Sukiatun by way o1 Pienchengtsz. As to 
the Turning Corps, a portion of this force  carried toward 
the evening the enemy’s fortification at \Vest Likwanpao 
while another portion proceeded to  the neighbourhood of 
Tushihkiao and  Chienshintaitsz. The Right Column of the 
Corps effected a junction with the Left Wing Corps and 
delivered an attack upon the enemy. 

March s.-The detachment fiom the  Right  Wing Corps 
dispatched toward  Machuntan  occupied Tungkuling (about 

miles  west of Machuntan) at 3.30 p. m., and subsequently 
captured the enemy’s redoubts an the north of that hill. 
Some hostile  forces were  still to be seen on l’eitahg (about 
2$ miles  south-east of Siaopao). A portion of the Left 
Column occupied at day-break the ebren~y’s redoubt  son the 

heights south-east of H O U S L I I I ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ O ~ S Z .  During  the night 
counter-attacks  were  made by the enemy  against the front 
of the Right Colunln and the northern extremity of  Hsiu- 

i The Right Column of the Central  Corps  occupied Einchang- 
tun at about 8.30 a.  m. and enveloped a portion of the ene- 
my’s force in their central  keep  in the village The Left 
Column  occupied the line of Szfangtai and Yinyu by 8.40 
a. m. and about noon carried West Hanchangpao. It then 
continued the attacking operations  against Kaolihtun. This 
day  the enemy burned  down the station buildings at Sukiatun. 

The Left Wing Corps succeeded  from early morning in 
occupying the line extending from Talientun to Siaosukiapao, 
They attacked the enemy posted along Mokiapao to Yang- 
titun, a portion of our forces  menacing the flanks of the 
enemy’s right wing. P Extraordinarily large quantities of arms, 
ammunition,  etc.  were  captured at Suhupao. 

The Right Column of the Turning Corps, acting since 
early morning in conjunction  with the Left  Column of the 
Left Wing Corps,  delivered an attack on the enemy stationed 

lkiafen, but they were all  repulsed. 

near  Yangshihtun,  ’while the Central  Column  carried the 
enemy’s  fortifications at West kikuanpao and attacked their 
forces in the vicinity of that village. During the night of 
the  4th  the main  force of the  keft Column had reached 
Tashihkiao, while its foremost  line had proceeded to the 
line extending from  Cbuanwankiao to Wutaitsz. The cavalry 
belonging to this Corps had reached  Chienshintaitsz on the 
night of  the  4th and a portion of it  occupied Uangmachang. 

The enemy toward the ndrthwest of Mukden, holding 
strongly fortified positions on the line extending from Peiling 
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to Yangtitun through Liklianpao, is now  offering stubborn 
resistance. 

March 6.-The detachment  from the  Right  Wing Corps 
dispatched  toward  Machuntan  occupied the heights along 
the south of  Peitszkeu, and pursuing the enemy toward San- 
Itiatsz,  reached Teutaokei. Otherwise there was no change 
in  front of the Corps. 

In the direction of the Central  Corps an indecisive  conflict 
was continued  in  front of the Mulden road. The Left Co- 
lumn of the Corps engaged  with the enemy on the line of 
Shahopao, East Hanchengpao, Sukiatun, Peitatszying and 
Erhtaitsz, and made a fierce attack on them with the view 
of capturing East Hanchengpao. But owing to  the enemy's 
stubborn resistance and th.e strengthening of their  force, our 
troops were  unable to achieve their object. 

The Left Wing Corps extended its front to the line stretch- 
ing from Suhupao to Likuanpao, and attacked the enemy 
posted on the line of Shatotsz, Uangshihtun and Chensicheng. 

Attack on Mukden. 

The Turning Corps, in order to make an attack upon 
Mukden ,&om its north-west,  occupied the line extending 
from Tashihkiao to Pinglopao. This  day a force of the enemy 
about a Division strong, with 70 gnus, advanced to a point 
between Kaotitun and Chatai, but was  repulsed. Later, the 
enemy again advanced  and the two hostile  forces  confronted 
each other in close proximity until sumset. 

March 7.--Hn th.e  direction of the  Right V&g Corps, the 
enemy's infantry  attacked at about 3 in the morning the 
heights north of Tangkiatun, but meeting  with a vigorous 
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resistance from our forces  withdrew,  leaving some 30 dead 
behind. The detachment  sent toward Manchuntan attacked 
from  early morning the enemy in the neighbourhood of 

\Tafanm. Our forces  succeeded in occupying the place at 
9.30 a. m., and at once  pursued the enemy. Otherwise the 
situation was not changed in these quarters. 

In the direction of the Central Corps, at about 2 a. m. 
the enemy concentrated their artillery fire on the whole  front 
Qf the  Right Column, and under  cover of the fire some 
four  battalions or more of the enemy's  infantry attacked the 
front of that Column, but were  finally  repulsed at '4.30 a. m, 
In  the direction of the Left  Column, the attack upon East 
Hanchengpao had been  continued  since the night of the 6th, 
resulting in the occupation of that place by I I a. m., despite 
the enemy's stubborn resistance. Later, an attempt was 
made to dispossess the enemy of the neighbourhood of 
Kaolitun, but the enemy delivered a vigorous counter-attack, 
and our forces  were  unable to achieve their object, although I 

they succeeded  after a fierce  conflict  in  repelling the enemy. 
In the direction of the Left Wing Corps, various measures 

were taken on the night of the  6th for capturing Yangtitun, 
but the enemy were holding strongly fortified positions  on 
the line extending from Hokiapao to Likwanpao through 
Yangtitun, and offered a stubborn resistance, their forces  in 
the meantime  being  steadily  increased. Therefore the object 
contemplated was not attained. This morning attacking 
operations  were  resumed  and  endeavours were made to cap- 
ture the place. But, as the enemy's forces  were fix- superior 
in  number to ours, our troops directed  their  efforts to divert- 
ing the enemy's attention to these  quarters, so that the 

/ 
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movement of the Turning Corps might be rendered  easier 
and brought to completion. This  day about two-thirds of 
Likwanpao were carried by our troops. 111 the afternoon, 
a hostile  force about a Division strong delivered a counter- 
attack on that place,  which we were  obliged to abandon 
after an arduous struggle. 

The Turning Corps extended from daybreak its Left 
Column in the districts north of Pinglopao, and began  an 
enveloping  movement  against the line of Peiling and Chan- 
kiatsz. By evening the Corps had occupied the line extend- 
ing fi-om Chuanwankiao to Changkiatsz.  Meanwhile i$ 
cavalry  force was guarding the left  flank in  the direction o 
Tasintun and Chingtsuitsz. 

March 8.--The enemy in?. front of the Right Wing and 
Central Corps had commenced a general  retreat during the 
night of the 7th. The Right Wing Corps was therefore 
ordered at midnight to vigorously pursue the enemy. It 
overtook them near  Peidlensai and continued the pusuit to- 
ward  EIinglungtien. 

The Central Corps also  began at about Z a. m. to pursue 
the enemy, its 11Cight Column overtaking them in the districts 
between  Niangniangsai and Pantszsai,  where they were ob- 
served to be retiring northward in disorder. They were 
bombarded  from the neighbourhood of Huangshan and 
considerable  damages wer2  inflicted on them. The Left 
Wing Corps had been engaged since the morning of th: 
7th in driving off a superior  hostile force. The enemy had 
delivered frequent counter-attacks  upon this Corps, which 
had experienced an arduous struggle, but ultimately the 
attacks  were all repulsed,  with great loss. During the en- 
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gagernent  one  of our brigades was enveloped at Likwanpao 
by a force of the enemy of the strength of about an army 
corps, but after a strenuous resistance, our brigade  finally 
succeeded  in  firmly holding its position. In this engagement 
the?enemy  is  said to have  lost 8,000 killed  and  wounded. 
A t ,   a b o u 6  I a.m. the enemy  began to show signs of wav- 
ering, when they were instantly pursued  and  pressed  forward 
to Mukden. 

The Turning Corps  despite the enemy's dogged resistance, 
finally took possession of Siaosiutun,  Pakiatsz (some 2 Klo- 
metres northeast of Siaosiutun) and Santaisz. 

Destruction of t h e  Railway north of 1~1ukdel.1. 

The Corps  continued the pursuit and encountered the 
enemy, who  made a stand at the defence  works  constructed 
on the line extending from Tapingchuang to Eiutiiaotun 
through Peiling. A portion of the Corps  destroyed the rail- 
u7ay north of Mukden, thus completely interrupting the traffic 
thereon. 

At noon about one  division of the enemy divided  itself 
into several  columns  and  retreated  toward the north, along 
the east  side of the railway  line  north-east of Mukden, while . 
a portion of the same  force, occupying a position on the 
west side  of the railway  near Wanshunsung, covered the 
retreat. 

March g.-The Right Wing Corps pursuing the &emy 
reached at dawn the left bank of the Hun-ho and dispersed 
the enemy guarding the right bank cf the river. In  the 
evening a portion of this Corps  reached the neighbourhood 
of Hushanpao and €'angkialou. 

\ 
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the maLin force at midnight oi the 9th at a point  south-west 
of Yanglcuantun,  dispersed the enemy on the right bank of 
the river. It then continued the pursuit. 

In the direction of the Left Wing  corps, operations to 
divert the confi-onting enemy had been  continued  till the 
morning, when at  the opportune moment attacks were 
delivered against Tapao and Shinpas, these  places  being 
captured at IO a.m. A general  pursuit was then  com- 
menced by  the whole  line extending along Mateu ( Z  5 miles 
west of Mukden), Sita, Tapingchwang and Huota,. 
As to the  Turning Corps, its Left  Column had sustained 

the repeated  counter-attacks of the enemy since the evening 
of the gth, but the latter "ere repdsed  at every attempt. 
Subsequently the Left Column  was greatly extended, so 
that the attack of the enemy was  delivered almost from 
north to south. 

About I O  a.m. our detachment which llad  advanced to- 
ward Hutital with the object of intercepting the retreat of 
the enemy, was attacked by  the eaemy about one division 
strong, who  tried by enclosing their fighting  line to over- 
power the left of' the detachment, brit they were  repulsecl 

on the morning ot the I Ith. 

Occupation of Mukden. 

Portions of the Central  and Left Wing Corps occupied 

The number of prisoners, the enemy's  casualties, a d  
quantities of spoils of war,  etc.  in the direction of the 
Shah0 are as already reported. 

Mukden at I O  a.m. 

-------w 
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XXH. 

Rectitude of the Japanese Army" 

(1) 
c' Prdhibition relating to Mukden. 

(&kceked 0% Hamh 9.) 

With a view to respecting the sanctity of the place 
whence arose the present Imperial dynasty of China, and 
in order to ;maintain peace and tranquillity among the 
Chinese  peopl& in Mukden, Marquis Iwao Oyama,  Coin- 
mander-in-Chief of the Imperial forces  in  Manchuria,  in his 
orders for  general  pursuit  issued yesterday (the 8th inst.) 
strictly prohbits  any of this forces  from taking quarters 
within the city walls. 

( W  
Foreign Attach& from the Russian Side. 

(Receized on Harch 14.) 

The following attachés with the Russian Army who were 
picked up by our troops,  namely,  Captain Ayres, of the 
British Navy, and Surgeon Herbert and Captain Judson, of 
the U.S. Army, together with  two  servants (a Russian and 
an Indian), wilt be sent back ta Kobe,  leaving Liaayang 
to-morrow. 

-- 
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Russian Non-Combatants, 

(Received on  the clftemoo:a of Nln~ch 25,) 

Of the liussian non-combatants captured by our fQrCeS 
in the battle near Mukden, where the former have since 
remained, the following  have  now  been  released :- 

Beyond the A t  Chefoo OP 
line of Shmgbni at 

qerations. their own / 

request. 

Qfficials ranking as  officers 47 23 
Qfficials ranking as non- 

commissioned.  officers.. .... .3 5 g  298. 
Nurses. ............................ g 23 I 

Priests 2 

Merchants 4 

- ............................. - ........................ 

Collating the i-eports  presented from February 26th until 
this morning by th.e Chieí Surgeon in each Army,  the 
total number of our killed and wounded amounts to 41,222. 

--44----- 

/-- 

P) 
c‘ Prisoners of War. 

(Received cn’ the  cveninq of X&ch ll.) 

The number of prisoners approximately ascertained up to 
yesterday (the loth) reaches ZO,OOO. The nunaher is con- 
tinually  increasing, and is expected to reach  over 30,000. 

We n.ow forward the above report, in  view of the mEans 
of transportation and other preparations. 

(21 
On the Wha-ho. 

Spoils anel Prisoners of War. 

(Received on Mcwch 12.) 

,/ 

The Russian  casualties and the number of prisoners  and 
spoils taken by the different sections  of the Imperial Army 
in the Sha-ho region are so far roughly estimated as fol- 
lows, there being a continual  increase in the number of 
prisoners, guns of different descriptions and other spoils :- 

l’risoners ................................ .Over 40,000, inchdil% 

Killed  left on the field. ............. .26,500 

Major-General NdkhirnoE 

Wounded ................. s s ~ - . * e ~ . . o P . . . 9 ~ , ~  
Spoils :- 

Flags ........ s . . e o * r ~ . . r s t . . s . . s s . . . . . . . r 2  
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G~lns ............................... ( . a . . . a ~ ~ u ~  do 
Riffes ................................... ,about 60,000 

Ammunition waggons. ................ ,, I 50 

Transport 9 3  . o .  ,, 1,000 

Gun ammunition, ..................... ,200,ooo rounds. 
Rifle ,, ....................... z5,000,000 rounds. . 

Cereals.. ................................. .about I 5,000 h k u .  
Fodder .................................. .about 5 5,000 k&u. 
Materials  for light military railway,, sufficient for 45 miIes. 
Railway  waggons  for  above ........ .about 300 
Horsesd.. ....s.C.~................01.0....2,000. 
Maps ..................................... .2 3 Chinese  cart-loads. 

Accoutrements. ......................... 
Bread,. .................................... I ,QOO,QOO loaves. 
Fuel ................................. ....,.18,00o,000 &wan. 
Hay.. ..................................... 15,000 .. 

{Over 1,000 Chinese 
cart-loads. 

In addition, there are innumerable  quantities OP entrench- 
ing tools,  cattle, telegraph poles, square timber, iron bed- 
steads,  stoves,  etc. 

The report concerning the spoils  captured in the Hsinking 
region  has  not yet been  received. 

O w  of the captured flags  belonged to the 162nd Kegi- 
ment of the 41st  Division of the I 6th  Army Corps. This 
regiment took part in the wars of 1874, 1878 and 1883 
and specially distinguished, itself in  1878. The regiment is 
under the command of Colonel  Gauriroff  and has its head- 
quarters at Rloghileff, in the military  district of Vilna. 
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(Received on the ufternom of Nareh 13.) 

The number of waggons  captured  south-east of Kiulikoutsu 
(as reported yesterday) amounts to more than 1,000 and 
maycl be 'roughly classified as follows :- 

S+ cm, field gun waggons .............................. 150 
15 cm. heavy ,, ................................ 300 
Rifle  ammunition ................................ ZOO 

Entrenching tool ................................. 5 O 

Telegraph material ,, .............................. 30 

Bridge , construction ............................... 5 8 
Telephone 1, .............................. 30 

Commissariat ................................ 400 
Water boiling ' ................................ 70 

I 

Other spoils :- 
8 cm. field gun shells. ................ 14,000 rounds. 
I 5 cm. heavy gun shells, ............. I ,400 .. 
Rifle ammunition, e ,  o e *. *. . e .  a o , .  e .  e e .  I ,ZOO,OOO ,, 

Covered  wire. ............................. 100 rolls. 
Balloon  ropes (lvith waggons).. ...... 2 waggons. 

Telegraph poles, ........................ 800 
Qats,... .................................... 1,000 koka. 

Besides the above, a large quantity ?of clothing, bedsteads, 

Entrenching tools. ...................... 5,000 ,, 

baking and other waggons was taken. 
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, The Hsingking Region. 

(Received on March 13.) 

The enemy's  casualties  have not yet been  fully  ascertained 
but their dead  left on the battlefield number  more than 
800. According to the prisoners, the 7nst Division wak 
almost  annihilated. 

With regard to spoils of war, 110 investigation  has yet 
been instituted.  But those already known  include  a  colliery, 
over 400 light railway  cars and some 2,000 rifles. The 
enemy  had  burned  his  storehouses at Machuntan, Ma- 
niulupao and other places, but despite this we have  cap- 
tured  several  thousand kukzt of fodder  and great quantities 
of  ammunition and other war materials. 

l 

1 ,  

(l 

1 ,//,III' 

1 ,),,lid (Received m the afternoon .f March 13.) 

]lliil;: 
~ ' 1  The spoils oi war taken in the direction of Hsingking 

since February 24th (the day Cninghocheng was occupied) 
are approximately as follows : 

Rifles.. . . . . . . . . . . . , . . . . . . . . . . . . *, . . *.. . .2,200 

Machine  guns.. . , . *. e c e e e ". . *. , *. . e $6 
Rifle ammunition.. . s, . . . ,-, ... . , . a a .  .about 320,000 rounds. 
Cannon balls and cases.. . . -.. -,. . *. . . I I ,  500 rounds, 
Tools for earth works.. , . . , . . . . . . . e .60 pieces. 
Horse shoes., . . *. . e *. . .. ,.. D .  .. . . . *. 300 
Iron wire.. . , , . a *. e ,  e o .  *. , . e *, . . . a , . . I ,ZOO rolls. 
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Materia1.s  for light, railway.. . , , , #,, .sufficient or 33 miles. 
Waggons for the same.. , . . I  . . . . . -4, SOO. 

Chinese  carts  laden  with, clothing. e .  IO. 

Machinery  for  coal-mining.. . *,. . . . .for 8 mines, 
Square timber,. . . . . , e . , , , . . . . . I D .  D.. .4,000 prieces. 
In aGdition, great quantities of cereals and fodder were 

taken,  but we have  not  yet  had  time  for  measuring the 
same. Further, a great number of oxen, hors+  tents, 
beds,  stoves,  maps,  telephon  etc.,  have  been taken by 
us. 

The enemy's  killed  left on tlx field number about 1,200, 
and eighty prisoners  were captured. The enemy's  casual- 
ties in this direction  cannot be less than zo,ooo. 

The following spoils must be added to those already 

Rifle ammunition.. e a .  e +. , (I *. , . , e e ,  D .  e I 20,000 rounds. I 
Gun  shells.. *. . e .  , , . e *. e *. B *. e , , +. , e o e 800 I 
Entrenching tools, e e .  D, o e I *. *,. a. .  a . *. . D o D 3,000 I 

~ 

l 

reported :- 
~ 

l 

I 

I 
(Receiced on Nclrch 14.) l 

The spoils of war taken in the neighbourhood o i  Fushull 
on the I  th inst.,  include 1,380 kokz~ of millet, 1,700 kuku 
of tall  millet, 60,000 pieces of bean  cake, 700 f i o h  of 
beans, 4,000 kwamw of millet  stalks, 60 Kokzr of unrefined 
sait, 1,000 hzmrne of preserved  provisions, and 5,000 

kzuanwze of fuel. 

l 

~ 
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PURSVPT AFTER THE BATTEE OF HUIEIDEN. . 

March I l .  

( A  mport rom the Headguartws of OUT Manchurian Armies 
received in  Tokyo ~n Mcwch 11.) 

The whole line. 

Nearly the whole line of OUT forces  which had advanced 
to the right bank of the  Hun-ho  hotly pursuing the enemy ~ 

from all directions and inflicting on them enormous losses 
everywhere, occupied yesterday afternoon (the 10th) a line 
about I z 3  miles north of the river, and is to-day (the I Ith) 
still engaged in pursuing the enemy. 

Our detachment which had this morning marched north 
from the vicinity- of Puho, encountered a large column of 
the enemy's troops retreating north and enveloped them, 
compellirlg them to surrender after a hand-to-hand fight. 

In the neighbourhood of Mukden there are still a number 
sf the enemy's &mops, some offering  resistance and others 
surrendering to our fmces. We are now assiduously engaged 
in dispzrsing these troops. 

The enemy's  dead are lying in heaps on each battlefield, 
but we have as yet had no time to bury  the bodies. 
We are as yet unable to fhrnish the exact amount of the 

losses  sustained by  the eilemy in various places, but  the 
number of the killed and wounded  as well as the prisoners 
is exceedingly great, while the quantities of spoils of n7ar 
are extraordinarily great. Clothing, provisions,  fodder,  etc, 
are lying in large heaps and cannot be easily  estimated. 
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( W  
(.Received on the forenoon of Mclrch 14.) 

Hsingking Region. 

On the I Ith instant one of our columns drove off the 
enemy?- posted at Yingpan (about 17% miles east of Fushun) 
and occupied the place. 

On the Bha-ho. 

Our forces  in  several quarters are still engaged in driving 
off the remnant of the routecl eqemy. 

In the mountainous region east of the Tiehling road, a 
great number of the enemy's officers and men have sur- 
rendered therrs Aves to our troops guarding the military 
trains. 

Violation of Parole by Wussiaa officer. 

(12erRived m a  Jfctrch 1.2.) 

One of the Russian  officers, late of Po:t Arthur, who had 
proceeded to Sinmilltun from Shanghai in  violation of his 
oath, has been arrested by our garrison. We have 'also 
captured a certain amount of supplies;  which were being 
conveyed to the Russian Army. 

-----++w 

~~~~~~~ PURSUHT. 

March 1 3 .  
f Ecceiieci [ GB fJze Jiom'n:, of March 13.) 

The clXK~enf g ~ ~ . x ~ p s  of the Imp-ia1 Army, which had 
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advanced mrthward firom several quarters in pursuit of the 
enemy, inflicted  as they proceeded  considerable damages on 
the retreating RmsIans,  who  essayed  resistance at various 
points,  and by yesterday, the I 2th  inst., had driven them 
some twenty-five  miles north of Mukden and are stillpursu- 
ing tlzern. l 

ICaolitun, soutll of Chinlikontzu (011 the western  side of the 
railway at a point some 15 miles north of Mulcden), in- 
numerable carts have been  abandoned,  which are laden  with 
ammunition and other military  stores. Their number has 
not yet been aseertahed. 

In the districts  covering an area of some 12; miles from / 

March 16. 

( A  report from the Headquarters .J' the Jfcmchuriun Armies 
received in Tokyo 01% Nurch 16.) 

Our advance guards, after hotly pursuing the enemy in 
every direcfkn, occupied Tiehling on the 16th at 12.30 
a.m. 

(Received on the  forenoon of Murch 1'7.) 

The railway station at Tiehling is built  on a grand scale, 
and its acconnwdlition is not inferior to that of Liaoyang 
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spation. The enemy's provisions and fodder are lying ir; 
heaps in the vicinity of the station, but two-thirds of the_:  
stores have alvzady  been burnt. 'There are enormous quanti- 
ties of other spoil of war, but we have as yet had no timz 
to make i.nvestigations. & 

AIthoGgh it is reported that a large number of prisoners 
have been taken i n  the direction of the  Right  Wing corps, 
no authentic report concerning the number has yet been 
received. 

------+b- 

March 86. 

( A  report from the Headquarters of the Mnnclwiust Arnaies 
received ia Tokyo on the ufternoon of March Ir.) 

Yesterday, the 16th, one of our detachments drove off 
the enemy's cavalry  consisting of' about 8 squadrons, with 
artillery, 1011 the right bank of ,.the Eiaoho and occupied the 
heights on that side of the raver north of Tiehling. The 
same detachment bombarded until  sunset the enemy's in- 
fantry and cavalry,  consisting  respectively of about one 
division and some ten squadrons, which  were retreating 
from the direction of Kuchiatsu  (nearly ' 74 miles north of 
TieElling) and hopien (about 24 miles  west of Kuchiatsu). 

.y 

According to  the statement of prisoners, the strength of 
the enemy that Aresisteed us on the I 5th inst, in the region 
south of Tiehling was about three divisions. The prisoners 
further state that Kuropatkin was in the vicinity of Tiehling 

a 
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on the 14th, conducting the battle in person. -- 
OCCUPATION Op XA1YU.A.X. 

March 19. 

( A  report from the Eeadgun.rters of the  Munchuyiun  Armieb 
received in Tokyo on the forenoon oj” March ZU.) 

One of OUI- detachments .advancing on Kaiyuan occupied 
the place  at 4 a.m. on the 19th inst. At 10.30 a.me a 
counter-attack was essayed by about 50 or 60 ofthe enemy’s 
cavalry  and  again by some three companies  of the enemy’s 
infantry,  but  these attacks were repulsed, the enemy retreat- 
ing to the north-east. 

The bridges  on the main  road  south of Kaiyuan have 
been burnt down by the enemy,  who  also partly destroyed 
the railway  bridges. The number of guns captured in the 
vicinity  of  Multden is gradually  increasing,  many having 
been  discovered  buried  on the way, or otherwise  con- 
cealed. 

------w- 

~~~~~A~~~~ OF CIEANG@U. 
March 21. 

(Received on NUI& 22.) 

A portion of our army after driving the enemy before it, 
entered  Ghangtu  yesterday  (the 2 1 4  at 2.30 p.m. The 
enemy’s main orce is retreating  Qortheastward  in a dis- 

/ 
/ 
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orderly manner along the railway, A portion ofthe enemy’s 
cavalry,  however, has halted at a point  two or three 
kilometres north of Changtu. 

------w* 
c- 

THE SHTUATION AT THE FRONT. 

( A  report from the Heudquuyters d the Xunchurian Armies 
received in Tokyo on the ufternoon of Barch 25.1 

PL report received from our orces  occupying Hsingking 
is as ~ O ~ ~ O W S  :- 

The enemy stationed in this region  have  retired towards 
Hailungting (about S7a miles north-east of Hsingking). Ac- 
cording to a report dispatched on the 24th inst. at 8 p.m., 
&om  Weiyuenpaomen, a squadron of the enemy’s cavalry 
is halting in  the vicinity of Mienhwakai  (about 229 miles 
north-east of Kaicheng) 811 the Kirin road, and small groups 
cf the enemy’s cavalry are occasionally  seen  in the vicinity 
of Weiyuenpaomen and Ghangtu and at Taiseiyei (about 
z& miles  east of Wangmatsai, situated about 20 miles  east 
of Weiyuenpaomen) and Kankoutsu (about 2-2; miles south- 
east of Wangmatsai). According to  the statements of na- 
tives, some two hundred of the enemy’s  cavalry are staying 
at Aishenkao (about g miles north of Wangmatsai) and 
another cavalry and. infantry  force,  consisting of about soo ’ 

or 600 men,  is at ‘raoh (about I 5 miles  east of Wang- 
matsai). 

According to a report dispatched  from Changtu at 1-30 
p.m. the same &ay, only a small  number of the enemy’s 
cavalry are south of the line extending between Shuangmiao 
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(about ZO miles  north-east of Changtu), Hinglungling (about 
7 s  miles  west of Shnangmiao) and Szmiencheng (about 174 
miles north of Changtu). qy: 

According to a report dispatched on  the asrd inst. at 
5.40 p.1~~.  from our forces occupying Kinkiatun (about 22$ 

miles  north-east of Fakumen), there are no enemy in the 
direction  of Kankgping (about 12% miles  north-west of 
Pakurnen), but a number of the enemy’s  forces appear to 
be present at Liaoyangwopeng (about 25 miles north of 
Kangping). 

F- 

THE SITUATION AT TIIE FBONT. 

(A report from the Beadquarters of the Manchui-icm Armies 
receiced on the aftemoon of March 31.) 

The forces in occupation of Hsingking report :--According 
to the natives arriving here from  the direction of Hoi- 
lung, all the Russian troops and mounted under  Colonel 
Madriaoft, who were  concentrated  in the neighbourhood sf 
that place,  retired northwards via Mayeushan a fe w days 
ago, and it appears they are at present  concentrated at 
Kirin. 

A report from Weiyuanpaomen states :--The coudition 
of the enemy in the direction of Mienhwakar is unchanged. 
A number  of the enemy’s  infantry and cavalry still occupy 
the; heights at Chiehshankeu (about 32 miles  north-east of 
Kaiyuan) and neighbourhood. 

The forces  in  occupation of Changtu report :---The enemy’s l 
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cavalry  have  retreated to the neighbourhood of North 
Erhtaohotsz (about 25 rrliies north of Changtu) and Mao- 
tsztun (?), about four miles north of Shwanmiaotsz. The 
railway  station at  the latter place has been burned down 
by  the enemy. 

The forces  in occupation of Fakumen report :-A force 
of the enemy’s  cavalry  is stationed on the line  between 
Paolihtun (about 30 miles northeast of Fakumen) and 
Tungtaken, about six miles east of Paolihtun. In  the 
vicinity of FamienCheng and Fenghwa, some combined 
forces  of the enemy are still to be seen. 

------w- 

TEIE SITUBTIOW IN THE ~ ~ ~ E ~ ~ I ~ ~  OF ~~~L~~~~ 
March 28. 

The Situation at the Front. 
J ( A  report from the Headquarten of the Manchurian Armies 

received in Tokyo on the uJernoon of April 1.) 

Our reconnoitring party under  officers advancing tou7ard 
Hailung encountered a force of the enemy’s cavalry about 
300 strong at 2 a.m. on March 28 at Shanchengtsu (about 
30 miles  south-west of Hailung). The enemy retreating 
towards Hailmg consist of some 4,000 infantry and cavalry 
and there were  now about 2,000 Russian cavalry in that 
place.  Between Uingehcheng (about 37+ miles north oi: 
Hingking) and Shangchengtsu large quantities of cereals 
alid  fodder are stored at various places. No great change 
in the enemy’s  condition has takes place  in the direction 
of Kirin and Changchun. 
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OCCXJPATION OF N:EENHWANCH[I[IER. 
March 31. 

( A  report from the Nmdqurters of the Mulznch;zcriun forces 
received in Tokyo on  the afternoon of April 2.) 

On March 3 I a portion of our forces occupying Kaiyuen 
drove off the enemy posted at Mienhwanchieh and occupied 
the place and the heights to  the north. 

Otherwise there is no marked change in other directions. 

April 2. 

( A  report from the Headpuurters of the Munchurìulz Artnies 
recaked on the afternoon sf April 3,) 

On the 2nd instant at Z p.m. a portion of our f orces 
occupying Kaiyuen drove off the enemy stationed at &hin- 
kao (about 325 miles northeast sf Kaiyuen) and vicinity. 

_With  the exception of the above, there is no marked 
change in the enemy9s condition in other directions. 

On the Itst instant at 5 p.m., IO L Russian hospital at- 
tendants were handed over to  the Russian forces in front 
of the outpost line. They expressed profound thanks for 
the treatment extended to them by our forces. 
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OCCUPATION OF TSULUSMU AND SZ’PMEPENCHENG;. 

April 3. 

(d report from the Heudyuurters of the Nunc,%urisln Armies, 
wceixed in Tokyo olz tAe ufternoon of A p d  4.) 

A portion of our forces occupying Changtu drove off 
on the 3rd the enemy from Sulushu (20 miles north of 
Changtu) and Sz’miencheng (74 miles  west of Tsulushu), 

alld  occupied those places, Our detachment, which having 
driven off the enemy  from the neighbourhood of Shwang- 
miaotsz (6 miles  south-east  of Sulushu) approached San- 
taokeu at 12.30  p.m. on the 4th, fiercely attacked some 
5 0 0  Russian  cavalry ref-reating northwards along the eastern 
side  of the railway and routed them. 

------M- 

April 4. 

( A  typort ,front the Headquarters o f  the Hancl~urtùn  Armies , 
received i n  Tokyo on the uftervtocn of April 5.) 

A portion of our forces in occupation of Kaiyuan drove 
off on the  4th  at 3.30 pm.  the enemy in its front and 
occupied Iiuyushu, about four miles north-east of Mienhwa- 
kaî. 

A force of the enemy with some cavalry and machine 
guns advanced southward from the direction of Taw0 on 
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the Fenghwa road on  the afternoon of the 3rd and cona- 
menced to bombard Kinkiatun from about S a.m. on the 
following day, Simultaneously, a large body of the enemy’s 
infantry attacked us  from the neighbourhood of the main 
road, while two other Russian columns made a flanking 
movement on our two wirigs and approached to within 
about 400 metres of our forces.  But at about 6 p.m.  we 
succeeded  in  completely  repulsing the enemy. Ln this 
engagement our casualties  consisted of 27‘~ffficers and  men. 
As for the Russian  losses, no precise number can be 
given ; but judging from the number of wagons  in  which 
the enemy’s killed  and  wounded  were  carried  away, their 
casualties must have reached not less than ZOO. 

--------p?-- 

April 5. 

( A  report from t?e Meadquartem of the Mclnchzvîan Amaies, 
received i n  Tokyo on the ujternoonsof April 6.) 

The force of Russian  infantry about two companies 
strong, which had been  advancing  westward from the direc- 
tion of Taolug halted on the 5th at I I am.  at the western 
end of Tasiyang (?), about 28 miles  east  of Weiyuenpaoman 
and IO milcs west of Taolu, and have  subsequently shown 
no signs of further advance, 6‘ 

A large portion of the enemy who were  defeated in the 
neighbourhood of Kinkiatun on the 4th, have changed the 
course of their advance to the direction of Szmiencheng, 

, 

From about Z p.m. on the 5th inst. one battalion of the 
enemy’s infantry and sis squadrolls of cavalry attacked 
Sulushu (about ZO miles north of Changtu), but were re- 
plused by our forces. On the 6th, about 24 squadrons of 
the enemy’s  cavalry,  with a number of guns, advanced 
against the same place, but being  counter-attacked by us the 
greater portion of the orce retreated towards Parniencheng, 
while the rest halted  near Teukayo (about 3* miles r,orth 
of Sulushu). 

Our casualties  in this engagement were  ten  non-commis- 
sioned  officers and men,  while those of the enemy, judging 
from the number of’ carts employed to carry away the 
wounded and the number of dead left  on the field, cannot 
be less than EO. 

x.\- 
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QCCUPATIQR OF TSANGSRHH, 
April 12. 

( A  report fiom the Beadquarters of the Manchukm Armies, 
receice3 ir. Tokyo on the afthernoon of Apri l  13.) 

Our forces proceeding eastwards along the Fushun-Elailung 
road encountered the enemy's  forces  consisting of about a 
regiment of infantry and six squadrons o f s v a l r y ,  with 
four guns, at  Erhkuolo (73 miles east of Yingpan) on the 
morning of the Izth, and driving off the enemy, occupied 
Tsangshih (20 miles  east of Uingpan) on the morning of 
the 13th. The enemy, disputing our advance step by step, 
retired  in the direction' of Hailung. 

The enemy bn the Kirin road have been gradually 
retiring  since th- r Ith inst., but a portion of their forces 
is stayins in the neighbourhood of Kuyushu. 

In the directic of Changtu and Fakumen,  the situation 
is unchanged, though conflicts  between the opposing cavalry 
are taking place from time to time. 

ATTACK ON THE EPaEK'Y AT ~E~~~~~~~ 
April 1 4 .  

(A. report $.om the Hexdgwrfers of the Manchuriun Armies, 
recaivd o;% the qftemoon of Aprii 24.) 

Our orces advancing  eastward along the  Hailung road 
drove off this forenoon the enemy in the neighbourhood of 
Heishimu, about IO miles  east of Tsangshih, and are m w  
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hotly pursuing them ie  the direction of Pakiatsz, some 25 

miles  east of 'Tsangshih. 
Our forces  proceeding northward from the vicinity of 

Hsingking encountered this morning the enemy in occupa- 
tion of the district about 5 miles south of Pakiatsz, and 
attacked them. 

With  the exception of the above, there lis no change to 
report in the situation in the various dir- b~ t' lons. 

v- 

QCCUPATICON OF HIM$ECHEN AND PAQKE[ATSZ, 

Aprii 14. 

( A  reprt from the Mexdquul*;em d' the Xanchupian Armies, 
received in Tokyo on the nfiernoon of April 15.) 

Our forces  advancing  from the direction of Hsinglting, 
after gradually driving the enemy before them, occupied 
Yingecheng, about 35 miles north of Mingking, on the 
14th inst. at I p.m.J and a portion of them, acting in co- 
operation  with a cavalry detachment belonging to our forces 
proceeding  eastward along the Hailung road, completely 
captured Pakiatsz at 6 p.m. on the same dayb The enemy 
that hac1 been staying at I Pakiatsz  consisted of about one 
regiment of infantry and six QI- seven squadrons of cavalry. 
They had at one time  retreated  in the direction  of  Yinge- 
cheng, but subsequently  returned to Paltiatsz, Enally retiring 

Faltiatsz, 

in P great disorder  beyond  Peiling, some z& miles north of 

With  the exception of the above, there have been no 

i 
3 ;  
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battalions OP infantry, 16 squadrons of cavalry and one bat=- 
tery of  artillery  which had advanced to the vicinity of the 
above  place,  pressing our cavalry  outposts in their advance. 
The enemy were  repulsed and subsequently  pursued toward 
the north of Mienhwa-kai. In this engagement our casual- 
ties  were 38, including  officers,  while the enemy's dead left 
on the field numbered about 200. 

Two forces of the 'enemy, one consisting of six battalions 
of infàntry  and 16 squadrons of cavalry, and th$ other cd 
12 squadrons of cavalry and one battery 0f1 artillery, 
essayed  an attack in the direction  of Changtu and' Siaotao- 
tsu,  respectively. Both attacks were,  however,  repulsed and 
the enemy retired northward simultaneous  with the retreat 
af the enemy in the direction of Kaiyuan. 

o 

ST.I!UA!I!ION AT THE FEOBT. 
May 1-4. 

( A  report from the €Teudquu&m of the Mnnchzwiulz Armies, 
received in Tokyo on the ufiernoon of Muy 6.) 

Our forces  advancing Fmrth from the direction of Tunghwa 
kradualty drove off the enemy's cavalry and reached Tinyu- 
tai (about 274 miles north of Tunghwa) on the Ist instant. 

In the direction of Changtu, the enemy's  cavalry a5mt 
two squadrons strong, accompanied by Chinese mounted 
bal:dits, attacked on the  foremon of the 4th inst. the neigh- 
bourhood of Sufangtai and Erhshihlipao (about s+ miles 
north of Chan@)), buk they were rqulsed by our fort 
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routed northward, leaving two dead and two wounded 

Our forces  advaficing north fi-onl the direction of: Faku- 
men towards Fenghwa drove off the enemy in the vicinity 
of Erhsiaotun and Tasiaotun (about ZO miles  north-east of 
Fakumen) on the 4th inst, and occupied Papacstun at 7 pm. 
the same  day. 

as well as four  horeses  behind. 

%HE SITUATION WEBE YINGECHENG. 
M a y  9. 

( A  report from the Heudquarters of the Manchurian Armies, 
yeceived on the afternoon of May 11.) 

On the 9th inst. at about IO a.m. a detachment of Rus- 
sian  troops,  consisting of two regiments of infantry,  five 
squadrons of cavalry and one battery of artillery,  advanced 
011 the neighbourhood of Yingecheng  from the direction of 
Naushan-chengtsz,  some 15 miles  east  of  Yingecheng. The 
enemy,  under  cover  of  artillery,  commenced  Com about z 
p.m. to press our positions,  which they finally approached 
to within IOQ metres. Thereupon our forces  in  occupation 
of Yingecheng  delivered a counter-attack and after  inflicting 
heavy losses on the enemy, completely  repulsed them in 
the direction  of  Naushanchengtsz. In this engagement the 
enemy  left on the field about 60 killed and 160 wounded, . 

A large number of Russian troops attired in  Chinese  clothes, 
who had been  killed or wounded, were carried  away  on 
stretchers. The total losses sustained by the enemy is GQP 
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sidered to have been  not  less than 400. Our casualties 
were one  killed  and about 50 wounded, With  the excep- 
tion of the above, the situation in various  directions  remains 
unchanged. -- 

E ~ ~ ~ ~ - 4 ~ ~ ~ ~  AT !mq FRONT, , . ~ 

May 18 & 69. i 
(1) 

(Beceived on the cgternoon of May IQ*)  

In the direction  of  Weiyuanpaomen, on the 18th~ a Rus- 
sian  force  consisting of at least a battalion  and a half of 
infantry  and a squadron of c a ~ l r y ~  advanced  from the 
direction of Taolou and  reached the neighbourhood of 
Teusehishi ( I  I miles north-east of Erhtaskang)  at a little 
past I p.m., but encountering our advanced guards at 4 
p.m.,  retired  towards Taolou. 

About two companies of Russian infintry and five or six 
hundred cavalry  advanced  from the direction of Tung-yakeu 
(6 kilometres north of Chenchengtsz or Nanchengtsz’), and 
at 3.30 p.m. the infantry  reached the heights south of 
Köjöshi  (two  kilometres  north-west of Chienchengtsz), and 
subsequently more than, two  battalions  of  infantry arrived 
at KöjGhi at 4 p.m. At 5. I 5 p . n ~  a portion of the 
forces  of the enemy  entered Chi’eachengtsz’, and subsequent- 
ly a battalion of infantry  and two squadrons of cavalr~~ with 
7 guns attempted to advance  further south, but  were 1%- 

,pulsed by our forces at 6.30 pm. 
n the direction of ChanGu, on the 18th at a little pak: 

i 
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IO am,, ;rbout 3 squadrons sf the Russian  cavalry  ad- 
vanced through Shanhotsz’ and about an  equal  force  pene- 
trated  Padiatsz’ (78 miles north-east of Changtu), but were 
all  repulsed by our troops at noon. 

On the same day  at g a.m., about four companies of 
Russian  infantry and eight squadrons of cavalry  with  four 
guns,  advanced  from the direction of Erh-shill-li-pao, and 
twporarily pressed our cavalry to the neighbourhood of 
Sz’kiatsu and Changshanpao, but fi-om about 2 p.m. retired 
northwards,  being  pursued by  our troops. In this engage- 
ment out: casualties  included two men and two horses 
wounded. The Russian  casualties are not known for cer- 
tain, but about ZO casualties  were  witnessed. 

On the right bank of the Liao, on the 18th at I I a.me 
about SOO Russian  cavalry  advanced  in the direction of 
Kangping and attacked our field hospital, But owing to 
OUT bombardment, th? Russians  retreated,  sustaining  severe 
losses. 

There is no change in the situztion in other dirzetions. 

( $ 2 e c c i w ?  on the afieernoon of Bay 20.) 

n the direction of VVeiyuanpaornen, a Rmsian force 
consisting of two  companies of infantry  and  two squadrons 
of cavalry  again  attacked  Chienchengtsz  from the direction 
erf‘ TungyaIteu on the fsrenoon of the ~ g t h ,  but was  re- 
pulsed  in the direction of Yangtszling and ?dienhwdta.i at 
;b pm. Ahos t  sirnultaneously with the defeat of the force, 

Ill)’ 
I I  
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anorhg body of Russian troops, consisting of one  regiment 
of infantry and about five squadrons of cavalry,  delivered 
a fierce attack from a north-eastern  direction  on our forces 
stationed  in the neighbourhood of Tsinyangpao ; but this 
attack was  also completely  repulsed at 6 p.m. 

In the direction of Changtu, our forces on the 18th 
repulsed the enemy, who had advanced southward, in the 
direction of the line of Shwangmiaotsz, Hingliuchien and 
Szmiencheng.  Since then no change has  taken  place in 
'this  direction except occasional  collision  between the oppos- 

On the right bank of the Liao, the enemy's cavalry 
force,  which  had  concentrated its main body in the vicinity 
of Kingslmliling (about 74 miles  west of Fa1  urnen)  between 
noon and I prn. of the  Igth, immediately  afterwards  com- 
menced a turning movement in a south western  direction 
in order to threaten the communications of our rear-guard. 
But owing to the strictness of our surveillance, the Russians 
were  compelled to retreat far to the north-west  without at- 
taining any of their  objects. 

ing scouts. 

l 
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of cavalry,  with two guns, on the 21st  moved  from the 
neighbourhood of the mine (about IO miles  east of Changtu) 
to the heights east of Santaokeu (about 74 miles  east of 
Changtu) and commenced to fire on us from about I 1.30 

a.m. Subsequently four  Russian guns made their appearance 
on the height north of Tsingyangpao (about two kilometres 
outlh-east of the mine). At a little  past 4 p.m. two  bat- 
talions of the enemy's  infantry  ,advanced  against us from a 
point  east of Tsinyangpao, but were  repulsed. On the 
same day at IO am.  another Russian detachment, consisting 
of 300 iilfantry and four squadrons of cavalry, with three 
guns, entered Erhshilipao fi-om the direcrion of Hingliuchien, 
but retreated,  after setting the former  village on fire. 

On the right bank of the Liao, on the 20th at IO a.m. 
the enemy's  cavalry  advanced on foot to attack Taifang 
(I 2% miles  south-west  of Fakumen), After a fight  lasting 
for two c- hours, OLK forces  repulsed the enemy,  who  were 1 
routed far to the south-west,  leaving more than 300 killed i 
and wounded on the field, ~ 

There is no change i n  the situation in other directions, 
except the occurrence of conflicts  between  small  forces. !l 

j1 
1; 
!l 

i 
j 

I l  

,l 

(Reeeired on the ufternoon of H u y  2.2.) 
Il 

Of the enemy's  cavalry  who  have turned from the right l! 
l 

bank of the Liao to the direction of Fakumen and are now 
being  driven  away by our forces in  the rear, the main 
force, after sustaining  defeat  in the vicinity of Trifangshan 
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on the aoth,  took quarters in the neighbourhood of Siaotatsz’ 
(27% miles from Fakumen) and retired to the right bank 
of the Malienho (a river running southwards along t‘ne 
western  side  of the Simmintun-Fakurnen road). 

Meanwhile  several squadrons of cavalry staying on the 
left bank of the river were routed northwards by our 
troops. c 

There is 118 important change in other directions. 

(8) 

(..Received on the UJternoon of Huy 23.) 

On  the 2Ist at Z p.m. the enemy’s  forces  consisting of 
about a battalion of infantry and some’ six squadrons of 
cavalry attacked t\e heights north of Chingyangpao (about 
IO miles north of Weiyuanpaomen), ut were  repulsed by 
our troops at  about 5.40 p.m. 

On  the  zand at 7.30 a.m. about a .battalion of Russian 
infantry and two or three squadrons of cavalry advanced 
on Chienchengtsz’ horn  the Kirin Road and fiom Taolu 
(37 miles  east  of  Weiyempaomen), and a company of in- 
fantry and cavalry penetrated to  the heïghts west of the 
village, but  both forces  were driven off. 

The enemy’s cavalry which had proceeded south from 
the districts lying on the west of the Liao, commenced 
to retreat from early in the morning of the ~ 2 n d ~  and the 
enemy wer? nowhere to be observed  in the south of Taitun 
(17 miles  west  of Fakumen) at 5 p.m. 

Elsewhere there is no change in the situation, except the 

occurrence of conflicts  between small forces. 

(Received on the  afternoon of Muy 24;) 

On the ~ 3 r d  at 7 a.m.  Russian cavalry and infantry were 
discovered constructing defensive works on the height north 
of Siyaken (5 miles. north of  Weiyuan-pao-men), and were 
at once driven off by our troops. 

At about noon some four squadrons o,C Russian cavalry 
attacked the vicinity of Tai-ao-tun (about a&- miles north- 
west of Changtu), but were also repulsed. 

The Russian cavalry  who have been operating a few 
days since in the district lying to the right of the Liao, 
have retired north to the Mongolian  borders. 

There is no change in other directions. 

F++----- 
. . .  

Masr 25-23?. 

(1) 

(Received on the ufteruoon of the 25th inst.) 

111 every direction the situation  remains unchanged, except 
the occurrence of conflicts  between sco~~ts ,  
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. CHANCTEU & ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

June  2. 

(Received on the uftemoon I$ June 3.) 

On June Z, about 6. 40 am., a force of 34 Russian 
cavalry appeared at Shahotsz' (about 8 miles  east of Changtu) 
and at 12.30 p.m. on the same day a similar  force arrived 
at Nanchengtsz' (sonme 6 miles northeast of' Weiyuanpaomen). 
They were  repulsed at both places. At about 3.30 on the 
same afternoon our scouts attacked a body of Russian 
cavalry some 44 miles north of the Chantu Station, killing 
one  private and two horses and capturing a horsé. 

No change has otherwise  tnlten place ' in the various 
directiom at the fio1l-t.. 

e-+---- 
\ 

~~~~~~~ NEARI CHANGTU 85 ~~~~~~~~-~~~ 
June  3. 

(Becei.z;ed 01% Jum 4.) 

'l Early in the morning of the 3rd d ~ ~ 1 t  300 Russian 
infantry and cavalry attacked Erhshihlipao (about 7+ miles 
north OÍ Changtu), but were  repulsed by otlr forces 22 T O  

a.m. 
At  about 9.30 the sxxc morring, a.bout zo squadrons 

of Russian cavalry  advanced southward fiom the neigh- 
bourhood of Taping-Kai (about 20 miles north of Kwanping) 
on the ~ . v r ~ a n ~ i n g - T i l ~ . ~ ~ ~ ~ t u n  road (some 50  miles north- 
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west of Fenghwa). A portion of this force attacked the 
vicinity of Shiutsz-zu (about IO miles  north-east of 
Kwanping), but were  shelled by our .artillery  stationed in 
the neighbouring district and were obliged to retreat, in 
great disorder and with heavy loss, in 1~estern and north- 
western  directions. 111 this engagement our casualties  were 
only four  men slightly wounded,  while the enemy's, losses 
reached more than one hundred.. 

With  the exception of the above, the situation in the 
various directions remains _ _  almost unchanged, 

BITUATHON AT %HE FROM 

June  5. 

(1) 
(Received On June 5.) 

The situation in the various directions remains unchanged. 

(Reeeired on the nftwnoon o f  Jkne 6,) 

For five. hours from 4-30 a.m. on the Sth, the enemy's 
infantry attacked the neighbo1rrhood of Makiatun (about 3 
miles north of Weiyuanpaomen), but were  repulsed by our 
troops. 

On the same day, a detachment advancing in the direction 
of Shahotsu ( IO miles  east of Chang>u> drove off the enemy 

. .. . 
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from that neighbourhood and occupied the railway station 
there and the heights in the vicinity. 

A portion of our cavalry also drove off the enemy’s 
cavalry from the neighbourhood of Chikiatsz (17i miles 
north of Kangping) and Makiatun (74 miles  east of Chikiatsz) 
to the  north and occupied those places. Otherwise there 
is no change in the situation. 

J u n e ]  6. 
-~ 

(Received on th,e ctffemoon of Jüne 7.) , 

Un the  6th  at about I I .30 a.m., I SO’ or 160 Russian 
troops advanced towards Sz’miaotsz’ (about 2 kilometres 
east of Ying-e-pienman), but being attacked by our troops 
on the heights north of that place,  were routed towards 
Nienyuling (about 7$ miles  east of Yingepienmen) at 
about 3-30 p.m. In this engagement we captured a soldier 
and two horses. / 

In other directions there is no change, in the situation, 
exxxpt: the occurrence of conflicts  between scouts. 
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BATTLE NEAR LIANGCHU1CHUA.N d CHANGTU. 

J u n e  7. 

(Received on the uf¿ernoon of June 5,) 

Our detachment which  advanced towards Liangchuichuan 
(2+ miles  east of Chienchengtsz’), drove off the enemy 
consisting of about a company of infantry and SO cavalry 
from the northern vicinity of the village at 3.30 p.m. on 
the 7th, and occupied the heights east of Chapengan (some 
4 miles  north-east of Chiengtsz’) at about 6 p.m. 

The same day at 6.30 a.m. a squadron of the enemy’s 
cavalry attacked the neighbourhood of Sz’fangtai ( I O  miles 
north of Changtu), and at about 7.30 a.m. some SO cavalry 
attacked Taiaotun (about 6 .miles. north-west of Changtu,) 
and I 50 cavalry advanced to the neighbourhood of Shihtienti 
(z& miles north of Taiaotun). These forces  were, howeverj 
all repulsed by our troops. 

J u n e  9. 

. .  



IBe:eized on the rljfeyj1ocn o j  June: IO.) 

On the 9th  at 4 a.m. our troops drove O K  the enemy 
from the range of heights extending from the north of 
Eiangchuichuan to the north of Nanchengtsz’, and occupied 
those places. 

On the same day our t roop occupied the whole of the 
vicinity of Erhshihlipao ( I O  miles north-east of Changtu), 
Sz’fantai, Tungkiatai ( I O miles north of Changtu) -and Hsing- 
lunshan ( IZ$ miles corth-west of Changtu). 

In other directions, there is p10 irnport9nt change in the 
situation, 

(Recehed on  the afternoon of Jzme 11.) 

On the  10th our cavalry drove the enemy. from the 
vicinity  of Siyingtsz’ (about 6 miles south of Liaoyangwo- 
peng) and Sipingfang (about 23 miles south-west of Siyingtsz’) 
and occupied thosz placzs. Another body of cavalry repulsed 
the enemy from the vicinity of Siaoch-ngtsz’ ( I  7% mïles 
north of Mangping) and Kaokiawopeng (z+ miles north east 
of Siaochengtsa) and occupied the heights =orth of Siaowei- 
tang (z& miles east of Mzokiawopeng  and IO miles west of 
Liaoyangwopeng)a In other directions there is no clxmge 

in the situation, except the occu.rrence of conflicts  between 
the opposing scouts, 

SITUATXQbR AT THE ~~~~~* 

June  18. 

(&eceiz.ed on the ufternoon of June 12.) 

A mixed column of the Russian forces  advanced toward 
Yingecheng from Siaopaiyingho ( I 5 miles north-east of 
Yingecheng) via Nienyuling, but T N ~ S  repulsed by QUIP troops 
in the vicinity of Sz’miaotsz’ (4 miles north-east of Yinge- 
ceng). At 6 am.  the same day a force of the enemy, 
consisting of a battalion of infantry and about two squadrons 
of cavalry with four guns, attacked Erhshihlipao from i 
north-eastern direction, and at 4.30 a.m. some 600 Russian 
cavalry with four guns delivered an attack in the vicinity 
of Sz’fangtai, but they were repulsed everywhere. In other 
directions there are no important changes in the situation. 

-F- 

June  13 B 14. 

(PEeceiuecl GIZ the cy?emoon of June 13.) 

Except occasional  collisions  between the opposing scouts 
k1 various  directions, the situation remains  unchanged. 



(2) 
(Beceiued on the afternoon of th5 ía.) 

The situation in the various directions remains  unchanged. 
.~ 

June 14.. 

(Receked on June 15.) 

The enemy9s attacks on Sz’fangtai, Fapaitaiti (some IO 

miles north of Changtu) and the neighbourhood of 
Haickengwopeng (some I Z miles northwest of Changtu) 
were all  repulsed on the morning of the  14th. In addition, 
collisions  between *the opposing scouts have taken place in 
various  directions.  Otherwise, the situation ’rèmains unchaag- 
ed, 

\ 

F- 

~~~~~~~~~ AT THE FRONT, 

June 16. 

(&&ved on the ufiernoon of Jmo 17.) 

Front of Weiyuan-Piennaen. 

On the  16th a9 9 a.m. about 300 of the enemy’s cavalry 
advanced from Shwaugmiatsz’ to  the vicinity of Kuyushu, 
but were  repulsed by our troops. 

Front sf Changtu. 
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Front sf Taisizntuna. 

A body of our troops repulsed a force of tile enemy’s 
cavalry from Shwangtatsz’ (74- miles west sf Szmiencheng) 
and occupied that place. 

Front s f  Kangping. 

Our central column penetrated the positions of the 
enemy’s cavalry at Tienkiawopeng (16 miles  north-east of 
Kangping) at 1.40 a.m. and carried them. Our troops then 
hotly pursued the enemy, and attacked the latter’s  positions 
extending from the southern extremity to  the east of 
Liaoyangwopeng from 4 to 8.30 a.m., completely occupying 
Liaoyangwopeng at g a.m. 

Our  right column also  advanced, driving OE the enemy 
in its front, and at 8 a.m. occupied Lochuankow (9 miles 
east of Liaoyangwopeng) and Makiapao (5 miles  east of 
Eaoyangwopeng), Our artillery then shelled the enemy who 
were retreating northwards, and inflicted on them severe 
losses, finally routing them, 

Our left  column  severely bombarded about 1,000 of the 
enemy’s  cavalry who were retiring in a north-westerly  direc- 
tion and inflicted  severe  losses on them. 

According to  the statements of the prisoners the enemy’s 
force at Liaoyangwopeng consisted  of 5,000 cavalry with 
ZO guns, under the command of General Mistchenko. Their 
main  force fled northwards and the rest to  the north-east 
and north-west. In this engagement, the enerly left  evidence 
of the confusion into which they had fallen  in their flight, 
Judging -rrom the stores of  provisions and clothing which 
the enemy Ieft 03 t h ~  field, the enemy’s supply seems to 
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be extremely poor. We captured several hundred kohl 
of cereals. 

Before retreating, the enemy set Sire to a house in the 
southern extremity of Liaoyangwopeng. There  are unmis- 
takable signs that the enemy’s  object  in setting fire to the 
house was to burn their dead. 

Our losses are 30 officers and men  killed and 185 wounded. 
The enemy’s losses are not known exactly, but  the  enemy9s’ 
killed left or cremated  in front of our central column alone, 
amounted to more than 80. In addition, there were more 
than I O  horses killed and left, 011 the field. The total 
losses of the enemy along the entire front will be, it is 
believed,  considerable. 

June 19. 

(Received on the clfernoon of June ZO.) 

Our forces  which  occupied Lienkwakai yesterday (the 
19th) at 1.30 a m .  without encountering the enemy, subse- 
quently drove off the enemy in the vicinity of Kirin road, 
and occupied  Yangmulintsz’ (about 20 miles north-east of 
Weiyuanpaomen). Another force expelled the enemy in 
the neighobourhood of Yangtsz’ling (about I B miles north 
of IVeiyuanpaomen) at 3.20 a.m-  the same day, and occupied 
the heights north-west of Shihhuiwotsz’ (78 miles north of 
J?angtsz’ling) at 9.40 a.m. the same day. Subsequently 

u 
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this force  attaclted the enemy entrenched on the heights 
north and north-east of that place, and routed them. 

Froat of Changtu. 

Our forces  advanced through the neighbourhood of the 
railway, drove off the enemy’s infantry and cavalry from 
the heights about g& miles north of Shahotsz’ station, and 
occupied the heights south of Shuangmiaotsz’ (IT&. miles 
north east of Changtu) at 6.30 a.m. yesterday. The railway 
station there was completely destroyed. In this engagement 
QUI losses were only four men wounded,  whilst the enemy’s 
casualties must have been comparatively large, judging from 
the fact that they left on the field IO killed (including an 
officer) and three dead horses. Vl7e also captured one 
machine gun, one horse and a soldier. 

Our force advancing along the  Fenghwa road dislodged 
the enemy from the vicinity of Peifangshenkeu (about 2-& 

miles  south-east of Hsinglungchuan) at 3.30 a.m., and 
subjecting the enemy to a severe gun and rifl-  fire,  occupied 
Lintiaoken (19 miles north of Changtu and about 6 miles 
north of I’eifangshengkeu). 

directions. 
There is no important change in the s i t ~ t i ~ n  in other 

-.-+C-. 

I .  _ . .  



at I I a.m. Several thousand Russians,  with artiilery, 
stationed  in the neighbourhood are retrcating toward Susong 
(some HO miles north O% Kyöngsöng). 

On the 2 Ist, more than 1,000 of the cncmy’s troops, 
driving off our scouts in the line  of Wankoutsz’ken to 
Hungtsaotien (about 2 4 miles  west of Wankoutsz’ken), 
reached the vicinity of Hiangyangchen (about IO miles  west 
of Wankowtsz’ken), at 4.30 pm., when our troops repulsed 
them with heavy losses and at once  pursued them. 

Weiyuanpaomen Direction, 

After the return, on discharge of their ~ mission, of our 
detachment which had occupied the neighbourhood of 
Yangmulintsz on the 19th inst., the main  force of -the 
enemy,  consisting of about three battalions of infantry and 
four squadrons of cavalry,  with  ten mountain and field and 
two machine guns, advanced southward through  the districts 
east of the Kirin road and a portion of the same force 
through  the districts west of the road.-- From about P 1.30 

a.me on the 21st the enemy’s infmtry commenced t~ appear 
on the heights near  Chafengan and Likiatun, about 5 miles 
north-east of Nanchengtsz, while their artillery took up a 
prssitim cn the hills south-east OP LTentlwaikai apt ,  qsened 
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Ere on the heights north of Nanchentsz at I .I 5 pfp~. Our 
troops stationed in that neighbourhood, after fighting for 
several hours, advanced and completely drove the enemy 
off at 7.45 p.m., occupying the height in the neighbourhood 
of Huankiling. Our forces are still pursuing the enemy. 

With the exception of the above, the situation in t h  
various directions remains  unchanged. 

A- 

BATTLE REAR’ RANSHANCHENTSZ. 

June 22. 

(Receire+ on June 24,) 

Our force  despatched for the purpose of driving off the 
enemy who had  been  proceeding south towards Nanshan- 
chentsz’ ( I  7% miles  east of Ying-e-Cheng) attacked the enemy 
in occupation of the heights north-west of Nanshanchentsz’ 
fi-om ahout 4.30 p.m. on the ~2nd. , At about 5 -40 the 
enemy b e y 1  to waver and a portion of their forces began 
to retreat.  But the enemy 011 the heights west of Nanchan- 
chentsz’, having maintained a stubborn resistance, we fiercely 
charged and carrie.1 their positions at 6. IO p.m. We then 
engaged the enemy on the heights north of Kanshanchentsz 
i n  sevel-z conflict, and dispatched a body of our troops to 
the north-east of Taipientientsz’ (3 kilometres  north-west of 
Nanshamzhentsz) to open fire on the retreating force of th2 
enemy. This turning movement threlv the enemy into great 
confusion. A body of the enemy’s  cavalry and infantry 
endeavoured to escape our fire by displaying the  Red Cross 
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Flag. Wc, however,  continued our pursuit, and totaally 
routed them to  the north. The enemy’s  force  consisted of 
3,000 infantry and cavalry with  several guns. They 1ePi 
more than 50 killed on the feld, and their casualties 
amounted, it is believed, to more than mo. Our. casualties 
consisted of Z men and a hors= killed and an officer (slightly), 
16 mon-commissioned  officers and men and a horse wound- 

n other directions the situation  remains unchanged, -- 
June 26. 

(eeceived on June 2’7.) 
Manchuria. 

About 6.30 am. on  July 26 a Russian  force, some five 
companies strong, with 6 guns made its appearance near 
Changchiatien ( I  z miles south of Kangping), but was 
repulsed. The enemy retreateddlorth. Scouts are occasion- 
ally observed, but  the situation generally’kmains unchanged 

On  June z6 our hem Korea occupied 
Susihg (some I I miles north of Kyöngsöng.) 

A M - -  

J u n e  28 & 29. 

(d2eceire.l G?$ June 30.; 

Our detachment which had been despatched from the 
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direction of Hingking to “chat  of Hailing, attacked on June 
zg at g. a.m. a Russian  force, consisting of about 300 
inhntry and cavalry, and driving the enemy from Tashatan, 
xcupied  the heights north of that place. n portion of the 
same detachment on the afternoon of June 28 took Sankeu- 
fang, some I7& miles east of ‘kkgecheng and 5 miles north 
of Nanshanchentsz, and wits still advancing northvriard on 
the following  day. 

No special changes have taken place in other directions. 

July B & 2. 

(Received on July 3.) 

North KQX-~ZI. 

At dawn on  the znd, about 4.00 of the enemy’s cavalry 
with guns appeared in the vicinity of Chyanhang (6 miles 
nprth of YusÖng) on the Punyong road, and in a conflict 

with QUI- troops in the neighbourhood were  rpulsed north- 
wards with heavy losses, at 7.30 a.m. Our detachment 
which had proceeded to  the  north for the purpose of cutting 
off the enemy’s retreat,  whilst attacking at about noan the 
same day the enemy on the heights north-west of Hottongku 
(14 miles north of Yusöng and also on the  Punyong 
Road), intercepted the enemy’s  cavalry retreating from 
Chyangnang. In this action we captured one cavalry horse, 
28 lances, 66 overcoats, and a large quantity of tents, 
entrenching tools, and ammunition. 
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Manchuria. 

On the  Ist inst. at about 8 a.m. some 600 Russian 
cavalry  advanced  in the direction of Piniuho (about I 24 

miles north-east of Kangping) on the right bank of Pienho, 
but were repulsed by our troops stationed in that neighbour- 
hood. At about g a.m. the same day another body of 
Russian  cavalry, about 1,500 strong, including some mounted 
infantry,  with s o m  18 guns attacked the vicinity of 
Shihshihyu (about 7+ miles  north-west of Piniuho) and the 
fighting  lasted  till night. It was at dawn on the following 
day that our troops succeeded  in  completely driving the 
enen1y  away. In this engagement the enemy's  casualties 
were more than 400~ while ours mere about go. 

Collisions  between the opposing scouts have taken  place 
in  various places. 

\. J! 
CTS  WEE^ eDPPOS%Pa& SCOUTS. 

July 6. 

(Received on July 7,) 

e principal  conflicts that occurred om the 6th between 
the opposing scouts were as follows :- 

At IO a.m. our troops encountered  two eectioqs of the 
enemy's  cavalry in the vicinity of Wanlungpao (22 miles 
north-west of Yingecheng on the Yingecheng-Kaiyuan road), 
and  repulsed them eastward. 

At a little  past 5 a.m. our t roop drove off northwards 
some 50 of the enemy's cavalry at Sanshihliapao (IO miles 
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north of Changtu on the Fenghwa road),  killing 5 troopers 
and 4 horses. About the same time, our troops discovered 
the enemy's cavalry  horses, which, hac!  been  left in the rear 
by  the troops while the latter were fighting o n  foot, and 
opened fire on  them. The enemy in charge fled,  leaving 
one  corpse and three horses on the field. 

At about 8 p.m. some  four squadrons of the enemy 
approached in the vicinity of Sungwangmiaotsz' (5  miles 
north-west of Kangping), but they precipitately retreated 
northward on  the approach of our infantry. 

w- 

SBTUATEON IN N0.lteT.H KOREA, . 

July 24. 

(Received on July 25.) ' 

The North Korean Army, having  driven of3 the enemy 
' from Puryong and Pugo, occupied  on the 24th inst. the line 

of Sochhyong (8 miles north-east of Pugo) to Sinppungsan 
(about 12 miles north-west of Mosanryong), via Paiksapong 
(8 miles  north-east of Puryong) and MosanryoEg ( I o miles 
north of Puryong and situated  on the Hoiryong road), -- 

SITUATION IN NANCHUBIA. 

August 14. 

(Received on Auyust 15.) 

Early yesterday mdrning the enemy's  infantry, about a 
battalion, strong, accompanied by two squadrons of cavalry, 
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of Chyongtuyong at 9.10 a.m. The enemy fled north in 
utter  confusion. Our forces are now  in  pursuit. 

The enemy at  the height three  kilometres west of Chyong- 
tuyong and at Opongyong also offered a stubborn resistance 
until I I a.m., when they were  defeated and put to rout 
by our pursuit, 

Another detachment of our Army drove off several 
hu~-mdreds of Russian troops from Paikhyön (76 miles  west 
of Opongyong) and is pursuing them. 

In the direction of Sudong, our troops are advancing, 
driving the enemy before them. 

In tl&  engagement, our losses were 3 officers and 60 
men. The enemy’s losses were great, though not exactly 
I.;nown. The enemy’s  killed  left  on the field numbered 6 0 ~  
\Ve have captured a large quantity of spoils. 

------w- 
‘ r ,  

THE ARNISTICE. 

September 1 3 .  

(Beported by the Manchurian Amy, received 
in Tokyo 01% Sept. 14.) 

The commander-in-chief of the Manchurian Army issued 
to-day (14th) aworder relating to the armistice  between the 
Japanese  and  Russian Armies in Manchuria,  substantially as 
f~ll0~Vs:- 

ORDERS. 

r.--The cornm’iissioners for conchding the terms of armis- 
tice  between the Japanese and Russian  Armies  in 14anchxicl 
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met at Shahotsz’ . (about 5 miles north of Changtu station) 
yesterday (the 13th) at IO a.m.  and  signed the protocol of 
armistice at 6.20 p.m. the same day. The protocol 
consists of the following  five articles :- 

Article  I.-Hostilities shall be suspended throughout 
the whole of Manchuria. 

Article 11.-The ground between the first  lines of 
the Japanese and Russian  Armies, as shown  in the 
map to be exchanged together with the protocol, 
shall be  made a neutral  zone. 

Article III.-No  person having any connection  with 
either army shall  be permitted to enter the neutral 
zone  under any pretext whatever. 

Article IV.-The road  leading  from Shahotsz’ to 
Shwangrniaotsz’  shall be used in  common by both 
armies. 

Article V.-This protocol shall become  effective  from 
noon  on  September 16 of the 38th year of Meiji 
(lrgog), or September 3 according to the Russian 
calender. 

a.-Each  respective army shall  enforce the terms of armistice 
according to this protocol by noon on the  16th inst. at 
the latest. 
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SECTION I. 
Naval Movements. 

CO~PEBATPON WITH THE ARMY LANDING 
ON AND CAPTURING KORSAKOPF. 

July 4-18 (1905). 

( A  report from Vice-Admiral  Kataoka in conmand of the 
squadrcjn detacled to the north.) 

(1) 
(Received in Tokyo on the afternoon of July 7.) 

Afia the operation of the Squadron as  previously  arrang- 
ed, the naval  landing  corps  to-day at I p.m.  occupied 
their  pre-arranged  landing  point  without  meeting  any 
resistance  from the enemy. A portion of the army has 
also  landed. The weather is fine  and  there is no wind. 

'(SE) 
(Received on the forenoon of July E.) 

On the 7th, at 3.45 p.m., one of our destroyers  reported 
that the whole  town of Korsakoft was then on fire, and 
the enemy's  forts  which  had  fired  on that destroper  became 
silent.  Our  military  forces  reached Tsushima-saki (formerly 
Enzurna promontory) át 4. prn. -- 



(Receiced on the fownoon of July 9,) 

As previously arranged the Squadron, convoying a 
number of Army transports,  left a certain  point  for  Karaftlto 
on the 4th inst., at g a.m., Slight fog prevailed  from the 
morning and rain  occassionally fell. 

On the 5th the Squadron frequently encountered‘ dense 
fog  which  obstructed the views. The fog,  however, did not 
last. The transport squadron maintained an excellent order. 

On the Tth, at 6 a.m. the destination was reached, As 
the work of clearing the sea progressed, a portion of the 
Squadron led the transports to the waters  already  cleared, 
whilst another portion, after  reaching the entrance of the 
sea  cleared  of  mines,  lowered the steam-launches  and  boatc 
and  assisted  in  landing the troops. A patrolling  ship was 
also  despatched to a certain  point in order to keep 
watch. 

Prior to this, the Squadron under ViceAdmiral Dewa 
had  discharged its duties in  clearing the sea and  covering 
the landing of our tr~ops,  The report of this squadron 
runs substantially as follows :- 

‘ 6  At 6 a.m. we  reached the place  previously fixed for 
landing purposes9 and at once  tiragged  &he sea  for  mines. 
At the same  time a destroyer floti!la  was  despatched  with 
the object of reconnoitring the landing  place. As the result 
of the reconnaissance  it was discovered that the coasts 
were devoid of dei’hce, but our movements were  being 
apparently watched 5cm the shore by three men  appare-ently 
enerny7s  scouts. It was also  reported that the coast seemed 
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to furnish a suitable  rnoorning  place foor boats. The work 
of the mine-dragging  under  Commander Hirose made rapid 
progress,  inspite  of the difficulties  owing to a strong tide, 
and at 8.40 am. the party was already within  five  miles 
from the landing  place. Thereupon a portion of the squadron 
and the transports were ordered to enter the area of the 
sea already  cleared  of  mines, and the allied  naval landing 
corps were  instructed to land. The latter  occupied their 
objective  without  meeting any resistance. Subsequently 
a portion of the army also  landed, and displaced the naval 
landing corps,  who returned to their  ships, having 
safely  discharged  their  duties. Suddenly, however, the 
enemy’s  forts on the heights south of Korsakoff opened 
fire  o11 our mine-dragging party, and in consequence, the 
latter, together with the covering ship Ahagi, was  placed 
in the difficult  position of working under the enemy’s fire. 
But the party continued the work and completely dragged 
the whcle  area of the sea  originally fixed  for that 
purpose.” 

The Squadron has sustained no loss. According to a 
wireless telegram received early in the morning of the 8th, 
the army has  occupied  Korsakoff,  where the Rising Sun 
flag is  displayed  everywhere. In the present  operations, 
I was most anxious about the weather, and now I deem 
it an honour to have been able to discharge a portion ob 
my duties safely as above  stated. 



(xeceived o n  the ufternoon o j  July Q,) 

According to a report of Rear-Admiral Naltao,  commander 
of a squadron, who reconnoitred Todo Island on the  8th 
inst., things are quiet at that island. . .  

( 5 )  

(Received on the fore7aoon o;' July IO.) 

On the, 8th, at 3 a.m., three war. vessels and two 
destroyers were despatched to the neighbourhood of 
Tsushima-saki  (formerly Enzuma promontory), for the 
purpose of cooperating with the Zand forces in occupation of 
Korsakoff.  Korsakoff had, however,  been  captured by our 
troops alone  without  firing a single shot from the warships. 
A little past 2 p.m. the two destroyers entered. far into 
Chitose  Bay  (formerly  Rossei  Bay)  and  when off Tsuroviyo- 
fuka  village ( ? >, a severe fire  was  opened  on them from 
a Russian  land  battery. They ixnmdiately responded  and 
suceeded in silencing the pork, 

(Beeeieed on the forenoon of July 11.) 

According to the report of Rear-Admiral, Togo (Masa- 
michi),  who, in command of two cruisers,  with some 
troops on board, and four  torpedo-boats, Left Korsakoff on the 
10th inst.  and  proceeded  in the direction of Kondo-misaki 
(formerly  Cape Nstsro) with the object of occupying the 
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same  cape, this despatchment, after  arrival at. its destination, 
fired on the land  several  times  for  demonstration PurDoses 

.LI and  subsequently  landed the naval  landing corps, who  safelv 
- - _  d occupied the place. and  planted  thel-eon the flag of the 

Rising Sun. The light-house  and other buildings are all 
intact. The result of lighting the light-house was satisfactory. 
We captured four prisoners. 

NAVAL OPERATIONS IN NCk'aH HOREB. 

Jury 17. 

(Issued on July 18.) 

According to the report of Vice-Admiral Kamimura. 
commander-in-chief  of the Second Squadron, operating in 
the direction of North Korea, our destroyer flotilla 
was on the 17th inst. fired 011 by  the enemy, some 200 

strong, at Ung-kwi  Bay. We instantly responded to their 
firing and silenced  them. Some Russian  cavalry  were 
also  observed at several  places  in that neighbourhood and 
were  fired on for  demonstration  purposes. At So-chöng 
several of the enemy's  cavalry  were  observed  proceeding 
along the main  road,  but on the approach of our destroyer 
flotilla towards the shore, they hurriedly fled. The gun- 
boat Chihqa shelled the enemy's Sig.na1 station and 
the guards on the hkight north of the Geka pronlontory 
at the western  corner of Rajin-pho. 

------+t( 

\ 
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co ~~~~~~~~~ WITH 

July 23 & 24. 

( A  refort from Vice-Admircd Xcltnoka, CYo,nmnnde&zeChief of the 
Xp&sn desputchel to the ?torth, Teceivecl in 

Tokyo on the July 26.) 

AS the Squadron convoying the army transports left a 
certain  point  on the prearranged expedition to the north, 
the dense fog which had prevailed of late  cleared off, and 
the sea  was  calm, there being not the slightest breeze to 
disturb the water. 

At daw1 on the 23rd, a slight wind  commenced to  blo^ 
from a south-south-eastern  direction,  and  fog,  accompanied 
by slight rain,  prevailed throughout  the  day, often making 
it impossible  for u s  to see. .But  the squadron and the 
transports maintained their positions. 

Prior to this, the advance detachment under  command of 
Vice-Admiral Dewa reconnoitred the coasts and swept the 
waters in the neighbourhood of the landing places at 
Alexandrovsk. As the operations were progressing satis- 
factorily9 I on  the 24th ordered the various warships acting 
as pilots to lead the transports to the waters already clwrede 
The naval  landing  parties then effected their landing and 
occupied  without  resistance the places required for the 
landing of the troops. ']The latter subsequently effected a 
landing and the naval  parties,  after transferring the possession 
of the occupied  place, returned to their ships. 

The wharfs at Alexandrovsk, Niyomi and Mukake are all 
intact and are now protected by our squadron. Since the 
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morning, the enemy have been burning Numina and have 
;*lso set Alkowa on fire. Alexandrovsk, however, has 
escaped ;from being  burnt. According to a report received 
at T130 p.m. the same day,  the flags of' the Rising Sun 
are now flying over the island office and other buildings at 
AIexandrovsk. There have been FIO losses either to the 
ships or to our men. 

~~~~~~~~ COA$jT. 

July 24. 

(A  report from Admirul Kataoku, Communclel. of the 
ISq~adrolz,desputche~ to the  north, received 

in Tokyo on July 2Y.I 

The commander of the detachment despatched on the 
24th inst. to Kastrie Bay (on the opposite shore of 
Alexandrovsk, Kzrafuto, and about 60 miles off) reports 
as follows :- 

On  the afternoon OF the 24th we landed in  the neigh- 
bourhood of Kresterkamp, when all the guards of' the 
light-house fled,  leaving  behind an  oficer's and seven 
bluejaket's caps. A building  equipped  with a telephone 
apparatus existed at the other side of' the ligh-thouse, with 
which it was connected. There were 21 beds  in the building, 
but no human  beings. The light-house was a massive 
structure and contained a ful! stock of provisions. 

We then entered  far into the bay, and on reaching the 
neighbsurlxkd of Kasalt Island, four guns were  observed 
gear the site of the telegaph office of Alexandrovsk (a 



city in Katre Ray, having the same name as that in 
Karafuto), two of which suddenly opened fire on us- We 
returned the fire and finally  silenced the enemy. A conflagra- 
tion was then started in the city, and an explosion presumably 
of a gunpowder magazine took place. 

RUSSIAR VIOLATION OF THE LAW OF WAR- 
August 3. 

( A  telegram yeceived in Tokyo on the Clfferp/lom of Aug. 3.) 

This morning at 4.48, two destroyers of the enemy 
appeared off Kyongsöng and shelled the Japanese steamer 
I<ei-shc-g¿jJ which  was struck seven  times on the starboard 
side,  engine room and bridge.  Captain Toyamas the master 
od the vessel, and a boy were  killed, and the chief cook 
was seriously and a sailor (Korean) slightly wounded. The 
enemy, after  firing some 60 shots, cease:?  fire at 5 a.m. 
and proceeded towards Vladivostock. The Kei-shG-gZ has a 
list, but is still seaworthy. 
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the object of' attacking in cooperation  ivith  land troops ;z 

body of the enemy occupying a point 011 the south- 
eastern shore of Lake Gnaicha (which is on the eastern 
coast of the islaxld about ZO rniles east of of Kushunkotan), 
fire was opened on the enemy on August IO, at 6.30 
a.m., a flotilla of armoured boats attacking from the lake 
and our land troops from the eastern shore -of the lake. 
After a bombardment of two hours, the enemy hoisted a 
white flag and surrendered. Their numper was 123. OLE 
land troops imme3iately  occupied the position. 

August 13. 
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OPERATIONf4 aEAR THE AIMUEL 
August 27, 

( A  re$ort porn Vice-A.dnairaZ Kulaoka, received 
in Tokyo on Aug. 28.) 

The detached squadron sent in the direction of the 
Amur, on  perceiving that the Russian guards at Tsaore 
and  Razareba south of the river mouth had been  increased, 
at once  bombarded  and  destroyed the two  places. 

-7 

NAVAL PROTOCOL. 

September IS. 

(Published GW Sept. 21.) 

In order to conclude the terms of armistice  in  accordance 
with  Article V. of the Russo-Japanese  protocol  relating to 
armistice,  Rear-Admiral Shimamura, representing Admiral 
Togo, Commander-in-Chief of the Combined  Fleet,  proceeded 
uit11 a portion of the Fleet to the entrance of the harborrr 
of Lojinpho and  met there a squadron  under  Rear-Admiral 
Jessen,  representing the Wussian Navy) on  September IS, 
and  fixed the sphere of armistice on the seas as 
follows : - 

AgreeEcst relating to  the delimitation 
o% the sphere s f  armistice on sea. 

The undersigned,  Rear-Admiral Shimamura and Rcar- 
Admiral Jessell,  who  have been properly  authorized to 
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act on behalf d the respective  Commanders-in-Chief of the 
Fleets,  conclude an agreement as follows :-- 

The sea  boardering on the coasts  of the belligerents is 
divided  as  follows :- 

The boundary line starts from  Lojionoff promontory, 
runs 30 nautical  miles to  the south-east,  conqects the 

point 42" N. Lat. and 136" E. Long. 
point 46" N. Lat. and 140" E. Long. ; 
point 48 O N. Lat. and I 41 O E. Long. ; 
point 50" N. Lat. and 141" 23' E. Long. ; 

and  point 5 I O 48' N. Lat. and 141" 23' E. Long. The 
narrowest portion of the Mamiya Straits between the last- 
mentioned  point and point 5 3 O  27' N. Lat. and 141 O 274' 
E, Long. is made a neutral zone. The boundary line 
again starts fi-om the point 5 3" 27' N. Lat. and I 41 o 
27'$ E Long. and runs to the point 5 6" N. Lat. and I 42" 
E. Long. and  point 5 6" N. Lat, and 148 O E. Long. , and 
then, passing through the central  point  of the Shumushu 
Straits, coincides  with the parallel of 50" 50' N. Lat. 

The narrowest  part of the Marniya Straits is  made a 

The natives  of both belligerents are prohibited from 

This resolution  comes into force  from the day of signing 

3 

neutral zone. 

passing the said boundary line. 

slid will  be  valid during the period of  armistice. 
As a guarantee of the above,  each represmtative signs 

his name to this protocol 
Rear-Admiral Shimamura. 
Rear-Admiral  Jessen. 

Sepfernbar I 8, 3 905. 
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the vicinity sf Vladimirovka and Bridineh,  occupied those 
places towards the evening. 

July I I.- Our forces  pressed hard on  the enemy in 
the neighbourhood of Darineh, and at z p.m. commenced 
to attack the main force of the enemy occq3ying the prin- 
cipal  positions  on the outskirts of a thick waod; west of 
that village. The enemy offered a stubborn resistance. 

July 12.- From before dawn, we fiercely  resumed Che 
attack on the wooded  positions, and subsequently routed the 
enemy towards Manlta. Thus the occupation of south 
KarafLlto has been securely established. In  these operations 
we captured Lieut. Maximuta and over 80 others, and four 
field and one machine gun, a quantity of ammunition and 
a number of warehouses. 

In addition to those mentioned above, the enemy's  losses 
must have mounted at least to over I 5 0  or 160. Our casual- 
ties are about 70, including officers. 

Detailed Reports- 

( 11 
., (Reeeiz.ei on July IO.) 

. Our Army landing on I<arafilto  occupied  Korsakoff early 
013 the morning of the  8th inst.,  without  meeting much 
resistance  from the enemy. 

The Rmsians, after burning the town,  retreated to a 
positioll in  the neighbourhoad of Soloifka, (about 7+ miles 
north of KorsaCoK,) where they ' again offered resistance. 
I h t  at I I a. m. the same day our .forces ~ U ~ S L I ~ I I ~  the 
ene:ny disloclgecf the latter fiom Soloifka and causdd them 
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to retreat in the direction of Vladimirovka (some 22i  miles 
l ,  north of Korsakoff). 

In this engagement 'we captured two P z-centimetre  cannonsg 
two 12-pounders and a quantity of ammunition. There 
were no losses to our army. 

( 2) 

(Received on July 14.) 
3 .  

Our forces that landed on Karafuto in pursuit of the 
enemy, drove the latter from the neighbourhood of Vladimi- 
rovka and Bridineh, some z+ miles  west of Vladimirovka, 
on the  10th iilst.  and  occupied the two places. 

The enemy's main  force  retreated to  the thick woods 
north-west of Darineh aboat 5 miles  west of Vladimirovka, and 
occupying the positions they had previously constructed, 
offered a stubborn resistance  with  several field and machine 
guns. Our forces,  however,  delivered a severe attack on 
the enemy from the I xth and at dawn of the following day 
forced them to retire in the direction of Manka, where they 
dispersed. Though  the exact number of the enemy's casual- 
ties cannot be given, it appears that their losses were not 
Iess than I 50 or 160, including ~ f f i c e ~ ~ .  

~ ~ 

~ 
~ 

- 
~ 
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PUBSUIT. 
JuIy 26 

(Received on J~cly B.) 

From early in the morning of the 26th the Karafuto 
Army advanced vigorously, pursuing the enemy. At 3 p. 
m. its advanced guard occupied Delbenskoe and its cavalry 
entered Rykof'f, At the same time the detachment which 
had  advanced east pressing the enemy in the vicinity of 
Nomihairovskoe, defeated a Russian infantry and artillery 
force i n  occupation of positions  near Weidernikovsy and 
immediately  followed  in pusuit, 

The day was extremely hot, the thermometer recording 
93" F. 

(CICUPA'BIHBbN OF RYHBPF. 

JuIy 27. 

(Receiced on Jtdy 30.) 
c 

On the afternoon of the 26th the independent cavalry force 
of the Karafuto Army's Left rode into Rykoff in  pursit of 
the enemy, but was  compelled to retire the same  evening 
owing to  the threatening situation of the town. 

The arrny had  planned that its left column should occupy 
Rykoff while the Russian  main  forces  werc still keeping 
the western high lands of the town, and annihilate the latter 
forces. With this object  in view our forces  advanced  forward 
at 3 a.m. on the 27th. The' van of the Left Column, 
accompanied by  the independent  cavalry, rapidly advanced, 
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attaeked the enemy on the northern end of Rykaff, and 
entered the town. After some desultory street fighting, the 
town was completely îaken at 8.30 a. m. 

Since the evening of the 26th, the bulk of the Russians 
confronting our Right Column (the detachment which took 
up the pursuit immediately  after the defeat of the enemy 
near Weidernilmvsky) have  been  fleeing  in disorder, south- 
ward along the by-road from Marotsurnoff (some 5 miles 
west of Rykoff 1 to Paleo  (some IO miles south of Rykoff ). 

At -noon a force was sent to the south in pursuit of the 
, enemy. At a point 8 kilometres south of RykofT, this force 

encountered some 800 Russian  infantry, sf whom  over ZOO 

were killed and 500 taken prisoner. 
The strength of the Russians that have opposed our 

Right Column  since the 27th was apparently about 3,000 
infantry  with 4 field and 4 machine guns, while the enemy's 
force opposing our Left was some 2,000 infantry  with 4 
field guns. 

The enemy's 'losses  have  been heavy and the spoils of 
~ 

~ tvar taken considerable. Investigations are now ponding. 

-F- 

OCCUPATION OF BALEO. 
J u l y  28. 

(Receitwd m Augus t  1.) 

The Karafuto Army after  defeating the enemy eight 
kilometers south of Rykoff, hotly pursued them. On the 
26th, our army attacked the enemy holding strong positions 
in the neighbourhood of Paleo, and finally on the same 
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The deficiency of bondages and medicines and the impos- 
sibility of giving  medical  treatment to the wounded,  have 
compelled  me,  from  humanitarian  point of view, to propose 
to Your Excellency the suspension of further  hostilities. 
' The commander of our army replied  in  substance :- 

That all  war material and Government property, movable 

That all maps,  documents,  etc.  relating to  the administra- 

That  the reply to  the above  be brought to First Harndasa 

That in the event of reply  not  being  received at  the 

or immovable,  be  delivered in their existing  condition ; 

tion and  military affairs be surredered ; 

(about 5 miles north of 0101-) by P O  a.m. on July 3 I. 

said  time, we should  resume  operations at once. 
On  the 3 I st, Colonel Tarasenko, the enemyk plenipotentiary;, 

arrived at  First. Hamdasa, where he was  met by Major- 
General  Koizumi,  our  plenipotentiary and chiei" of the staK 
All OUT proposals were  finally accepted by the enemy,  Lieut.- 
General  Liapouno% the military  Governor, some 70 officers 
and 3,200 troops thus surrendered  and were made  prisoners 
of war. 

A large quantity of arms, ammunition,  clothing,  provisions, 
forage,  etc., has been  captured, and investigations are now 
being conducted  in this connection. 
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RBTSSUN PRISONERS AT BARAFUTB. 
Aug 6. 

( A  report from the Karaftbct0 Army, receiced in Tokyo 
on L4ug. Y.) 

On August I at 5 p.m. Lieut.-General  Liapunoff and five 
Russian  staff  officers  were  escorted to Rykoff and  were 
received by  the commander of our Army  at a  temple. The 
Russian  general  stated that two Russian officers and  a 
hundred troops had  been  despatched in the direction  of 
Nairo, and he had  telegraphed to  the detachment to proceed 
to Onor and surrender themselves to  the Japanese. 

Since last reported, the number of the Russian  prisoners 
has greatly increased. 

The inmates of the Karafuto  gaols  seem  either to have 
broken out o f  prison or to have  been  released by  the 
authorities  before the occupation of these  prisons by our 
army. In consequence, it is feared that these  outlaws may 
disturb the peace of the localty. 

August 8 and 10. 

(1) 
( A  yei:o?t from the Karafat0 Amay, meeired in flie 

forenodn of A u g .  11.) 

On the  8th inst. the Russians, I 18 in number,  including 
some officers,  who  were operatilag in the direction of Nairo, 
surrendered to our L, 'rees. 
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On the I O  th a  force of our  army in  Karafuto,  in  co- 
operation  with  the Northern Expeditionary Squadro-n,  attacked 
and defeated the enemy ~cc~lpying the south-eastern shore 
of Lake Tonnaicha (some 17 miles east of Korsakoff). Serme 
IZO Russiam were taken prison,er- 

-v- 

THE LAST BATTLE IR XARAFUTB, 
August 38. 

( A  report from e Karafuto Army, received in Tokyo 

on Sept. 2.) 

A force  under  Captain  Otawa, having travelled for several 
days through rugged kountains and thick woods pressed 
the enemy to  the mouth of the Naibutchi  river and completely 
routed them  after a severe  fight,  lasting for five hours from 
noon on August 20. Our casualties  were 7,  including  Lieut. 
Kiyoteru Kawaï,  who  was  killed. The nufiber of the enemy's 
killed  was about 130. We have  taken a fair quantity of spoils. 
By this  engagement, Southern Karafuto is entirely pacified. 

-44- d+ 

( A  report from the Kamfut0 Amny, receivd by the 

Anperial Beadquartem, rela!atirz;, to the s d i e c t  

tuas substantially us follows.) 

The Russian  Government  enlisted  a large number of co,r_viicts 
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last year in the service of the garrison of Karafuto, and 
since the advent of our troops there the Russians  have often 
flagrantly violated the Law of War. In addition, the Russian 
forces have frequently infi-inged the Red Cross and Thé 
Hague Conventions. The charges against the Russian Army 
are as follows : 

( I )  Use of dumdum bullets. 
(2) Abuse of Ked  Cross flag and  badges. 
(3) Adoption of civilian clothes by troops, 
(4) Release of convicts fi-om gaols, leaving the peaceru1 

inhabitants to the mercy of the former, and throwing 
on our Army the responsibility  for  these outragzs. 

( 5 )  Insult to our killed  and cruelty to  the wounded. 
(6) Desecration- of the graves of dur soldiers  and 

The above are all proved  in the report by facts  clearly 
despoiling the dead. 

recorded. 

THE END. 

? 

APPENDIX, 

THE TREATY OF PEACE, 
(Signed at PoTtsmouth on 8ept. 5, 1905, ratijìed by the Bnperors 

‘of Jupan and Russia on Oct. 14, und published 

i n  Tokyo no Oct 16.) 

His Majesty the Emperor of Japan on the one 
part,  and His Majesty the Emperor of all the 
Russias ora the other part, animated by the desire 
to restore  the blessings of peace to their countries 
and peoples, have resolved to conclude ;E treaty 
of peace, anil have,  for this purpose, named their 
Plenipotentiaries, that is to say : 

H.is  Majesty the Emperor of Japan : 
Wis Excellency  Baron  Momura Jutaro, Jusammi, 

Grand  Cordon of the Imperial Order of the Rising 
S L ~ ,  His Minister for Foreign affairs, and 

Wis Ecxellcncy Me Takahira Kogoro, Jusammi, 
Grand Cordon of the Imperial Order of the Sacred 
Treasure, His Envoy Extraordinary and Minister 
Plenipotentiary to  the United States of America ; 
And His Majesty the Emperor of all the Russias : 

Hif; F--- p.yr.P1:eney ryl, Serge \ I /  *++- I--I = -  &-A---+- - - - ,  
---I -̂ %,-UI* T T T .  v v  I L L L j  1 1 1 9  d C L 1 C L d l Y  

ûf Siate and Presic’iettt of tile “I?:,mmif--ee of _ -  i!%inist@rs 
ny3it.e of I<t:ssit;, 2nd His ~~~~~~~~~~Y 

I_. 

g r 1  
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impairment of Chinese  sovereignty olp inconsistent 
with the principle of equal opportunity. 

ARTICLE IV. 

Japan  and Russia reciprocally engage not to 
obstruct  any general measures common to all 
countries, which China may take for the develop- 
ment of the commerce and industry cf Manchuria. 

ARTICLE V. 

The Imperial Russian Government  transfer and 
assign to the  imperial  Government of Japan,  &th 
the consent of the  Government of China, tke  lease 
of Port  Arthur,  Talien and  adjacent  territory  and 
territorial  waters and all rights,  privileges and 
conc.essions . connected with or forming part of such 
lease, and they also transfer  and  assign  to  the 
Imperial  Government of Japan all public works 
and  properties in the  territory affected by the 
above mentioned lease. 

The two % High  contracting  Parties mutually 
engage to obtain the  consent of the Chinese 
Government mentioned in the foreign stipulation. 

The Imperial  Government of Japan on their 
part undertake that  the  proprietary  rights of 

t,+ B 

I 
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Russian suljects in the  territory  above  referred 
. to shall be perfectly  respected. 

ARTICLE VI. 
The Imperial Russian Government engage to 

transfer  and  assign  to  the  Imperial  Government 
of Japan, without compensasion and with the 
consent of the Chinese  Government,  the Railway 
between Chang-shun (Kuan-Cheng-tsz) and Port 
Arthur  and all its branches,  together with all 
rights, privileges and  properties  appertaining  there- 
to in that religion, as well as all coal mines in 
the  said region belongipg to or worked for the 
benefit of the railway. 

The two. High  Contracting  Parties mutually en- 
gage to obtain the consent of the Government of 
China mentioned in the foregoing stipulation. 

I 

ARTICLE VIL 

Japan and Russia engage  to exploit their  respect- 
ive railways in Manchuria exclusively. for  com- 
mercial and ind.ustria1 purposes and in no wise 
-for strategic purposes. 

It is understood that  that restriction does not 
apply  to  the railway in the  territory aRected by 

= the  lease of the Liao-tung Peninsula. 

PS) 
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ARTICLE WIT. 
The Imperial (hvernments of Japan  and Kussia, 

with a view to promote and facilitate intercourse 
and traffic, will, as soon as possible, conclude a 
separate convention for the regulation of their 
connecting railway services in Manchuria. 

ARTICLE IX* 
. The Imperial  Russian  Government  cede to the 

Imperial  Government of Japan in perpetuity  and 
f ~ d l  sovereignty, the southern portion of the island 
of Saghalien and all  islands  adjacent  thereto, and 
all public works and  properties thereon. The 
fiftieth degree of north  latitude is adopted as  the 
northern boundary of the ced.ed territory. The 
exact  alignment of such territory  shall  be  deter- 
mined in accordance with the provisions of 
additional Article II. annexed  to this Treaty. 

Japan  and Russia mutually agree not to constnict 
in their  respective possessism on the Islands of 
Saghalien or  the  adjacent islands, any fortification 
or  other similar military works. They also re- 
spectively engage not to  take any military measures 
which may impede the  free navigation of the 

APPENDIX. 

ARTICLE Xe 
P t  Is reserved to the Russian subjects, inhabitants 

of the territory  ceded to Japan, to sell their real 
property and  retire to their country ; but, if they 
prefer  to remain in  the ceded  territory,  they will 
be maintained and  protected in the  f~dl exercise 
of their industries and  rights of property, on 
condition of submitting to  Japanese laws and 
jurisdiction. Japan shall  have full  Biberty to withdraw 
the right of residence in, to deport from, such 
territory, any inhabitants who labour under political 
or administrative disability. She  engages, however, 
that the  proprietary  rights of such ,inhabitants 
shall  be fully respected. 

ARTICLE XL 

Russia engages to arrange with Japan for granting 
to Japanese subjects rights of fishery dong  the 
coasts of theAhssian possessiops in the  Japan, 
Okhotsk  and Behring Seas. 

It .is agreed  that  the foregoing engagement 
shall not affect rights  already belonging to Russiaa 
or foreign subjects in those regions. 
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